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On December 6-8 2022, Matrix Engineering
Consultants and NNi Training and Consulting
Inc. will be conducting the inaugural training
session Fundamentals of Threaded Fastener and
Joint Design.
The course will provide participants with an
in-depth explanation of fastener terminology,
technology, and threaded fastener joint design
calculations and strategies. Participants may
choose to attend in-person or via a live on-line
stream.
The course will be taught be Laurence Claus,
President of NNi Training and Consulting Inc.
and Jon Ness P.E., Principal Engineer of Matrix
Engineering Consultants. The course will be
conducted from the training facilities of Matrix
Engineering Consultants, 12986 Valley View
Road, Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344.
Mr. Claus has over 35 years of fastener industry

experience, serves as the Director of Training and
Education for the Industrial Fasteners Institute, is
Chairman of the SAE Fastener Committee, Vice
Chairman of the ASTM Fastener Committee F16,
and Subcommittee Chairman for both ASTM F16
and ASME B18.
Mr. Ness is a licensed professional engineer
with over 32 years of engineering and design
experience related to the development of on and
off-road vehicles. He has technical expertise in
the design and validation of bolted joints and has
led multiple root cause investigations of bolted
joint failures.
Participants can earn up to 24 Professional
Development Hours with this course. Register
before November 6, 2022 for an early-bird discount.
For more information or to register for the
course, go to www.matrixengrg.com/fundamentalsof-threaded-fasteners-and-joint-design.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Lindfast Solutions Group, a leading master
distributor of specialty fasteners in North America,
today announced the completion of its purchase
of Star Stainless Screw Company (Star). Together
LSG and Star will be even more effective at
meeting the needs of their diverse customer
base, ranging from stainless to inch, to metric,
to value-added services, and more.
“We believe the combination of LSG and Star
will give our collective customers unparalleled
ability to meet all of their fastener needs with one
company,” said LindFast CEO Bill Niketas. “With
Star’s 14 branches and distribution centers
across North America and the 16 locations
we have, this collective footprint will allow our
customers to access product even more efficiently
than in the past.”
As with other recent acquisitions by LindFast,
little change is expected in the near term from a
customer perspective. LSG’s goal is to maintain
the exceptional Star brand name in the market.
For the foreseeable future, Star will continue to

operate out of its existing facilities, will remain on
the same ERP system, and will extend the same
policies currently in place.
LSG is pleased to welcome Star Stainless to
the LindFast team, confident that this combination
will be a powerful force to better serve all
customers involved.
LindFast provides an important link in the
fastener supply chain by offering a deep inventory
as a “virtual warehouse” of approximately
130,000 low volume, slow moving SKUs that
distribution customers need quickly but are noneconomical to inventory and source ourselves.
In addition LindFast provides our distribution
customers a range of value-added services such
as break bulk, packaging, kitting, plating, coating,
and guaranteed stock programs, among others.
		
For more information, contact Lindfast
Solutions Groups at 2950 100th Court NE,
Blaine, MN 55449. Tel: 1-800-328-2430, Email:
sales@lindfastgrp.com or visit them online at
www.lindfastgrp.com.
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Laurence Claus
Laurence Claus is the President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc. He has 25 years of
experience with a medium sized automotive fastener manufacturer, holding positions
including Vice President of Engineering, General Manager, Director of Quality, Director
of New Business Development and Applications Engineer. In 2012 he formed NNi
offering technical and business training courses as well as technical consulting, expert
witness and consultation work. He can be reached at 847-867-7363 or by email:
Lclaus@NNiTraining.com. You can learn more about NNi at www.NNiTraining.com.

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD
FORMING SCREWS FOR PLASTIC
Although plastics have been utilized in consumer

industry thirty-five years ago as an Applications Engineer,

products for over a hundred years, it really wasn’t until the

most of the large plastic resin suppliers instructed users

early 1980’s that manufacturers started to incorporate

against implementing threaded fasteners of any kind.

more plastic components into their products. As with the

Unfortunately, the lack of a fastening option with screws

genesis of many new technologies, their launch was slowed

represented a big set back to the plastics industry and

because users were hesitant to adopt what was new or the

spurred new innovation.

technology had bugs that still needed working out. In fact,

As the need for new solutions increased, the fastener

many new technologies fit this latter category and require

community rose to the challenge so that today there are

other complementary or enabling technologies to emerge

several screw designs especially well thought out for

before they become successful. A memorable example

fastening into thermoplastic materials which save users

of this was illustrated during the launch of the Boeing

the expense of other, cost intensive, fastening methods.

787. Boeing was set to revolutionize modern airliners by

In fact, thread forming variants of self-tapping screws

employing all carbon fiber construction and novel new

are, today, the most widely used and industry accepted

assembly methods. They were well into the fabrication of

method for fastening plastic and metal parts to other

their first couple of aircraft, however, before discovering

plastic components. Since this is no longer a small niche

that traditional fastening techniques did not work with their

market and there are many designs among the good

new carbon fiber components. Consequently launch was

ones that are not well suited for fastening into plastics,

delayed while they worked with several of their primary

every fastener distributor offering these products should

fastener suppliers to develop or employ new fastener

possess some in-house expertise.

technology and engineering to solve these challenges.

It is important to recognize that many different

In a similar vein, one of the things that delayed

products are offered today for fastening plastics. Some

the introduction of plastics into the mainstream was a

are well thought out and deliver an excellent solution for

reliable fastening solution to other plastic or metallic

the uniqueness of plastic materials. Some, however, do

components. On the surface this would seem to be a

not perform as well or are simply screws designed for

simple problem, but the earliest screws available for the

another purpose and rebranded as a screw for fastening

purpose, such as wood and sheet metal screw derivatives,

plastics. It is this second group of screws that wreak

were unpredictable and often generated manufacturing

havoc on distributors and customers alike because of the

and assembly problems. In fact, when I first started in the

problems they create in service.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 118
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Chris Donnell
Chris Donnell is the National Sales Director for Scanwell Logistics International (CHI)
Inc., specializing in Supply Chain Management, Inventory Control, Logistics Sales and
Management. Chris excels at selling the “Solution” to advanced program analysis and
implementation. A highly ambitious and effective team leader who thrives on the challenges
of this industry, Chris currently oversees a National Sales and Partnership Program consisting
of more than 100 Sales executives who focus primarily on SCM and Logistics development in
most vertical markets. Contact Chris at 847-228-6789 or email: chrisdonnell@scanwell.com.

THINGS ARE CHANGING IN THE
LOGISTICS WORLD!
Imagine if you will: you’re traveling through another

common services, the Trans-Pacific and Trans-Atlantic,

dimension, a dimension not only of sight and sound

let’s start by discussing some of the major differences

but of mind; a journey into a treacherous land whose

between the two.

boundaries are that of sleepless nights and ever-

Trans-Pacific (Asia to North America via

increasing headaches. That’s the signpost ahead – your

the Pacific) - Carrier capacity for the most part

next stop, the Logistics Zone. For the past three years,

is in abundance (at least for the short term) as

the global supply chain landscape has traverse through

manufacturers, shippers and importers who previously

troubled waters, however, over the past 4 months that

had to book months in advance are seeing cargo sailing

landscape has become less rocky and I think we are

within a week or two from the ‘cargo ready date’.

starting to see the light at the end of the tunnel. Don’t

Likewise, rates from the Pacific Rim to North America

get me wrong, we are miles away from getting back to

have steadily dropped over the past two months.

where we were pre-pandemic and, truthfully speaking,

They are still roughly 50% higher than they were pre-

I’m not sure we will ever return to how things were

pandemic, but the decrease for specific trade lanes are

before.

quite substantial. For containers destined for the West

When I sit down to write these articles, I have

Coast we’ve seen rates plummet up to 50%. While

several goals in mind. The first and most important it

rates for containers going to the East Coast haven’t

to make sure I’m providing the readers with the correct

followed the same level of decline, we have seen rate

depiction of the Logistics Industry. I want to quell

declines of up to 35% over the same time frame. I say

rumors and provide a solution, or two, to the many

this cautiously because we are venturing into the final

topics I discuss. I don’t want to sound like a broken

4 months of the year and anything can change. In any

record, and believe me, over the past 3 years, that has

event, compared to 2021, we are in a much better

proven very hard to do with so many things going wrong

place now. The reason the rates to the East Coast

with the Global Supply Chain. So, I’m going to start by

are holding stronger than the West is quite simple.

discussing some of the changes that have taken place

First, the ports on the East Coast are seeing record

since my last article and follow that up with putting

numbers of containers since many importers diverted

several rumors to rest.

their shipments from the West Coast amid fears of a

Ocean And Air Capacity And Rates
The biggest changes center around ocean capacity
and container costs. Separating this into the two most

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

potential Port Strike. Second, the overall capacity from
a carrier standpoint is far smaller than those going to
the West Coast. I will speak more about the current
conditions of the ports later in this article.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 120
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC.
108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108
TEL 1-800-539-1233 EMAIL sales@ci-inc.com

WEB www.ci-inc.com

WIRELESS WAREHOUSE: DO MORE, IN LESS TIME,
WITH FEWER PEOPLE by Dennis Cowhey
The Business Edge Wireless Warehouse
TM

system will add efficiency, reduce errors,
and eliminate the stress associated with
managing and working in a busy warehouse.

Increased Productivity
The Business Edge Wireless Warehouse
TM

features have helped companies more than
double their pickers’ productivity. Many
clients have reported that their picking errors
have been reduced to zero. Scanning license
plates on labels assures that the correct
item is picked. Problems caused by someone
accidentally grabbing and shipping the wrong

items close at hand and in easy-to-access locations

product become a distant memory.
Taking advantage of The Business Edge intelligent
TM

zones allows you to stock high-volume inventory in close
and easily accessible locations while storing slow-moving
items in more remote locations. Receivers do not waste
time searching for a predetermined location or traipsing
from one end of your warehouse to another. Pickers get
their jobs done much faster by being sent on the most
efficient route and never having to search for a product
that should be somewhere it’s not. Keeping high-traffic

reduces receiving and shipping time and helps optimize
safety.
People are notified during the receiving process when
certifications are required. These notifications prevent
missing paperwork and stop any backtracking needed to
correct forgotten documents. You can scan all the required
documentation, and The Business Edge will automatically
TM

associate it with the PO and make it available whenever
necessary from that point forward.

The Business Edge

TM

records every transaction,

who did it, and exactly when. Intuitive inquiries let
management see what people have done during the day;
this helps them see problems before they get out of hand
and provides real-world information to set attainable KPIs
for existing and future employees.

The Business Edge keeps track of everything that
TM

happens to eliminate the need for handwritten notes and
other workarounds that people may have been relying on
to keep track of things.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 122
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TEL 323-817-2226 EMAIL london.penland@fastenershows.com

WEB www.fastenershows.com

REGISTER EARLY FOR NORTH AMERICA’S MOST
EXTENSIVE FASTENER TRADE SHOW
Registration is open at fastenershows.com for the
International Fastener Expo (IFE) 2022. IFE 2022 will
take place on October 17-19 at the Mandalay Bay
Convention Center, Halls E&F, in Las Vegas, Nevada. IFE
is the largest business-to-business expo of its kind for
fasteners, machinery, and tooling in North America and
caters to the entire supply chain.
Each year, thousands of attendees from around the
world attend the expo to network, do business, and form
new relationships or nurture existing ones. With more
than 400 exhibitors from various industries including the
industrial, automotive, truck & bus, construction, and
aerospace industries, there are opportunities for every
type of attendee. There will also be numerous networking
events including the Welcome Reception at the Daylight
Pool, the third annual IFE Golf Tournament at the Bali
Hai Golf Club, and the Hall of Fame and Young Fastener
Professional of the Year Awards, celebrating outstanding

members of the fastener industry.
There will be educational sessions hosted by industry
experts at this year’s expo along with an all-day training
class presented by the Fastener Training Institute, How
Fasteners are Made and What Drives the Cost of a
Fastener. Session topics will range from 3D printing to
boosting automation to the current job market. IFE is
thrilled to announce the 2022 keynote presenter, Dirk
Beveridge, founder of UnleashWD, thought leaders in
distribution. His topic of discussion will be “Innovate! How
to Create Relevancy in the Age of Disruption.”
This year’s show will also mark the debut of IFEMatch,
a free, onsite matchmaking platform that makes doing
business easier than ever. The AI powered platform
will allow attendees and exhibitors to
connect and schedule meetings, send
messages, build their itinerary, and more
from their computer or mobile device!

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 124
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Rob LaPointe AIM TESTING LABORATORY
Rob LaPointe is a noted authority in materials and fastener technology. With extensive experience
in the management and science of materials testing laboratories combined with master’s degrees in
physics and education, he excels at bringing solutions to the client. Working specifically in the fastener
testing industry, he has developed expertise in mechanical, nondestructive, metallurgical and chemical
testing. With a background of 20 years in physics education, Rob is effective at communicating complex
ideas in a simple and understandable manner, communicating well with clients enabling them to make
informed decisions about their products and business. AIM is located at 1920 Cordell Court #101, El
Cajon, CA, 92020. Tel: 909-254-1278, email: sales@aimtestlab.com or online at www.aimtestlab.com

PROCUREMENT IS NOT A FOUR-LETTER WORD
Fastener procurement is something all manufacturers,
distributors and users of fasteners must accomplish. It
is also something with which many professionals have
difficulty. I’ve helped many colleagues, over the years,
with procurement tasks because they were unaware of
the process and skills needed to do the job. I’ve often
perceived that those coming for help are frustrated,
fearful and somewhat intimidated by fastener standards
and the procurement process. If you’ve found yourself
in this position, then hopefully, this article will help
assuage your fear of procurement.
Procurement is the process of putting together the
components of a job or product. Procurement can be
as easy as making a trip to the local hardware store

FIGURE 1 A FRUSTRATED FASTENER PROFESSIONAL WHO IS
TASKED WITH A PROCUREMENT JOB

Identifying The Need

and grabbing some 3/8-16 X 3-inch hot-dip galvanized

All procurement projects start with a need. “I need

carriage bolts, washers, and nuts for fixing your outdoor

to fix my deck railing,” or “I need to bolt these exhaust

patio railing or as complicated as orchestrating the

components onto my jet engine,” are both examples

manufacture and sale of a 1/4-20 X 1 1/4-inch high-

of a need that can be satisfied by getting something

tensile super alloy socket-head cap screw to hold

(procuring) that allows you to fulfill the observed need.

exhaust components of a jet engine together. Even

Along with recognizing the need, one must have an

though these examples have significant contrast in their

idea of what that something is that can satisfy the

levels of precision and importance, both jobs require

need. “A 3/8-16 X 3-inch galvanized bolt will hold this

the same major steps toward accomplishment. These

broken railing nicely” or “the designers of this aircraft

major steps comprise the path of procurement and are

specified a 1/4-20 X 1 1/4-inch hex cap screw made of

the essential architecture of the process. They include

A286 manufactured to the standard NAS 1352, or more

identifying the need, finding or making the product that

specifically, a NAS1352N4H20M screw to do this job.”

can fulfill the need, and inspecting or testing the product
to ensure that it satisfies the need.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Most of the time, as fastener professionals, we don’t
have to make choices among options.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 126
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Bruno Marbacher
Bruno Marbacher earned his mechanical engineering degree in Switzerland, he also holds a
business degree. He started out as a tool and die maker (poly-mechanic) and over the years he
has held various management positions in quality and engineering. During his time in America
he has developed and given numerous seminars on topics related to the proper use of mechanical
fasteners and machine elements, and assists engineers in solving fastening/assembly issues. His
has groomed and directed many young engineers in fastening/assembly technology. He now
offers his 40 years of experience through writing and lecturing.

ASSEMBLY LINE WALKS TO SEARCH FOR COST
SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES
Dear Reader, In this editorial, we will address how one
can go about conducting a cost savings line walk. We also
include some examples from actual line walk reports.
All suggestions made in this report are in support of
Lean Manufacturing, using the principles and strategies of
Lean Manufacturing.

places that specialize in that sort of things. Many distributors
work with facilities that can do this kind of work.

Benefits of Consolidation
They typically result in:
¤ Reduced requests for quotes

Here is what is typically being addressed in a line walk:

¤ Reduced order placements

¤ Simplifications of the assembly process

¤ Lower unit prices

(do the job with fewer tools)
¤ Elimination of SKU’s (reduce number of
stock-keeping units)

¤ Lower location set up cost
¤ Less re-stocking trips (fills)
¤ Improved assembly efficiency

¤ Reduction of waste (material and time)

¤ Fewer stocking bins

¤ Streamlining assembly (improving flow of work)

¤ Fewer opportunities for stock outs

¤ Reduction of material cost

¤ Fewer tools

¤ Focusing on potentials for assembly slow downs

¤ Less assembly stations
¤ Simplified inventory management

Line Walks Cost Analysis Process
Opening Meeting
¤ Short overview of other cost analyzes conducted
elsewhere
¤ Discuss customer’s expectations
¤ The customer engineers brief about product
¤ Review fastener use etc.
All in all, we are looking for opportunities to make the
overall production simpler and more cost efficient.
Specifically, we were looking for things that could be
implemented without major design changes. We included
small sub-assemblies, currently carried off the main assembly
line. Those subassemblies can typically be outsourced to

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Line Walk
¤ Get acquainted with product (end of the line)
¤ Conduct analysis on final product
¤ Get to the beginning of the line and start
line walk analysis
¤ Collect all data and information
CONTINUED ON PAGE 128
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ROTOR CLIP COMPANY INC.
187 Davidson Avenue, Somerset, NJ 08873
TEL 1-800-557-6867 FAX 732-469-7898

EMAIL

sales@rotorclip.com

WEB

www.rotorclip.com

EVERY RING, EVERY STYLE ONE MANUFACTURER
Coiled or stamped, our products are engineered for
you! Rotor Clip is the only manufacturer of every style
of Retaining Ring (tapered section, constant section,
and spiral), Wave Springs, and Self-Compensating Hose
Clamps. Rotor Clip serves the global market of virtually
every industry covered, through our full line of inch,
metric, DIN, ANSI, and JIS parts. Whether you can use
one of our 20,000 standard parts, or require a custom
solution, our engineering team focuses on providing
Application Driven Solutions™.
Our technical manufacturing expertise goes beyond
our product line. From the initial design to packaging,
and even to assembly, Rotor Clip has you covered!
We provide solutions for installation tooling, including
applicators, pliers, dispensers and automated assembly
equipment available to suit your needs.
Supply chain disruptions and material shortages
have become synonymous with today’s business
environment. At Rotor Clip, we’re doing more than ever
before to ensure that we have the materials, resources,
and manpower to excel to meet the needs of tomorrow’s

¤ New technical sales teams with hundred
of years of combined experience

manufacturing space.
We’re driven today to not just talk about what we’re

What Does That Mean?

doing but show the industry how we’re leading it into the

¤ Expanded warehouse operations

future. Rotor Clip is dedicated to providing Application

¤ Enhanced material supply

Driven Solutions and supporting distribution partners

¤ Operational enhancements

with the technical support needed.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

ROTOR CLIP COMPANY INC.
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NNi TRAINING & CONSULTING
www.nnitraining.com

MATRIX ENGINEERING
www.matrixengrg.com

NEW TRAINING OPPORTUNITY: FUNDAMENTALS OF
THREADED FASTENER AND JOINT DESIGN
Julius Caesar is purported to have once said,

When asked about the course, Instructor Claus

“Without training, they lacked knowledge. Without

remarked that he is very excited about this class. He

knowledge they lacked confidence. Without confidence,

said that currently there is nothing else like this being

they lacked victory.” Although I could not find the exact

offered. Although there are classes on bolted joint

attribution of this quote, if it truly came from Caesar

design, none knit the fastener technology and joint

it likely was made of an enemy that fell to one of his

design aspects together like this class. Additionally, he

highly trained Legions. The sentiment is quite clear,

is excited that the Matrix Consulting training center is

however, without the proper training both individuals and

state-of-the-art and will allow participants the choice to

organized groups may lack what is necessary to produce

either attend in-person or to participate virtually by a live

a successful outcome.

on-line stream.

One of the training questions that I most commonly

Mr. Claus has over 35 years in the fastener

receive these days is regarding proper bolted joint design.

industry. He spent the first 26 years with a fastener

It’s for this reason that I’m very excited to announce a

manufacturer becoming an expert in threaded fasteners,

brand new training opportunity. On December 6-8 2022

especially those in the automotive and aerospace

Jon Ness of Matrix Engineering Consultants and

market segments. For the last 10 years he has served

Laurence Claus of NNi Training and Consulting

the industry as both trainer and consultant as the

Inc. will be conducting the inaugural training session

President of his company NNi Training and Consulting

of Fundamentals of Threaded Fastener and Joint

Inc. and as the Industrial Fasteners Institute’s Director

Design. This three day training session will combine

of Training and Education. Additionally, Mr. Claus is

aspects of Mr. Claus’ Fastening 101 and Mr. Ness’

the current Chairman of the SAE Fastener Committee,

Bolted Joint Design classes. Although more technical

Vice Chairman of the ASTM Fastener Committee F16,

in nature than most currently available fastener

Subcommittee Chairman of ASME B18.6 of the ASME

training courses, this class will be very relevant to any

Fastener Committee B18, and Subcommittee Chairman

Application Engineer routinely supporting customer’s

of ASTM F16.91 of ASTM Fastener Committee F16. For

design activities or as a referral to interested customer’s

this course Mr. Claus will share his expertise in topics

design associates. Focus will be on dynamically loaded

such as the fundamentals of threads, fundamentals of

fastened joints rather than static structural joints. The

bolts, screws, and nuts, fastener materials, metallurgy,

three day course will provide an in-depth explanation of

and heat treatment, making sense of the various bolt

threaded fastener technology and bolted joint design.

strength classes, and fastener platings and coatings.
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Guy Avellon
Guy Avellon has been in MRO and Fastener Distribution for over 30 years, in such positions Sales
Engineer, Chief Engineer, Manager of Product Marketing, Product Engineering & Quality and
Director of Quality & Engineering. He founded GT Technical Consultants where he performs failure
analysis, lectures on fastener safety, works for law firms and designs/audits Quality systems. He is a
member of SAE, is Vice Chairman of the ASTM F16 Fastener Committee, Chairman of the F16.01 Test
Methods Committee and received the ASTM Award of Merit in 2005. Guy can be contacted at 847477-5057, Email: ExpertBoltGuy@gmail.com or visit www.BoltFailure.com.

WHAT DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT SAE vs ASTM FASTENERS
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) has
been responsible for developing the mechanical and
material requirements for externally threaded fasteners
since 1949 in their Standard SAE J429. This is the most
common Standard used for automotive, truck, bus and
heavy equipment applications.
The American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) was founded in the early 1900’s for standards
to the manufacturing industry for steels and other
materials and products along with test method
standards for meeting quality assurance standards
with the products. ASTM fasteners are primarily used
in structural applications, piping, ships, bridges and
industrial structures and maintenance. There are crossover products with the SAE and there are fastener
products not found in the SAE Handbook, such as flat
washers and hex head products.
It wasn’t until 1974 that the F16 Fastener Committee
of ASTM was formed to deal specifically with fasteners.
One of the first and biggest contributions to structural
buildings was the development of the A325 bolt.
Structural fasteners are supplied in diameters
beginning with 1/2”, where general fasteners and SAE
specifications begin with 1/4” or even smaller. Structural
fasteners have a shorter thread length because they are
assembled in basic shear applications. Since the weaker
threads should never be within the shear plane, a
shorter thread length assures against any shear contact
between two structural members being on the threads
but against the stronger full diameter shank instead.
ASTM specifications will also call for heavy hex
bolts and heavy hex nuts. In this case, heavy denotes

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

an increase in the width across the flats of the hexagon
shape, which is to support the high assembly stress as
structural bolts are frequently assembled into yield and
with power wrenches.
The ASTM A307 is a low carbon heavy hex steel bolt
that is available in two Grades. Grade A is a hex bolt
for general use, non-critical applications with a tensile
strength of 60,000 psi. The Grade B is a heavy hex bolt
used for flanged joints in piping systems using cast iron
and has a tensile strength range of 60-100,000 psi. The
SAE strength equivalent is close to the Grade 2, but the
fasteners are not exactly equal but may be interchanged
in non-critical applications.
The A325 Type 1 is a heavy hex structural fastener
that is usually furnished with a galvanized coating
for extreme outdoor service conditions. Type 3 bolts
are made of weathering steel to provide atmospheric
corrosion resistance. Type 1 fasteners are marked with
‘A325’ but may also have 3 radial lines 120° apart. This
is the same strength equivalent and has the same 3
radial line head marking as the SAE Grade 5.
However, the ASTM A449 is the exact equivalent
of the SAE Grade 5; it specifies the same chemical
and material requirements, including the 3 radial grade
lines on the head. The dimensions are standard hex cap
screw, the same as the SAE product.
The ASTM A354 Grade BD fasteners are the strength
equivalent to the SAE Grade 8, at 150,000 psi and
120,000 psi yield strength, but with a few exceptions. Of
greatest importance, all BD fastener sizes are required
to be made from alloy steel. SAE has provisions for the
use of non-alloy steels in certain sizes.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 132
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INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
6363 Oak Tree Boulevard, Independence, OH 44131
TEL 216-241-1482 FAX 216-241-5901 EMAIL info@indfast.org

WEB

www.indfast.org

INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE ANNOUNCES
NEW BOARD LEADERSHIP by Dan Walker, Managing Director
The Industrial Fasteners

Div. II – Aerospace Fastener Products

Institute (IFI), has elected

¤ Bob Gurrola, Howmet Fastening Systems

new leadership for the

Div. III – Automotive Industry Fastener Group

organization’s

Board

of

Directors for the 2022-2023
term. Jeff Liter of Wrought

¤ Kevin Vollmert, ITW Shakeproof Automotive
Associate Suppliers’ Division
¤ Jerry Bupp, National Machinery, LLC

Washer Manufacturing, Inc.
was selected to lead the Board as Chairman, along with
Gene Simpson of Semblex Corporation as the new Vice
Chairman.

About IFI
Industrial Fasteners Institute, headquartered in
Independence, Ohio, is an Association of the leading
North American manufacturers of bolts, nuts, screws,

Board Of Directors
In addition to Mr. Liter and Mr. Simpson, the Board
of Directors also includes:

rivets, pins, washers, and a myriad of custom formed
parts. Suppliers of materials, machinery, equipment
and engineered services, are Associate Members

¤ Dan Curtis, MacLean-Fogg Company

of the Institute. IFI membership currently stands at

¤ Jerry Bupp, National Machinery L.L.C.

70 Company Members with 61 Subsidiaries and 55

¤ Khinlay Maung, Consolidated Aerospace Mfg.

Associate Members.

¤ Michele Clarke, Valley Forge & Bolt Mfg.

For 90 years, IFI’s fastener manufacturing member

¤ Steven Sherman, Industrial Rivet & Fastener

companies have combined their skills and knowledge to

¤ David Monti, Fall River Manufacturing Co., Inc.

advance the technology and application engineering of

¤ Edward Lumm, Shannon Precision Fastener, LLC

fasteners and formed parts through planned programs of

¤ Larry Valeriano, Avantus Fasteners

research and education. Users of fasteners and formed

¤ Ryan Surber, ATF, Inc.

parts in all industries benefit from the continuing design,

¤ Greg Rawlings, Nylok LLC

manufacturing, and application advances made by the
Industrial Fasteners Institute membership.

Division Chairs
Div. I – Industrial Products
¤ Brian Prodoehl, Valley Fastener Group, LLC.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

To inquire about IFI membership, contact Dan Walker,
Managing Director at dwalker@indfast.org or call 216-2411482 for details on eligibility and benefits.
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SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122
TEL 1-800-352-2981 FAX 262-784-5059 EMAIL info@stafda.org WEB www.stafda.org

STAFDA’s 46th ANNUAL CONVENTION & TRADE
SHOW JUST WEEKS AWAY by Georgia H. Foley, CEO
The Specialty Tools & Fasteners

Luncheon (for anyone under 35) and

Distributors Association (STAFDA) is

then the Speed Interviewing process

in its final weeks before hosting

with STAFDA members looking to

members

hire.

at

its

46th

Annual

In today’s ultra tight labor

Convention & Trade Show, October

market, having the ability to meet with

30 – November 1 in San Diego, one

upperclassmen looking to be hired

of America’s favorite cities.

with industry knowledge is a gold

The

near-perfect weather, area attractions, and low key

mine!

Southern California lifestyle make it a top destination for

Economist Alan Beaulieu always draws a standing-

both tourists and conventions. Because it’s so popular,

room only crowd to his forecast session on Tuesday,

October and November are their prime meeting months

November 1. He’ll cover not only the immediate future

and many groups who come to town are repeat clients.

for North America, but global markets and outside factors

STAFDA began the process of trying to secure dates in

that impact the U.S. economy.

San Diego in 1999 and finally in 2016, dates became
available in 2022. It was a relentless pursuit!

STAFDA’s General Session on
Monday, October 31 will include

In today’s world where COVID changed and

two industry speeches in addition

transformed how we live and work, STAFDA members also

to keynoter, British adventurer and

have a heightened relentless pursuit of new business,

wilderness survivor, Bear Grylls.

new products, and new opportunities.

He’ll talk about his adventures and

Social media

and the internet carried many companies through the

how resilience and overcoming obstacles can allow

pandemic and now that we’re on the “other side” – those

anyone to achieve their goals.

technology tools continue to be front and center in STAFDA

But the big attraction is the Trade Show.

With

businesses. Many members are still riding the wave of

more than 35 different product categories exhibiting,

double-digit sales but its only through their dedication and

distributor attendees have the opportunity to see the

commitment to their companies that continue to make

latest and greatest in a wide spectrum of tools serving the

them soar.

construction/industrial channel. COVID restrictions were

Contributing to their success is by attending the

still in place in 2021 for STAFDA’s international members

STAFDA Convention. Educational and business-focused

so many were unable to make the Orlando Convention

workshops lead off the three-day meeting on Sunday,

& Trade Show last year, however that’s not the case

October 30 with four programs in the morning and one

for San Diego! International participants are back after

in the afternoon.

College students from universities

three years – STAFDA 2019 Nashville marked their last

offering industrial distribution or supply chain majors also

STAFDA Convention – and they’re eager to meet with their

attend the Convention and participate in our NextGen

distributor customers again!

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE
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Joe Dysart
Joe Dysart is an Internet speaker and business consultant based in Thousand Oaks,
California. A journalist for 20 years, his articles have appeared in more than 40
publications, including The New York Times and The Financial Times of London.
During the past decade, his work has focused exclusively on ecommerce.
Telephone: 631-256-6602; web: www.joedysart.com; email: joe@dysartnewsfeatures.com

HYPER-PERSONALIZING MARKETING NEWSLETTERS
WITH ALL-SEEING DATABASES
Fastener distributors looking to hyper-personalize
the marketing newsletters they send to customers
are using new technology -- enhanced Customer Data
Platforms -- to ensure the personalized details they have
on each customer is fully leveraged.
Unlike traditional customer databases, enhanced
CDPs work overtime, drawing in details about each
customer from multiple databases that are scattered
throughout an organization -- databases that used to
exist as single-use, limited access silos.
Says Chris Jones, chief product officer, Amperity
-- a provider of an enhanced CDP: “As a brand, you
need to capture the memory of your customers as data

MARKETERS ARE USING ‘ALL-SEEING’ DATABASES TO HELP
ENSURE THEIR MARKETING NEWSLETTERS ARE HYPERPERSONALIZED.

-- and then make that data available to everyone at the

-- given that so much data was locked in soloed

company.

databases.

“Your CDP should be the data infrastructure that
not only touches every customer-facing system in your
company, but delivers unified data that brings all the
systems to life.”
A best-of-breed, all-seeing CDP for a fastener
distributor, for example, can automatically import

But with a CDP, all of that amalgamation gets built
into the system.
Moreover once a CDP is in place, fastener distributors
will find that they can find in more sources of data within
their organizations to help personalizes their marketing
newsletters ven more.

personal details about customers as they interact with

Aggressive users of CDPs, for example, are going

your business via email, chat, text, phone, social media,

beyond traditional streams of personal data to tasking

clicks in newsletters, clicks on Web sites, in person

trusted chat and phone reps to add their own insights

-- and virtually every form of customer interaction that is

about customers and they interact with them, for

either digital, or can be digitized.

example -- or encouraging customers to fill-out detailed

Prior to the advent of the CDP, amalgamating all that
insightful data was extremely tough -- if not impossible

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

profiles about themselves in exchange for a chance to
win a gift card.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 138
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FCH SOURCING NETWORK
Sourcing Network for the Fastener Industry
TEL 1-877-332-7836 EMAIL eric@fastenersclearinghouse.com

WEB www.fastenersclearinghouse.com

EXPLAINING THE MYSTERY OF THE SAGGING FDI
by Eric Dudas

Why are distributors so optimistic
as the leading indicator sinks?
The Fastener Distributor Index (FDI)
tanked dramatically last month while the
Forward Looking Indicator (FLI) remained
quite strong, even rallying to its highest
reading since March. What explains this
seeming contradiction?
This was a question under frequent
consideration during the recent MWFA
table top show in Chicago. We had
numerous conversations on this topic at
the FCH Sourcing Network table between

FASTENER DISTRIBUTION TRENDS: JULY 2022

discussions on fastener data cleansing
and distributing complimentary samples of
Vegemite.
The FDI has measured fastener industry performance

At the same time, the FLI jumped to its highest
reading since March, remaining comfortably in the
optimistic zone with a reading of 58.1.

and sentiment for over ten years, each month asking
North American fastener distributors to rank their
performance and sentiment during the past 30 day
period.

So What’s Going On?
“In July, 46% of respondents said their sales were

The reading in July came in at an alarming

weaker than expected, which was the worst figure since

46.1, the first time the index has dipped below the all-

the onset of the pandemic,” said Baird analyst Quinn

important 50 mark since May of 2020, when the world

Fredrickson. “That’s what drove the soft FDI reading.”

was thrust into the uncertainty of the COVID nightmare.

“In July, 46% of respondents
said their sales were weaker
than expected.”
BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Indeed, the critical sales component of the FDI
figure dropped to 43.2, falling from a very strong 65.5
the previous month. We can all face the fact that there
are soft sales months from time to time. So that could
explain the drop in the rear view facing indicator.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 140
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BUDD SALES CO.
4916 Westhaven Road, Arlington TX 76017
TEL 817-269-0430 WEB www.buddsales.com

A LITTLE HISTORY AND UPDATE
WITH TOM BUDDENBOHN
How Did You Get In To Fasteners?
My youth was spent growing up in North Jersey.
After graduation with a BA in Economics and minor in
International Business, the job market in the “Banking”
business was not as attractive as I expected. I was
referred to Avdel from a former Avdel Executive and
met their needs for a young, ambitious and teachable
Outside Sales person. The challenge was they did
not know where they would place me after a 6 month
“Training” that included listening in on Customer Service
Calls (when you could unscrew the Mic on a phone)
to spending most of my time in the Applications Lab
reviewing and selecting the correct Fastener to meet the
Customers needs. After 6 months, I relocated to Dallas
Texas at the age of 23… I had a huge territory of Texas,

in the Rep Business… a Professional Manufacturer’s

Oklahoma and Louisiana. 1100 Miles east to west and

Rep. With 2 teens in High School and a mortgage, I

about 800 miles North to South.

spent many nights watching the clock to get my day

Six years with Avdel followed by 14 years with

started. It started pretty well… lots of Fasteners,

my largest Distributor, Central Industrial Supply. We

Clamps, Rivnuts… WOW! (occasionally, I wondered

had some simple Metal Stamping capabilities as well.

“what have I gotten my family into” )?

We were focused on Applications of ITW, POP, Avdel

Then the Brass Inserts in EVERY Nokia Mobile

and Parker Kalon “Solutions”. With the Stamping

Phone had 4 or 6 Inserts and Bollhoff shipped many

capabilities, I had excellent contacts at 2 new “Startups”

millions of pieces WEEKLY into the Americas… all

in Texas, Compaq and Dell. While Fasteners were

of them. I later became the Bollhoff Rivnut Master

exciting, Stampings capabilities were Turbo Charged

Distributor for Texas and surrounding States. After a

business. What a ride…

couple years, with my partner and my wife running the

When my Distributor decided to move away from
Fasteners, I decided it was time to strike out on my own

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

business, we acquired the St. Louis and Chicago Bollhoff
Rivnut Distributorships. Now we covered 8 states.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 140
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Jo Morris Marketing Director, Fastener Training Institute

®

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE

®

5318 East 2nd Street #325, Long Beach, CA 90803
TEL 562-473-5373 FAX 661-449-3232
EMAIL info@fastenertraining.org WEB www.fastenertraining.org

IS IT TIME TO OUTSOURCE TRAINING?
Short answer…Yes! And what are you waiting
for? For many reading this article, your core business
function is to manufacture, distribute or use fasteners.
Even with highly technical and experienced staff, training
is not your core purpose and many times a distraction or
abandoned endeavor.
The benefits of training are undisputable, especially
now when hiring and maintaining employees is challenging.
Research shows that productive and committed employees
stick with the company who invested in training. Don’t let
training be your abandoned endeavor.
In addition to our scheduled course offerings for the
public, the Fastener Training Institute also offers Corporate
Training Agreements, on-site customized classes, and
extensive virtual training sessions. Our Corporate Training
Agreements are unique for each company, or individual,
and include all training platforms to meet your needs.
Please contact Jo Morris at JoM@fastenertraining.com to
evaluate your requirements and a custom quote.
In November, we return to the Los Angeles area to
present Fastener Training Week, sponsored by Optimas.
Hosted by the Pacific West Fastener Association, Laurence
Claus (President of NNi Training & Consulting) and Salim
Brahimi (Director of Engineering Technology for the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI)) will instruct the five intensive days
of education and plant tours as part of the acclaimed
Certified Fastener Specialist™ advanced technical training
program. After completing this accelerated industry training
and passing a final exam, attendees are eligible for the CFS
designation.
Also returning to Los Angeles are the single-day CFS
classes instructed by Rob LaPointe with AIM Testing
Lab. Students unable to attend the full week-long class
may participate one class at a time over the course of a
year to fulfill their required course work. Classes include

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Fastener Specifications and Terminology, Understanding
the Bolted Joint, Dimensional and Material Specifications
and Fastener Quality Assurance. Both the weeklong and
single day classes will include a tour of a manufacturing
facility and testing lab.
The Fastener Training Institute, already known for high
content fastener product and technical courses, will be
expanding the curriculum in 2023 to include virtual classes
instructed in Spanish. The first courses will cover Material
Grades and Property Classes, Platings and Coatings, and
Fastener Standards. Please visit our website and join our
newsletter to learn more about training classes in Spanish.
FTI is expanding and looking for instructors… All the
classes at the Fastener Training Institute are developed
and instructed by fastener industry experts. Direct access
to these specialized experts is an immeasurable benefit
to those attending classes with the Fastener Training
Institute. Growing our team of instructors is important to
FTI and industry involvement is paramount. Please contact
us if you’re interested in giving back to the industry by
bestowing your knowledge and experiences.

Growth is in our plans for 2023 with new course
development and enhanced online platforms to reach
students all over the world. Sponsors are our lifeblood to
achieve this goal and we would like to thank Wurth Industry
of North America (WINA) as our 2022 Sustaining Sponsor
and welcome Optimas as our 2022/2023 Educational
Program Sponsor.
We appreciate your commitment to enhance fastener
education and value your support!
For a detailed description regarding all our classes,
please visit our website www.FastenerTraining.org.
JO MORRIS | FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE
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EPCO SALES, INC
112 Industrial Parkway E, Middlebury, IN 46540
TEL 574-825-9750 EMAIL info@www.epco-sales.com

WEB

www.epco-sales.com

EPCO SALES - HERE TO HELP YOU SUCCEED
by Dennis Cowhey, President, Computer Insights

It began in 1978 as a car care product and cleaning
chemical sales venture. Earl Peachey called his new
company Epco. His motto was genuine value and a
heart for the customer’s actual needs. His list of smiling
customers grew in bounds, and soon he added fasteners
and power transmission to the lineup.
Glenn Yoder bought the enterprise in 1987 with the
vision of continuing to build the service legacy of Epco
as a local fastener and maintenance supply company. It
was a small beginning involving the whole Yoder family.
Unloading trucks by hand and working in an unheated
barn eventually gave way to broader offerings and bigger
facilities as the customer base expanded. Now Glenn’s
sons, Luke and Tim, have taken ownership.

LUKE YODER, EPCO SALES

Business owners, purchasing agents, service
managers, and maintenance managers are continuing to

¤

Machine & Welding Shops

discover the one-of-a-kind company Epco has become.

¤

Truck & Trailer Repair

Small enough to serve its clients exceptionally well yet

¤

Small Engine Repair

large enough to give breadth and depth of products – it’s

¤

Factory Maintenance Departments

a perfect match for the metalworking-related enterprises

¤

Outdoor Furniture Manufacturers

that make up the fabric of our communities.
Epco Sales is your trusted source for premium

Vendor Managed Inventory & Service Packages

industrial supplies, including fasteners, lubricants, tools,

Epco’s VMI & Service Packages evolved because

abrasives, and more. They work with businesses of

they focus on providing exceptional customer service.

all sizes to deliver the products you need. Their

The last thing maintenance departments and component

straightforward service pricing tiers and service packs

buyers should be worried about are the thousands of

allow you to choose a service based exclusively on your

“little” parts they need on hand to get the job done.

company’s needs.

What began as bin checking at our customers’ request
has turned into full service “service packages” that

Industries Served
¤

AG Repair & Manufacturing

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

deliver the product to exactly where our customers need
the product when they need the product.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 142
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Larry Borowski President
GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC.
2234 Wenneca Avenue, Fort Worth, TX 76102
TEL 817-870-8888 FAX 817-870-9199
EMAIL sales1@greensladeandcompany.com WEB www.greensladeandcompany.com

LET’S TALK ABOUT TORQUE
Even with all the published information
out there on the subject of Torque, I

formula to determine torque is the
following:

continue to get calls quite frequently

T = TDK, where

for help and/or guidance in this area.

T = Theoretical Target Tightening Torque

Probably the most frequent question I

D = Nominal Diameter of the Fastener

get is, “What torque should I use for my

K = “K” factor or friction factor

fasteners”. The simple response is, “It

¤ This K factor can vary from .1 to .4

depends on your application”.
You can search the internet and

depending on the surface condition. The
most commonly used factor is .22 for

find a ton of “Torque Charts”, and if

zinc plating on fasteners.

you actually read the fine print, you will

P = Desired Clamp Load

discover that these charts are general

¤ This number is typically 75% of Proof

guidelines that apply only to the bolt or

Load or Yield Strength of the fastener.

screw. In addition, they are of particular

¤ You can also derive this number

material and certain assumptions are

using the thread tensile area and the

made that the mating part is of the

yield strength of the fastener material

same strength material. Not only that,

(also take 75% of the result).

but friction created by surface condition

As stated above, this will provide you

in the assembly is broken down to a

with a good reference torque that should

theoretical number. These charts do not

be close to the optimum torque for your

account for fasteners going into a softer

particular application. Where it could

material than the bolt, and should really

change dramatically, would be if the

only be used for reference. The best

mating thread was of different strength

way would be to develop your intended

than the bolt, or your assembly includes

torque through experiment, which we will

gaskets, or brittle materials. In these

get into later. In the absence of a chart

cases experimentation would be highly

to provide a starting reference torque,

recommended. The failure mode occurs

you can easily do the math yourself.

when any one component fails, not only

The most commonly used Engineering

the fastener.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE
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Copper State Bolt &
Nut Co. is expanding its
50-year presence with a new
Class A distribution center in
Goodyear, Arizona.
Founded in Phoenix in
1972, Copper State today
employs almost 500 and
supports more than 20,000
customers across the
West and Southwest. It
provides traditional fasteners,
construction products, industrial
supplies and specialty
products to constructionand manufacturing related
industries.
“We have spent 50 years
evolving to support our fastpaced, service oriented
industry, and our latest
expansion is no exception,”
said Copper State CEO Sarah
Shannon. “This new facility
expands our reach farther into
Phoenix’s West Valley than
we have been before, where
so many of our customers
are building and operating
in response to a nearly
unprecedented commercial
and residential boom. With
our location, we will be right
where they need us to be.”
Copper State operates more
than 30 facilities in Arizona,
California, Colorado, Montana,
Nevada, New Mexico, Texas,
Utah and Washington. Ten of
those are in Arizona, including
the company’s manufacturing
and assembly headquarters.
For more information contact
Copper State Bolt & Nut Co.
by Tel: 1-800-603-6887, email:
websales@copperstate.com or
at www.copperstate.com.
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ARAMID TECHNOLOGIES
2200 E Williams Field Rd, Ste 200, Gilbert AZ 85295
TEL 480-680-7242 EMAIL info@smartcert.tech

WEB

www.smartcert.tech

WHERE ARE YOU ON THE PATH TO PAPERLESS?
by Lonni Kieffer, Co-Founder

Introduction
In today’s turbulent business environment, it is

missing paperwork hold up payments and processes but
it also impacts your future business with customers.

harder than ever for distributors and manufacturers to

Additionally, with the highest inflation rate in four

remain competitive, sustainable, and profitable. McKinsey

decades, companies need to streamline operations to

reported that leading companies are using digital strategies

reduce and control costs. The time is now to embrace

to pull ahead, while those that cling to the status quo are

digital innovation. It’s that simple.

rapidly falling behind.

Goal
Take the simple path to paperless
certs! Digital innovation doesn’t have to be
complicated or expensive, and you can get
started with simple, common-sense steps
that require little to no investment.

This

year we have been astounded by how many
companies, of all sizes, have set goals to
become paperless.
Here are some simple steps you can
undertake to get organized for a paperless

Challenges
Chasing paperwork is painful and costly. The status
quo for cert management is:

future:
¤ Begin scanning and uploading your paper
documents - There are many third-party scanning

¤ Manual and inefficient - Current cert transfer

services available, and many office scanners can create

processes are labor-intensive and error-prone. And sales

separate pdf files by using a blank sheet of paper

teams are often pulled away from selling to join the

between certs.

paperwork search.

¤ Use a consistent naming convention - We

¤ Expensive - The paper-based process for handling

suggest using a consistent naming convention that includes

cert management uses thousands of pounds of paper each

the manufacturer lot, so documents are easy to find and

year and many companies are running out of storage space.

identify for both you and your customers.

¤ Frustrating to your customers - The pain in

¤ Leverage digital copies - Create lot-based cert

resending certs to customers is often the number one

packages that allow you to send to one copy to multiple

reason companies sign up for SmartCert. Not only does

customers.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE
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SMARTCERT BY ARAMID WHERE ARE YOU ON THE PATH TO PAPERLESS? from page 54

Benefits
¤ Automate cert transfer
¤ Create a centralized, cloud-based archive
¤ Deliver document revisions in real-time
¤ Provide 24/7 remote access to certs
¤ Get started fast with minimal disruption

Solution
With decades of direct industry experience, the team
at SmartCert knew there was a better way to exchange

About SmartCert
SmartCert ,
®

launched

in

2021

by

Aramid

certs between suppliers and customers. SmartCert

Technologies, is a universal online platform that helps

is the first universal self-service platform that allows

manufacturers and distributors manage and exchange

buyers and sellers to easily manage and exchange

certs with their customers and suppliers. Unlike email,

certs and required documentation. Streamlining the

portals and paper which push problems downstream,

cert management process enables your team to work

SmartCert eliminates problems, so everyone benefits

smarter, not harder, giving you time back in the day to

from simpler processes, happier customers, and more

move your business forward.

efficient and engaged employees.

®

SMARTCERT BY ARAMID TECHNOLOGIES
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Robert Footlik
Robert B. Footlik, PE is a retired Professional Industrial Engineer. With over 50 years’
experience as a Warehouse and Logistics Consultant to a wide variety of clients including
Fastener Distributors, Bob has a wealth of valuable information for our industry and he is
willing to share it. While Footlik & Associates is now closed, his expertise is still available
to his friends and our readers. For friendly advice, a second opinion or just to start a
conversation, he can be reached at robert@footlik.net.

ZIGGING WHEN OTHERS ARE ZAGGING
As this is being written in mid-August domestic and

some creative, counter-culture ideas learned in previous

international economic conditions are in a state of flux

recessionary/inflationary periods might help you find a

and the media “spin mills” are churning out both dire

path to survival and hopefully success.

predictions and optimistic drivel. Our politicians are
inordinately absorbed in the embarrassment of January

Ignoring The “Expert” Advice

6 in Washington, DC while continuing to raid the public

Going into a recession the textbook recommendation

treasury with give-a-ways to buy votes and “save the

is to cut inventories and expenses such as customer

economy.” Essentially this is an attempt to buy their

services. If anyone in your organization proposes this,

way out of debt. Interest rates are finally rising to more

they will self-identify as the first staff member to lay off.

rational levels as the Federal printing presses turn out

Fastener Distribution is a service business and that is

money that is worth less due to inflation.

the number one product you have to offer. Disappointing

Against this background the service industries

your customer base is a sure path to bankruptcy. That

are desperately looking for more workers, national

path runs through inventory reductions. In a recession

productivity is plummeting and our trade deficit deepens.

where your customers are cutting down on what they

All sorts of foolish remedies are being offered, but the

have on hand, your inventory becomes their vital

reality is that business conditions are changing far faster

resource.

than you can anticipate. Meanwhile, there are issues and

Keep the inventory level broad, but shallow. Control

conditions that are being exploited by politicians from

quantities at every level by working with suppliers,

both parties that really should be critically examined and

logistics providers and the warehouse management

thoroughly rejected.

system. Streamline re-order procedures and monitor

Without delving too deeply into the political

essential raw materials to insure that the reorders will

correctness and cancel culture aspects, you can

flow smoothly and predictably. This includes working

formulate some fact-based policies to cope with the

with your customers to anticipate their needs. Shipping

situation. The good news is that many of the changes

just in time is not for the faint of heart, but it is a viable

can actually strengthen your profitability and guarantee

solution to shortages. For an example of what can go

that your business will exit any recession stronger and

wrong, research on the number of new cars in storage

more motivated. Doing this means not following the

that cannot be sold until the last parts arrive and are

“experts” or the herd of businesses headed towards

installed.

bankruptcy.
No one knows your business the way you do, and
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You want to be the problem solver, not the problem.
That takes foresight and inventory.
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Jim Truesdell
James Truesdell is President of Brauer Supply Company, a distributor of specialty
fasteners, insulation, air filtration, and air conditioning with headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Truesdell is adjunct professor at Saint Louis University and Webster University.
An attorney and frequently published writer, he is the author of “Total Quality
Management: Reports From the Front Lines”.

WHEN SOCIAL MEDIA IMPACTS THE WORKPLACE
Today vast numbers of working people regularly

on-line life. The fact is that both workers AND employers

use social media platforms as a main form of social

have responsibilities on how they use social media

interaction. Yesterday’s physical gathering spots ( the

platforms.

town square and the mall) have been supplanted by an

Since it is not unheard of for employees to be

on-line community of people making friends, debating

fired for what they post on social media, it is important

issues, posting pictures and sometimes preaching

that a company should develop and disseminate a

about their views on various topics. It’s not just

clear policy on what is acceptable on-line behavior.

Millennials. People of all ages have bought into this

Employees should be advised that they are expected not

as a primary way of communicating. It’s great--- but it

to disparage the company’s products or its customer

can have downsides. Arguments can fester into anger,

service and processes, nor should they be allowed to

reputations can be slandered, misinformation can go

slander co-workers on the platforms. However, policies

“viral”, and things one might not have posted if a proper

should be careful not to run afoul of labor laws that

time to reflect had been taken are often quickly put out

give workers the right to discuss terms of employment

there and end up painting an impression that the poster

(wages, benefits and working conditions) since this is

may not have really intended.

protected speech. Workers cannot be commanded not

Social Media is one’s own business, right? Perhaps

to discuss what they are paid. But as a member of the

not always. Employers may not always be happy about the

company team it is fair to require them not to trash the

way some material is put on platforms, from Facebook

company’s reputation needlessly and with malice.

to LinkedIn. Perhaps they don’t want their workers (to

The other big area that comes into play is the

whom they are paying salary or wages) trashing their

employer’s use of social media for pre-hire checking

products or workplace culture where that dirty linen can

up on applicants. If done properly it can be a way for

be shared by the world. Maybe a cursory check up on

a prospective employer to learn about a candidate’s

that potential “new hire” or a service contractor to be

personality, ways of relating to others, and make

engaged will show unflattering and unprofessional posts

determinations if the candidate will mesh with the

from an applicant who thought social media was just

company culture. It can be used to discover the level

that---social—and not professional. It is giving rise to

of communication skill the candidate possesses. It can

a debate over whether any of this is fair game for an

guide a company away from applicants who pepper their

employer to access and give consideration to, or whether

communication with obscenities, hate speech, overt

everyone should get a free pass for what they do in their

sexual content, or drug culture slang.
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

MWFA’s FSTNR WEEK ’22: A HUGE SUCCESS
By Nancy Rich

Fastener Show, Training, Networking,
Recreation All In One Week
MWFA held FSTNR Week August 21st -August 26th
at the Hilton Oak Brook Hills Resort in Oak Brook, IL. The
venue offered attendees the opportunity to stay on site for
both events saving on travel time and allowing for more
networking! This upscale conference hotel is 15 miles
from O’Hare International Airport allowing easy access to
those traveling from out of town.
The week kicked off with an added feature of FSTNR
Week on Sunday (August 21st) with a charitable event.

On August 23rd, prior to the open of the MWFA

The MWFA is partnered with Sleep in Heavenly Peace.

Fastener Show, a Safeguards for Buying Import or

SHP works with groups/communities to build beds for

Domestic Manufactured Fasteners Seminar was held.

kids who don’t have their own. Over 75 industry personnel,

This seminar guided fastener personnel with a checklist

families, and friends, came out to enjoy the socialization

of potential pitfalls and a list of questions to identify

while helping children in need. Everyone worked various

and ask prior to ordering parts. This seminar focused

workstations, from sanding, drilling, staining and even

on avoiding costly mistakes in product error. The class

branding, to build 80 beds. Beds will be delivered to local

was taught by Richard Pease, who before owning his own

children as well as flood victims. SHP prides themselves

company R.K. Precision Products, worked for domestic

in their motto “No kids sleep on the floor in our town.”

cold header manufacturers, and various Industrial
Fastener Distributors. Richard has over 35 years of
product experience, purchasing, and sales in the fastener
industry. He has been instrumental in coordinating MWFA
education programs for many years. We thank him for
sharing his knowledge with the students.
The afternoon of August 23rd the MWFA hosted their
40th Fastener Show. The Tabletop Show allowed suppliers
from across the country to exhibit their products in the
heart of the fastener industry. The show featured over 90
exhibitors coming from across the country. Attendance
was up, from last year, indicating our industry is ready to
be out visiting and sourcing suppliers in person.
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Sherex Fastening Solutions, a global
leader in engineered fasteners, tooling, and
automation, is proud to announce its relationship
with Budd Sales Company, an engineered
fastening specialist to be a sales representative
in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.
Budd Sales, owned and operated by Tom
Buddenbohn, has over 40 years’ experience
working with manufacturers to find the right
fastening solutions for their applications.
Sherex’s wide-range of quality fastening products,
including rivet nuts, clinch nuts, threaded inserts,
wedge-locking washers and nuts through its
Disc-Lock® and TEC Series® product lines, and
the tooling to install these fastening products,
makes the match an ideal fit for Budd Sales.
“Sherex’s product profile is exactly what Budd
Sales is looking for and what manufactures in the
Southwest are looking for,” said Buddenbohn.
“Sherex has outstanding products and customer
service so this will be a win with manufacturers
in this region.”
Sherex has provided quality fasteners to
producers in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
Louisiana for almost 20 years and Budd Sales
will provide even more visibility for Sherex
products across this region.
“Tom is well regarded in the industry as a
leading fastening expert so we’re very excited
with Budd Sales representing Sherex,” said
Sherex President Adam Pratt. “Manufacturers
and assembly facilities will benefit the most from
this relationship.”
Sherex Fastening Solutions is a leading
manufacturer of fasteners for thin sheet material
applications in steel, aluminum, and composite
materials. Sherex manufactures rivet nuts, clinch
nuts, inserts for composite, stud and nut plates,
and through the acquisition of Disc-Lock, wedgelocking washers and nuts. Sherex services a
wide-range of industries, including automotive,
general manufacturing, renewable energy,
agricultural, and aerospace.
For additional information on any of the Sherex
brand fasteners, tools, and automation please
contact Sherex at 1-866-474-3739 or visit our
website at www.sherex.com.
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Anthony Di Maio
Anthony E. Di Maio attended Wentworth Institute and Northeastern University. In 1962 he
started working with Blind Fasteners as Vice-President of Engineering & Manufacturing for two
blind rivet manufacturers. He has been Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) and is still involved in the writing of IFI specifications. In 1991, he
started ADM Engineering and is working with Fastener Manufacturers developing new fasteners
and special machinery. He can be reached at ADM Engineering, 6 Hermon Ave., Haverhill, MA
01832; phone and fax 978-521-0277; e-mail: tdimaio@verizon.net.

SELECTING THE CORRECT BLIND RIVET
FOR YOUR APPLICATION
		The following topics should be evaluated to determine

rivet body with an aluminum, steel or stainless steel

the correct blind rivet to use in your application.

mandrel. If the application is made of steel or stainless
steel, the blind rivet body should be made of the same

Environment

material.

		Is the application indoors or outdoor, near a corrosive
environment, used in a food application. Let us discuss

Tensile And Shear

these four environments.

		The blind rivet must be of the proper tensile and

¤ Indoor - Any alloy or any alloy combination of alloys
blind rivets can be used.

shear strength to secure the assembly of the blind rivet
application. So far, we now know environment the blind

¤ Outdoor - Cannot use a blind rivet that has a

rivet will be subjected to and the alloy of the blind rivet.

steel mandrel. Even if the mandrel is plated, it will rust

		Based on the tensile and shear loads your riveted

where the mandrel breaks when setting the blind rivet.

assemble will be subjected to will determined what

Aluminum and stainless steel would be the alloy blind

tensile and shear value the blind rivet should be.

rivet to use.

Knowing the tensile and shear loads on the riveted

¤ Corrosive Environment - Stainless steel would

components will determined the diameter and tensile

be a good choose depending on how severe the

and shear value the blind rivet or rivets should be. All

environment is, aluminum may also be used.

blind rivet manufacturers list the tensile and shear

¤ Food Applications - Stainless steel must be

values of all the blind rivets in their catalog.

used.

Material To Be Fastened

Work Thickness
The work thickness will determined the length of the
		

		The blind rivet should be made of the same material

blind rivet needed for your application. All blind rivet

of the riveting application. Example, if the material of the

manufacturers list the grip range of their blind rivets.

rivet application is aluminum, the blind rivet body should

Select the blind rivet that has a grip range that is equal

also be aluminum. There is no chemical reaction if the

to the work thickness of your application. When you use

application and the rivet body are made of the same

the method that I just described to determined the length

material. You can use a blind rivet with an aluminum

of the blind rivet, you will avoid two bad situations.
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Nelson Valderrama
Nelson Valderrama is the CEO of Intuilize, a software Service platform that specializes
in helping mid-sized distributors transform data into profits. With more than 22 years’
experience as P&L manager executive for major PE firms and industrial distributors.
Nelson has dedicated his career to help business uncover hidden competitive advantages
and unleash the power of data in the new Digital Economy. For more information
contact by email nelson@intuilize.com or visit www.intuilize.com

NEW BUDGETING & FORECASTING TOOLS
TO MANAGE VOLATILITY
As market instability has challenged CFOs to

resources; it sets boundaries around future spending so

build reliable financial plans, traditional budgeting

that management can control costs and intervene when

and forecasting methodologies are coming up short.

necessary.

But there still are ways distribution financial planners

A forward-thinking CFO goes where no company

can build a more adaptive financial-planning process.

has gone before, but everything starts with a roadmap

Here’s how to reset the planning process in your

for success. The traditional budgeting process leads

business.

to long lists of problems and challenges, such as

CFOs and finance leaders are pushing the limits of

significant cost or effort required with each step in

traditional corporate budgeting. They want something

the journey. (To make it worse, there’s also year-end

that will work for them and their company’s needs,

spending fever). You can avoid these issues by using

but the old tools no longer fit the new variables and

more innovative strategic approaches that will help your

problems that need to be solved. In light of recent events

business optimize resources while achieving desired

like COVID-19 — or whatever else might happen next —

objectives faster than ever. Here’s how to reset the

financial experts realize they need better ways to plan

planning process in your company to manage all of the

going forward. As many companies are experiencing,

new variables every distributor faces today.

outdated financial methodologies are leaving planners
with either too optimistic or too pessimistic outlooks that

Leverage Benchmarks And KPIs For Accuracy

handicap resource and growth planning. It’s a serious

Benchmarks have never been more important.

issue that’s handicapping growth initiatives.

Companies must still set targets as always, but they are

The goal of traditional budgeting is to square a circle.

typically directional and relative – not nearly as reliable

The process tries to meet three ultimately incompatible

as they used to be. Top-level metrics such as EBITDA or

objectives:

gross margin dollars are great, but they can’t be used

¤ First, budgeting sets targets that motivate and

in isolation. In this market environment, triangulating

promote performance; these need directional goals, as

with a mix of financial and nonfinancial metrics is a

well as stretch goals, to make them achievable.

critical component to truly understand how your company

¤ Second, there is forecasting what lies ahead;

is doing compared with peers or other companies in

but we need to be realistic about our abilities. Without

similar distribution verticals (benchmarks). Association

unbiased predictions, forecasts can be dangerous.

and buying group surveys are a powerful benchmarking

¤ Third, budgeting is an important tool for managing
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BRAINARD RIVET

PO Box 30, 222 Harry Street, Girard OH 44420 TEL 330-545-4931
EMAIL sales@brainardrivet.com
WEB www.brainardrivet.com

BRAINARD IS UPGRADING - NEW DRILLER ARRIVING SPRING 2023
Brainard Rivet is a made-in-America manufacturer of
cold-headed fasteners with a 100-plus year reputation of
excellence. Our earliest fasteners were rivets used by
the barrel industry. We continue to manufacture some of
the exact same rivets today. Over the years our efforts
have diversified into increasingly complex fasteners. We
are so much more than just rivets!
We manufacture small and large rivets, weld pins and
screws, knurled, threaded, pointed and grooved products,
clevis pins, and hex weld nuts. Our focus is print-specific,
solid fasteners in steel and non-ferrous materials, from
3/32” – 5/8” diameter and up to 5” in length.
Within the last five years we have added a stateof-the art pointing machine and a highly advanced roll
threader. The employee-owners at Brainard Rivet are
excited to announce our newest upgrade—a customdesigned drilling machine! This new driller provides
enhanced efficiency, quality and safety.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Currently, we drill thousands of parts daily, ranging
from 3/16” – 5/8” in diameter. Brainard Rivet provides
high-quality, low-cost clevis pins to many customers.
A specialized drilling equipment manufacturer was
selected to create and build this state-of-the art, highspeed driller. The new driller will expand our capabilities
to include tighter tolerances and shorter lead times!
Brainard Rivet’s quality system is certified to ISO
9001:2015. We deliver personalized customer service and
on-time, high-quality products. We produce orders as small
as 1,000 pieces up to millions. Large volume customers
enjoy our Stock and Release program. Our company is a
subsidiary of Fastener Industries, Inc. in Berea, Ohio, one
of Ohio’s earliest employee-owned companies. We often
work hand-in-hand with Buckeye Fasteners Company, the
primary distribution segment of FII.
Visit us both at Booth 1007 at the IFE Show in
Las Vegas!
BRAINARD RIVET
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Roman Basi
Roman Basi is the President of The Center for Financial, Legal & Tax Planning, Inc. Roman graduated
from Milliken University obtaining a Bachelor’s of Science Degree with a minor in Psychology. He
earned an MBA from Southern Illinois University with an emphasis in Accounting and recevied his
JD degree from Southern Illinois University. Roman is a licensed CPA as well as being a licensed
attorney in Illinois, Missouri and Florida and is in high demand for his expertise in financial, legal
and tax matters. His areas of expertise include mergers and acquisitions, contracts, real estate law,
tax and estate planning. Visit www.taxplanning.com or call The Center at 618-997-3436.

BUSINESS VALUATIONS
Running your own business requires you to invest

away unexpectedly. What is the value of the business

your life, money, time, and effort. Countless hours have

is the shareholder or the shareholder’s estate owed?

been spent operating, maintaining, and adjusting the

How are we able to calculate a number that is sure

business to stay competitive, profitable, and valuable.

to be ever-changing as business value increases or

After all your hard work, you may ask yourself, how much

decreases based on a weekly, monthly, and yearly basis.

is my business actually worth? While most business

The answer is the valuation methodology proposed and

owners could claim a value based on their income

agreed upon by the shareholders in the executed Buy/

and assets, it is important to sit down and have an

Sell Agreement. This Buy/Sell Agreement can provide a

independent business valuation. Knowing the value of

valuation methodology that can be calculated upon the

your business is necessary for a plethora of reasons.

time of the shareholder’s exit. This can avoid a battle of

In this article, we will break down those very reasons,

various methodologies leading to different values more

such as the benefits of knowing your business’s true

beneficial to one party over the other.

value, how the true value is established, along with the

How are we sure we selected the right methodology

importance of substantiating, defending, and explaining

to arrive at true value. The true value of your business

the said value to those in question.

will reflect the value a willing buyer would agree to pay

When it comes to buying or selling your business

in an arm’s length transaction. Or, as the IRS states

(M&A), business succession planning, estate planning,

“true value is the fair market value or the price at which

employee stock options (ESOP), business loans, or

the property would change hands between a willing

even divorce, a proper valuation is vital regarding proper

buyer and a willing seller, when the former is not under

planning, execution, and structure of the transaction.

any compulsion to buy and the latter is not under any

Along with this, a business valuation is more than just

compulsion to sell, with both parties having reasonable

a number arrived at through various methods used to

knowledge of the relevant facts.” Rev. Rul. 59-60. The

calculate value. The value number arrived at is, in most

key to a credible valuation is to obtain and substantiate

cases, of secondary value to the actual methodology used

the value at which the asset or stock will change hands

in the calculation. For example, two shareholders enter

between a willing buyer and seller. In order to do this

into a Buy/Sell Agreement (an agreement necessary

properly, the business needs to employ an unbiased,

for all businesses with two or more shareholders) and

qualified appraiser with experience and training in both

a shareholder looks to exit the business or passes

the area of valuations and the industry in question.
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Auto Bolt is a proud
American, privately owned,
domestic Bolt manufacturer
located in Cleveland, Ohio.
For the past 75 years,
Auto Bolt has experienced
continual growth and
expansion based on our
solid reputation, strong
relationships, and by
following our “core values”.
We have built our reputation
on meeting customers’
quality requirements and
delivering parts as promised.
Our complete in-house
engineering and tooling
teams assist customers
from start to finish with both
current and new product
designs.
We specialize in low to
high volume specialty parts
per print and commercial
products for many industries
such as: Automotive,
Truck and Trailer, Heavy
Construction, Agricultural,
Solar, and Military.
We work closely with
our partners in the industry
to offer their customers
fastener solutions with the
best quality products and
on-time delivery.

Auto Bolt production sizes range
from 5/16 “(M8) to 1-1/8” (M27).
Our product line consists of Hex
Flange Bolts, Hex Cap Screws,
Shoulder and Place Bolts, Wheel
Bolts, Carriage Bolts, Plow Bolts,
12-Point Bolts, Tank Bolts, Pins,
Double End Collar Bolts, Spring
Bolts and many Specials Per Print.
Auto Bolt production sizes range
from 5/16 “(M8) to 1-1/8” (M27).
Our product line consists of
Hex Flange Bolts,
Hex Cap Screws,
Shoulder
and
Place
Bolts,
Wheel Bolts,
Carriage Bolts,
Plow
Bolts,
12-Point Bolts,
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Tank Bolts, Pins, Double End Collar
Bolts, Spring Bolts and many Specials
Per Print. We also offer secondary
processes including Drilling and
Grinding, Heat Treatment, Plating,
Passivation, Patching and Sorting.
Available carbon steel includes SAE
1008, 1010, 1018, 1038, 1541
and 10B21 plus alloy grades SAE
1335, 1541, 4037, 4140, 5140,
8620, 8637 and 8740. Additional
Stainless-Steel options available.
It’s a good time to be a domestic
supplier and a great opportunity to
partner with Auto Bolt!
For additional information, please
contact Auto Bolt at 1-216-8813913, email quotes@autoboltusa.
com, or visit them online at
www.autoboltusa.com.
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Carmen Vertullo
Carmen is the co-founder of AIM Testing Laboratory, specializing in fastener testing, fastener training,
and fastener problem solving. He has experience in fastener quality assurance, manufacturing, sales, and
inventory management programs. He is a member of the ASTM F16 Fastener Technical Committee, the
ASME B18 Fastener Technical Committee, the Research Council on Structural Connections (RCSC) and the
Canadian Mirror ISO TC2 Fastener Technical Committee. He is a Certified Fastener Specialist through the
Fastener Training Institute and has presented dozens of fastener training programs. He holds a BS in
Manufacturing Engineering Technology. Contact Carmen at 619-204-1543 or carmenv@aimtestlab.com.

MENTORING FASTENER EXPERTS AN OPPORTUNITY
As you probably know, I have been solving fastener

Most mentoring experiences are organic. They occur

problems and training fastener professionals for over 30

over a long period of time and are based on the natural

years - this is by no means a record – there are some

exchange of ideas and experiences.

50+ years experts out there.

This mentoring experience will not be organic. It

I am fortunate to have been mentored by some of

will be mostly planned and intentional with expected

best of them, but we have fewer and fewer fastener

and measured outcomes, but also a lot of spontaneity

industry experts as time goes by. Names like Joe

depending on where the conversations go.

Greenslade, Bengt Belndulf and Rob Harris, Andy Cohen,
Jim Speck and Russ Doran come to mind.
My observation is that we are losing many of these

I think it will be fun for all of us and a lot of work
– mostly for all of you. I will personally operate low
maintenance.

fastener experts at an alarming rate, and their fastener

No PowerPoints, no lectures, unless you choose to

experience is not being transferred to the current

or need to review some previous webinars that I may

generation fast enough.

recommend.

I believe we need a way to transfer fastener
technical knowledge from person to people at a greatly
accelerated rate, so I have put together a Fastener
Expert Mentoring Opportunity

I will not be the only mentor – there are others
coming alongside – maybe you.
If you think this might be for you here’s what you are
in for:

There are lots of fastener training opportunities

¤ At least two meetings per month via ZOOM. These

out there and chances are you have taken some of

will be a minimum of 45 minutes but could go for 90

them. This is not fastener training. There are also other

minutes.

mentoring opportunities in our industry. This is not like
those.

¤ Commitment is for one year minimum, but the
mentorship may continue indefinitely.

My hope and expectation are to transfer my decades

¤ The meetings are not webinars – they are full

of fastener application experiences to a few of you

participation case studies with give and take from

who have the desire to become fastener experts or to

everyone.

sharpen your current expertise.
I hope to do this at a greatly accelerated rate
compared to any traditional training or mentoring
methods.
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¤ There will be homework – at least a few hours
per week, depending on how well you handle, or learn to
handle, fastener standards.
¤ There will be evaluations of some kind.
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

NFDA PANELISTS:
SUPPLY CHAIN FACES ‘BUMPS’
Industry panelists at the National Fastener Distributors
Association 2022 spring meeting reported supply chain
problems are easing, but are not back to normal.
Joe Kochan, COO of the Elgin Fastener Group, said
“inbound raw material was stabilizing” before Russia
invaded the Ukraine. Raw material “continues to be a
challenge” for Elgin. The Ohio-based manufacturer is
ordering and forecasting further out, Kochan said.
There also are delays in outside processing for
manufacturers, Kochan added.
Shipping has improved, but Tim Roberto, president
of Star Stainless Screw, said “ports can’t handle” the
shipping as is and “any little bump down the road”
creates larger problems.
“Your customers are going through the same
problems,” Roberto pointed out.
Angela Philipport of AFC Industries, who has 25 years
in various purchasing roles, said a key will be “keeping
lines of communication open in the supply chain. AFC has
relied on “communication and collaboration.”
Roberto agreed there is a need to share information.
“Star Stainless is relying on supply chain relationships”
“We are all swimming in the same ocean” panel moderator
Eric Dudas summarized.
¤ Recession ahead? “I’m usually the optimist,”
Roberto said. But he finds fear of a recession “is driving
the narrative.”
Kochan pointed out that even if a recession develops that
“we serve different markets” and some markets will have
a soft landing.”
“There is still business during a recession,” Roberto
pointed out.
¤ Roberto started in the fastener industry with a
summer job 31 years ago. He became a branch manager
at age 25. All along he has been “building relationships”
with Star Stainless people by “sitting down and having a
conversation.”
When you get to know them you “recognize where
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their strengths are.” Also be aware that “people evolve,”
Roberto added. “Give tools to people who are motivated.”
Knowing the employee’s strength helps you avoid
attempting to put “a square peg into a round hole,”
Roberto advised.
Kochan started in manufacturing “on the shop floor.”
¤ Philipports said AFC is ordering further in advance
and working with domestic partners for “greater control
over the order board.” In buying domestic, AFC is looking
“at the total cost of imported product.”
Roberto said the import / domestic ratio “comes
back to cost.” Roberto asked and answered reshoring
questions: “Can we? Yes. Should we? Yes.”
Kochan agreed that domestic vs. imported “comes
down to cost.” But he noted that “people are talking about
it (reshoring) more” and EFG is having “conversations with
customers.” He predicts there will be more domestic
production. “Price is not the total cost of ownership,”
Kochan noted.
¤ Philipports said remote employees have opened
a greater talent pool. She cited a recent search drew 12
applicants to work in the office, but “a thousand-plus to
work remotely.”
Kochan touted EFG’s internship program and noted
he just hired an engineer who had been an intern. He had
once been “third shift on the shop floor in Alabama who
others had helped along.” Kochan urged management to
be engaged with employees. “People need to know they
are important” and they “have a future” with the company.
Roberto suggested to improve efficiency “go to the
person who is doing that job” for suggestions.
Philipports emphasized that managers “need to be
leaders. I have to be the leader” and “set the example.”
EFG developed a program of games to get people to
look forward to being at work.
Referring to the pandemic of 2020, Philipport norms
“there was no playbook” and AFC had to “look at
alternatives.”
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BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
USA Headquarters, 5855 Obispo Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90805
TEL 562-808-8000
FAX 562-808-8137 EMAIL sales@brightonbest.com

WEB

www.brightonbest.com

BBI PROVIDES SAFETY GEAR TO OUR COMMUNITY
CROSSING GUARDS ACROSS AMERICA
cost, to your location for those who are willing to help
children cross the street safely every day.
Let’s help safe guard our children by providing
safety gear to our crossing guards today. Please spread
the word and let’s try to give every crossing guard in the
U.S.A. a pair of Hi-Viz Ironclad gloves.

News and Announcements
Brighton-Best International (BBI) announced
immediate availability of Hi-Visibility gloves to crossing
guards across America.
Getting hit by a car is the third leading cause of
death for children 5- to 9-years-old says the Association
for Psychological Science and according to Parents.
com, almost 400 children aged 15 and under are killed
annually when struck by a vehicle.
It’s not hard to think of reasons for these scary
statistics. Children are easily distracted and do not
always pay attention. They are smaller in stature, so
they’re more likely to sustain fatal injuries when they are
struck. But there may be an even more basic reason for
this childhood peril, children simply don’t see the cars
coming.
Brighton-Best International is grateful to all the
crossing guards who strive to protect our children across
America. Unfortunately, most crossing guards have to
provide their own safety gloves. During the 2022-2023
school season, BBI would like to thank our crossing
guards by donating a pair of HI-VIZ Ironclad gloves to our
local crossing guard heroes.
If you know of a crossing guard and would like to
provide them a pair of HI-VIZ Ironclad gloves, please
email safetocross@brightonbest.com and tell us about
your local hero. BBI will ship you a pair of gloves, at no
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Congratulations to Bill Davis,
from BBI Cleveland, on his promotion
to the position of Regional Manager
for the Central Region. Bill’s 20 years
in the fastener industry will assist him
in his roles as both Regional Manager and Weld Fastener
Product Manager.
Bill is excited for this opportunity and looks forward
to working with his team to develop the region as BBI
continues to expand its capabilities.
Congratulations to Doug Strauss,
from BBI-Cleveland, for passing the
exam to become a Certified Fastener
Specialist (CFS) from the Fastener
Training Institute.
Brighton-Best International is
honored to be the recipient of the Sphere1 2022
Outstanding Sales Growth Achievement Award!

BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
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SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.
30 Rock Avenue, Danielson, CT 06239
TEL 1-860-774-8571 FAX 1-860-774-2048

EMAIL info@spirol.com WEB www.spirol.com

PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR THREADED INSERTS
IN PLASTIC ASSEMBLIES by Tara Meinck - Product Manager

The use of Threaded Inserts in plastic assemblies

could be achieved in a specific application. Additionally,

allow designers to replace machined and cast metal

as much as 75% of the Insert’s performance is a direct

components with plastic to achieve significant cost and

result of how well it was installed.

weight savings without any loss of joint strength.

In order to establish a true benchmark for an

Some of the most common questions asked by

application, it is imperative to assemble and test

designers are “What kind of performance can I expect

the bolted joint under the application’s production

from this type of Insert?” – and – “Will this Insert meet

environment. Since questions surrounding performance

the performance specification on my drawing?” While

often arise earlier in the design process, it is important

on the surface these questions seem relatively easy to

to consider which of the previously listed factors may be

answer, it’s actually nearly impossible to answer with a

easily adjusted compared to those with a more significant

simple “yes” or “no;” but rather “it depends.”

impact if modified. An Insert can be recommended to

Insert performance, or resistance to rotational

meet a specific application’s requirements in the design

torque and tensile loading (also known as pull-out), is

stage, and/or modifications can be proposed to an

only partially influenced by the Insert itself. Other factors

existing assembly to optimize performance based on

that impact Insert performance include:

prior experience and extensive performance data. In

¤Plastic material and filler composition,

some cases, it is preferred to test the Insert in the

¤ Design and quality of the plastic components
including hole consistency,

application to determine the installation criteria that will
yield the best performance. Ultimately, acceptance of

¤ Installation process and resultant quality, and

any Threaded Insert is subject to testing and evaluation

¤ Alignment of the mating component and how it

to confirm performance in the actual application.

supports the installed Insert.

Once a benchmark has been established and the

There are so many different combinations of Insert

application moves into production, it is imperative to

materials, plastic types, and assembly configurations

remember that variation to any of the aforementioned

(local to the joint) that without understanding these

factors may affect the Threaded Insert’s ability to resist

factors, it is impossible to determine what performance

rotational torque and pull out.
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CHEERS FOR PEERS
by Timothy O’Keeffe

FAB GROUP MEMBERS AT THE DATA ANALYTICS SYMPOSIUM IN JUNE. PICTURED ARE JOE PEPLINSKI OF AIS-MSC, SCOTT
LONGFELLOW AND TIM O’KEEFFE OF HUYETT, AND ADAM PRATT OF SHEREX FASTENING SOLUTIONS.

The Fastener Advisory Board (FAB Group) continues
to pursue a busy and frenetic pace of business
expansion, project execution, and peer-reviewed

sale of the company to Trifast plc Group late last year.
¤ Doug Ruggles and the team at Martin acquired
Capitol Bolt & Screw in Jackson, MS.

professional development. Current FAB Group members

¤ Adam Pratt of Sherex has added operations in

include Nick Ruetz of AIS – an MSC Company; Giovanni

Warsaw, Poland, and is expanding domestic production

Cespedes of TR Falcon; Adam Pratt of Sherex Fastening

at the Sherex facility in Akron, OH.

Solutions; Doug Ruggles of Martin Fastening Solutions;

¤ Matt Goldberg has invested more than $5 million

Matt Goldberg of AMPG; and Tim O’Keeffe of Huyett.

in capital in expanding production capabilities at AMPG

Among some notable achievements:

including vertically integrating the black oxide coating

¤ At AIS-MSC, Nick Ruetz and team completed the
purchase of Tower Fasteners in August. Mark Shannon,
President of Tower, is a former FAB Group member.
¤ Giovanni Cespedes of TR Falcon completed the

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

process and 3D printing.
¤ Tim O’Keeffe was named “Fastener Professional
of the Year” by the NFDA in June and Huyett continues
to add new products and customer-centric features.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 173
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DISTRIBUTION ONE
4004 Church Road, Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
TEL 856-380-0629 EMAIL info@distone.com

WEB www.distone.com

EARNING REPEAT CUSTOMERS THROUGH
ERP-INTEGRATED E-COMMERCE
Is Your Distribution E-Commerce Site Driving
Repeat Business?
Before the internet, distributors worked tirelessly to
cultivate relationships with the goal of sustaining a reliable
network of returning customers. Being able to depend on
customer “stickiness” enabled distributors to establish
and maintain successful territories for themselves.
Modern distribution, however, is trending away from this
model thanks to substantial competition from companies
like Amazon and the simple convenience of internet
searches. Though internet selling opens your products up
to large new markets, it also removes the need to engage
another human directly. Strong relationships can certainly
still be built, but customer stickiness now encompasses
more than just a direct sales contact.
Because the internet provides so many buying choices,
your customers may be more receptive to testing the
waters with unknown vendors based upon positive online
reviews. In fact, many buyers prefer the convenience of
purchasing from an online cart than exchanging emails or
sitting through a sales meeting. So how then do you build
customer stickiness in the current climate?
Distributors need to implement an E-Commerce platform
that incorporates proven user experience tactics for modern
buyers. Let’s internalize this for a moment. Consider your
own personal preferences when buying products on the web:
You want to easily access product information; you want the
best price available; and you want it delivered quickly. So
with that in mind, do you like to:
¤ Flip through a large paper catalog?
Your customers don’t want to do this either.
Your products must be listed on an easily navigable
E-Commerce website that provides rapid search results
with product images, descriptions, videos, and reviews
along with intuitive product recommendations.
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¤ Call a salesperson for quantity and availability?
Customers expect on-demand information to make
immediate purchasing decisions. Your E-Commerce
solution should display accurate, real-time stock
information onscreen. It should also provide fulfillment
estimates in-line with what competitors are offering.
Moreover, your customers should have insight into recent
order statuses and their order history.
¤ Sit through a sales meeting or conversation
just to learn pricing?
Outside of high-volume purchase inquiries, most
customers want to do their own research before deciding
to speak to a salesrep (or not). So make sure they have
all of the information they require by utilizing an ERPintegrated E-Commerce platform to display your product
costs and associated pricing breaks.
¤ Use a computer or mobile device?
Both are crucial to E-Commerce success due to
buyers’ device preferences: mobile (70% of traffic with
55% of revenue) and desktop (22% traffic with 36% of
revenue)1. Furthermore, your E-Commerce platform must
be fully mobile responsive to satisfy younger users.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 168
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CRESCENT MANUFACTURING

700 George Washington Turnpike, Burlington, CT 06013
TEL 860-673-2591
EMAIL sales@crescentmanufacturing.com WEB www.crescentmanufacturing.com

CRESCENT HIRES NEW MANUFACTURERS REPS
Crescent Manufacturing, the premier cold heading
manufacturer based in Burlington, CT is pleased to
announce our new relationship with 2 manufacturing
representative agencies. All American Systems will represent
Crescent throughout the states of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Sylvie Gagnon will represent
Crescent throughout Canada. Crescent is very excited
to be represented by such prestigious agencies and is
looking forward to working together with these agencies to
build strong partnerships with customers throughout both
territories.
Steve Urhausen and his team at All American Systems
bring over 40 years of experience in the fastener industry
and will be amazing partners with Crescent in the Midwest.
“We are extremely excited and fortunate to have the most
respected Rep agency in the Midwest to represent Crescent
moving forward. I see great things in our future as we work
together to promote the Crescent edge to distributors
throughout the territory” Dan Bielefield, Vice President of
Sales at Crescent commented regarding the signing of All
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American.
In Canada, Sylvie Gagnon has agreed to represent
Crescent Manufacturing across the country. “Sylvie brings
a fresh energy and enthusiasm to our efforts to promote
Crescent throughout Canada” Bielefield said. We are
pleased and excited to have Sylvie on board working with
us to rebuild our business throughout the country.
Burlington, CT based Crescent Manufacturing has
been in business since 1960 providing quality cold headed
fasteners. As an AS9100 certified quality manufacturer
Crescent continues to build on their reputation of providing
parts of the highest quality to our customers. Working
almost exclusively through fastener distributors the
company has grown significantly over the years and now
manufactures parts from #00 diameter through 3/8”
diameter up to 3” long in a variety of materials, head styles
and drives. With the ability to provide parts to aerospace,
medical, firearm, defense, electrical and other commercial
companies Crescent has a diverse offering and works hard
to be a strong partner for our customers.
CRESCENT MANUFACTURING

FASTENER FAIR USA IS HEADING TO NASHVILLE!
Join us next year for Fastener Fair USA 2023,
taking place May 16-17 at the Music City Center in
Nashville, TN!
Fastener Fair USA is the only exhibition in the US
that is dedicated to the full supply chain, spanning key
vertical industries including automotive, aerospace,
agriculture, energy and more. The event will cover all
areas of the fastener and fixing industry and provide
real insight into industry trends and innovations, preshow curated education put on by the Fastener Training
Institute, and unmatched opportunities to connect with
industry peers including the 2023 Networking Party
at the Country Music Hall of Fame. As a bonus, you’ll
also be able to take in all that the Music City has to
offer—great restaurants & bars, fun entertainment, and
memorable experiences.

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

Fastener Fair USA is North America’s fastest-growing
trade show and conference event for the fastener
industry and the manufacturing sectors it serves. Under
new management by RX, this dynamic and productive
two-day event serves as an essential marketplace
drawing fastener professionals from every segment and
all around the world.
Interested in exhibiting? Contact Blanca Delgado at
blanca.delgado@rxglobal.com or Ray Filbert at raymond.
filbert@rxglobal.com to reserve your booth today and
learn how Fastener Fair USA can help you grow your
business.
To view the 2023 exhibitor list, learn more about
the event or to pre-register and be the first to know
when registration opens, visit the show website at
www.fastenerfairusa23.com/link-magazine.
FASTENER FAIR USA
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Big Bolt LLC, one of the
largest specialty fastener
manufacturers in the US,
announced it has acquired
Delta Secondary, LLC
(“Delta”), an Illinois-based
manufacturer of fasteners
and provider of secondary
services.
Delta is a leading regional
supplier of a broad array
of fastener solutions for a
variety of industrial segments.
Headquartered in Bensenville,
Illinois, Delta provides fastturn manufacturing and key
secondary services such
as cut, chamfer, drilling,
tapping, turning, milling,
slotting, grooving and thread
cutting. Delta’s products
are supported by distributors
nationwide.
Big Bolt is investing in
Delta’s operations to create
capacity to handle future
growth. In addition, Delta’s
team brings significant fastener
manufacturing experience and
capabilities which enables
both organizations to optimize
operations resulting in
additional speed to service
the industry.
“Delta is a great fit—
commercially, operationally
and
culturally—and
a
valuable extension to Big
Bolt’s existing operation,”
said Tom Moore, Chief
Executive Officer of Big Bolt.
“This acquisition allows us
to expand our manufacturing
capabilities in a strategic
area to better meet customer
demand.”
...continued on page 87
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...continued from page 86

Following the acquisition,
the Delta team and its base
of operations will remain
in Bensenville, Illinois. The
acquisition was effective on
July 29, 2022.
Big Bolt is one of the
largest, specialty fastener
machine shops in the
United States. If it’s not in
their inventory, they pride
themselves on getting
you what you need. Their
large supply of blanks,
equipment, and a near nonstop manufacturing schedule
allow them to get you what
you need when you need
it—even custom orders.
With their headquarters in
Bloomingdale, IL, Big Bolt is
ISO-certified and has been
manufacturing high-quality
fasteners and specialty
fasteners for 50 years.
Big Bolt built a fantastic
team of employees, the vast
majority with twenty-plus
years experience. This is the
backbone of the company and
the reason for their success.
Big Bolt is now the
largest specialty job shop
fastener manufacturer in the
Midwest, serving customers
in the United States and
around the world in a variety
of industries, including
Aerospace,
Agricultural,
Construction, Government,
Military, Industrial, Maritime,
Oil, Gas and Transportation.
For more information
contact Big Bolt LLC by tel:
630-539-9400 or visit them
online at www.gobigbolt.com.
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PERFECTION CHAIN

301 Goodwin Road, Cullman, AL 35058
TEL 1-888-856-4864 EMAIL info@perfectionchain.com

WEB

www.perfectionchain.com

OUR CHAIN, YOUR WAY
Over the last couple of years, you may have seen
some of Perfection Chain Products advertising in print
catalogs, emails, or social media posts. However,
Perfection has always emphasized one
capability: their CUT, KIT, ASSEMBLE
& MORE advertisements. Perfection
Chain Products offers their customer
base multiple options to help them
cut costs, and during critical times
like this, cost savings are in huge
demand.
“I know it sounds cliche when I
say it’s the customer’s way, but we
do everything we can to offer the customer our product
their way. Of course, as a business, we have to review
what it costs and what has to happen on our end to
give the customer their way and sometimes have to find

alternatives, but we never say no until we have exhausted
all efforts in doing so.” – Keith Burgess, Vice President,
Sales.
Perfection Chain Products offers
custom-length chains, kitting with
private labeling, and an entire
department dedicated to custom
assemblies, not to mention their
capabilities to produce custom wire
forms. Hence their “We Cut, Kit,
Assemble, and More” motto, or as
the Perfection Chain team says, “our
chain, your way.”
If you are performing additional processes to your
chain once you receive it from your supplier, you are
adding cost, so contact Perfection Chain Products with
your requirements and let them go to work for you.
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PERFECTION CHAIN

NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740

TEL 562-799-5509 EMAIL nfda@nfda-fastener.org WEB www.nfda-fastener.org

NICK RUETZ ELECTED 2022-2023 NFDA PRESIDENT by Amy Nijjar
Nick Ruetz of AIS has been elected as the 2022-2023

Continuing on the NFDA Board are Kelly Charles

president of the National Fastener

of Sems & Specials, Jon Queenin of

Distributors Association. Jim Degnan

Specialty Bolt & Screw, and Marc

of S. W. Anderson will serve as vice

Somers of Mid-States Bolt & Screw.

president, Mike Robinson of Vertex

Tribute was paid during the

Distribution will serve as associate

meeting to retiring Board members

chair, and Kevin Godin of AFC

Adam Derry of Field, Craig Penland

Industries will remain on the Board as

of Eurolink Fastener Supply Service,

immediate past president.

and Jodie Thinnes of Copper State
Bolt & Nut.

Gigi Calfee of Copper State Bolt &
Nut, Jake Glaser of Sherex Fastening

For more information about NFDA,

Solutions, and Scott McDaniel of

visit www.nfda-fastener.org or contact

TR Fastenings have been elected to

Amy Nijjar at amy@nfda-fastener.org

serve on the Board of Directors effective June 21, 2022.
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or 503-307-1809.
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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NORTH EAST FASTENER CORPORATION
8 Tremco Drive, Terryville, CT 06786
TEL 1-860-589-3232 EMAIL nef@nef1.com

WEB

www.nef1.com

NEW HIRE, PROMOTIONS
AND NEW EQUIPMENT
North East Fasteners is very

NEF has just added five new

excited to welcome David Stoeke as

Specialized Slotting Machines. These

“Director of Quality” to its team. With

five machines constitute a major

over 30 years’ experience serving the

overhaul within its Slotting Department.

aerospace, medical, power generation,

NEF has instituted this complete

and automotive industries, Dave carries

upgrade to its equipment profile to

a Mechanical Engineering Degree as well

allow for reduced lead times, better

as a Managerial Certification of Quality/

pricing, as well as a higher quality

Organizational Excellence Accreditation

product. NEF customers rely upon NEF

from the American Society for Quality

to provide extraordinary services and

(ASQ).

products and this will go a long way to

An avid water skier, Dave is

married with two children; a son who is

helping fulfill those expectations.

serving as a Staff Sergeant in the United

North East Fasteners is committed to

States Air Force and a daughter who is

upholding world-class quality standards

entering the University of Connecticut’s

through the relentless pursuit of

Animal Science Program.

exceeding

customer

expectations.

Soon after Martin Van Linter was

NNEF is AS9100D/ISO 9001:2015 and

appointed President of North East

QSLM Levels 2/3 certified supplier,

Fasteners in January 2022, two other

serving

highly respected individuals within

aerospace and automotive markets.

the company were promoted to Vice

NEF is currently producing a size range

Presidential

the

of -00- to number 10 diameter fasteners

organization: Richard Kowalczyk (V.P. of

in all types and classes, as well as

Manufacturing) and Adam Burton (V.P.

M1.2 to M4.5 (metric), up to 2 inches

of Information Technology). Both are and

(50mm) long.

positions

within

have been major players within NEF and
we would like to congratulate them both
on their considerable accomplishments
and new positions within NEF.
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the

commercial,

military,

[TOP] DAVID STOEKE, DIRECTOR
OF QUALITY. [MIDDLE] RICHARD
KOWALCZYK, VP OF MANUFACTURING
AND ADAM BURTON, VP OF
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

NORTH EAST FASTENER CORPORATION
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Patriot Bolt, a leading manufacturer and
supplier of industrial bolts, fasteners and
gaskets, announced it has been named in Inc.
Magazine’s prestigious Inc. 5000 list of the
fastest-growing, privately-owned companies in
America. For the 2022 list, Patriot Bolt is ranked
at No. 1172, placing them as the 23rd fastestgrowing company in manufacturing, 110th in
Texas and the 15th fastest-growing company
in Houston. Since its inception in 2018, the
company made a significant impact on the
supply of specially machined fasteners and
static sealing element supply focused on the
global energy sector.
To be selected as one of the 5000 fastest
growing companies out of over 6 million privatelyheld companies in the U.S. speaks volumes
regarding the capabilities of Patriot Bolt. The
Inc. 5000 recognition puts Patriot Bolt in the
top 0.07% of all privately-owned companies in
America in terms of multi-year growth. This year’s
list is particularly special because it showcases
organizations that have flourished amidst a
highly challenging economic landscape.
“Being named to this prestigious list means
Patriot Bolt is now part of a very exclusive
community that consists of some of the most
successful and renowned companies in the
world,” said Kris Kolb, CEO and Founding Partner
at Patriot Bolt. “Our incredible growth during
difficult economic times has been made possible
by our amazing team, and I take this opportunity
to congratulate the entire Patriot Bolt family on
this momentous achievement.”
“While this selection to the Inc. 5000 list
solidifies our standing among the fastest-growing
companies in the U.S., the growth at Patriot
Bolt is far from over,” said Bryce Oliveira, Vice
President at Patriot Bolt. “As an organization,
we will continue to hire the best and brightest
fastener and sealing experts across the globe
and invest in emerging technology areas to
ensure the rapid growth we have seen only
continues to ascend well into the future.”
For more information contact Patriot Bolt by Tel:
281-581-0176, email: sales@patriotbolt.com or
visit them online at www.patriotbolt.com.
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BAY SUPPLY

A DIVISION OF BAY FASTENING SYSTEMS

30 Banfi Plaza North, Farmingdale, NY 11735
TEL 516-294-4100 FAX 516-294-3448 EMAIL info@baysupply.com

WEB www.baysupply.com

KEYS TO EVALUATING THREADED INSERTS
FOR PLASTIC By Mike Eichinger
Plastics have been part of our lives since the
1950s and have become integral in manufacturing and
industrial applications. However, bonding plastics with
different plastics or other materials is one particularly
challenging aspect of working with plastics. One of
the most common and durable techniques for bonding
plastic components is with threaded inserts for plastics.
Threaded inserts were designed to form a strong
bond with soft or thin materials. In addition to threaded
inserts for plastics, inserts also are used for light metals
and thin substrates.
Threaded inserts are made from different materials
and have various designs to form a secure anchor for a

ideal for applications in which materials will have to

strong bond. Choosing the correct type of threaded insert

be replaced. For example, using threaded inserts in

for plastic can be difficult. The choice depends on the

electronics makes replacing components or circuit

application, the load the bond must endure, and other

boards easier.

variables. The unique characteristics of different plastics

Threaded inserts continue to grow in popularity

make choosing the right insert even more complicated. If

because of their versatility, especially for applications in

you make the wrong choice, the joint is likely to fail.

which you need a durable connection.

The Basics Of Threaded Insert Design

How To Choose The Right Threaded
Insert For Plastic

As the name suggests, a threaded insert is a sleeve
with a threaded interior. The sleeve has an exterior
pattern or flange to hold it securely in place, ensuring

There are some fundamental considerations when
choosing a threaded insert for plastics.

it won’t turn. Once the threaded insert is in place, it

¤ Consider the type of plastic. There are

can accept a bolt, screw, or other threaded fasteners.

two commonly used types of plastics. Thermoplastics

Threaded inserts can be brass, copper, steel, or even

can be heated and melted, then recast multiple

plastic.

times. Types of thermoplastics include polypropylene,

There are many advantages to using threaded

polyethylene, polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene, polyethylene

inserts, especially when dealing with plastic workpieces.

terephthalate, and polycarbonate. Thermoset plastics

They are easy to use in an assembly line to make fast,

differ in that they can only be molded once using heat

secure joints. The threaded design also makes them

and pressure.
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BATCHING SYSTEMS, INC
50 Jibsail Drive, Prince Frederick, MD 20678
TEL 410-414-8111 FAX 410-414-8121 EMAIL bag@batchingsystems.com

WEB www.batchingsystems.com

STATE-OF-THE-ART EQUIPMENT
FROM BATCHING SYSTEMS
Batching Systems, Inc. (BSI) provides fast, accurate,
cost effective engineered automated packaging solutions
that can feed a wide range of fasteners into bags,
multi cell bags, boxes or other containers for retail
presentation. We are a leading manufacturer and
systems integrator with seven patents in the packaging
industry. We have been engineering, manufacturing, and
integrating engineered automated packaging solutions
for kit packaging, clamshell packaging, box, carton, or
container filling for over 30 years. Our equipment is
engineered with heavy duty durability to process fasteners
3 shifts a day, 7 days a week. Our product line includes

FULLY INTEGRATED TURNKEY PACKAGING SYSTEM WITH
BATCHMASTER® IV COUNTERS, MANUAL PACK-OFF STATION,
CONVEYOR, BAGMASTER® BAGGER, TAKEAWAY CONVEYOR,
CHECKWEIGHER, AND SECOND BAG TAKEAWAY CONVEYOR WITH BAG
COUNTER FROM BATCHING SYSTEMS, INC.

Batchmaster® Counters (BMIV), Weighmaster® Fast
Automatic Weighers (FAW), Bagmaster® Vertical Form,
Fill, and Seal Bagging Machines, and more.

The Weighmaster® FAW can weigh or weigh
count batches in pounds, ounces, kilograms, or grams.

Batchmaster® Counters are the only counters

High output speeds result from patented dual chamber

that utilize patented dual view scanners that provide

accumulation, while outstanding accuracy is due to our

the highest accuracy count possible. The latest model

unique out of tolerance batch reject system.

BMIV detects and rejects parts one-third smaller or

A wide variety of fasteners can be fed and singulated

larger than a target part thereby separating (sorting) the

with our high speed enhanced geometry dual axis bowl

good parts from the bad. With our dual view scanning

feeder and change over from one part to another requires

technology, our systems can validate the size of products

no tools and takes less than two minutes. The compact

before packaging to ensure your customers receive only

design of the counter and weigher can be run by an

items that are whole, wrapped, connected – whatever

operator in semi-automatic mode or can be integrated

is required. Out of tolerance parts are rejected prior to

with a bagger, box or container handling equipment,

entering a package. The Batchmaster® Counter analyzes

blister, clamshell or magnetic orientation system. They

product at 6,000 scans per second and can run at

have state-of-the-art controls incorporating large industrial

speeds of 100+ batches per minute. The processing

color HMI’s to provide user friendly intuitive set-up, data

unit is designed with a transparent front panel for visual

monitoring, self-diagnostics, and verified motion control

inspection of gate movement and product flow.

technology, bar code reading, recipe management.
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

ECONOMIST TELLS NFDA:
“DON’T SEE RECESSION”
“We at ITR Economics don’t see a recession

Saidel-Baker said.
¤ Supply chain problems have been “incredibly

coming,” economist Lauren Saidel-Baker told the
National Fastener Distributors Association.
There may be a “soft landing” from today’s strong
economy, but not a recession, she said. “We can’t

difficult, putting a lot of pressure” on the economy. But
numbers show supply chain issues “ticking down in
past couple months” and should be “normalizing.”
¤ Commodity prices are still going up, but where

sustain a 7.4% growth rate,” Saidel-Baker said.
“There is a lot of good news,” such as a resurgence
in B2B spending, Saidel-Baker declared. “I like the
data,” she observed.

numbers are doubling, they were tripling, she pointed
out.
¤ Steel prices are “stabilizing, flattening out.”

“We aren’t changing spending habits” even with

¤ Heavy duty truck production is up, partly because

higher gasoline prices, Saidel-Baker said. Even after

with a shortage of chips automotive manufacturers

filling up at higher gas prices, with a child in the back

want to put them in trucks where profit margins are

seat “you are still headed to the toy store.”

highest. “We need trucks,” she declared.

Two thirds of GDP is consumer spending and “retail
sales only go down in a recession,” she commented.
The “pace of growth will decline,” Saidel-Baker
acknowledged. The U.S. can’t maintain 15% growth and
the current 7.5% growth, she said.
Higher real estate prices encourage housing starts
and multi-unit housing starts at 24.5% is at record high,
she pointed out. Those multi-unit projects take longer
to complete than single-family construction, SaidelBaker pointed out. Still rising rents encourage more
development.

¤ U.S. machinery orders are up due to reshoring
or near shoring (Canada and Mexico). But the 16.8%
growth rate is “not for long.”
¤ New orders for computers and electronics are
“leading the charge for on-shoring.”
Contributing to the U.S. growth in computers is the
talent in the U.S.
“We have the best and brightest,” Saidel-Baker
observed.
¤ Inflation rates are at a 40-year high, creating
consumer “whiplash” but that is after a decade of low

Another bright spot in real estate development:

inflation. The economy can absorb inflation for a while

Private warehouse construction as suppliers need

and we can expect a “couple more quarters” of price

distribution centers.

increases, followed by dis-inflation, Saidel-Baker told

New orders may be showing some decline, but
only bringing them down to “more sustainable” rates,

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

the NFDA. “We’ve been there before. We’ve gotten
through so much worse.”

CONTINUED ON PAGE 172
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Smalley Steel Ring
Company is proud to
celebrate that they have
locally supported the
European market for 20
years. In 2002, Smalley
opened their first global
branch office in France
to provide quick and
personalized service to
European customers. In
2013, they expanded
service capabilities with
order fulfilment from a local
warehouse, which
was
expanded further in 2021
to now offer over 10,000
parts from inventory. From
France, Smalley offers
full customer support
including order fulfilment/
logistics, customer service,
product engineering/design
assistance and more.
With over 100 years of
manufacturing excellence,
Smalley is the Engineer’s
Choice® for supplying or
designing the right retaining
ring or wave spring solutions
for all of your application
needs. They look to continue
that excellence in Europe,
and globally for many years
to come.
”From a simple idea to
provide local support to
our European customers,
we have, for 20 years,
continuously worked to build
an entire team dedicated to
help our customers develop
their ideas further and
faster.
...continued on page 99
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...continued from page 98

		We are proud of this
successful implantation and
will continue our investments
to contribute to our European
customers’ success by
offering precision engineering
solutions, and exceptional
service with a high level
of urgency.” said Fabrice
Jeannin, SVP, Managing
Director at Smalley Europe.
		 Smalley is a quality-driven
organization that provides
the highest quality retaining
rings and springs. Smalley’s
parts have been used in
the Automotive industry for
over 100 years in everything
from steering systems to
transmissions.
Smalley stocks over
10,000 standard parts
across 30 configurations and
400 sizes, ready for delivery.
If a standard part doesn’t
meet your requirements,
you’ll work with our innovative
team of over 30 industryspecialized engineers to
quickly create an economical
custom part in the material of
your choice, all without new
tooling.”
Standard or custom, we
are dedicated to delivering the
right part in the right material
for all of your applications.
For more information
contact Smalley at 555
Oakwood Road, Lake Zurich,
IL 60047. Tel: 847-719-5900,
Fax: 847-719-5999, email:
info@smalley.com or online at
www.smalley.com.
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
TEL 847-370-9022 FAX 847-516-6728 EMAIL nancy@nefda.com

WEB www.nefda.com

JUNIPER HILL HOSTS NEFDA 33rd SCHOLARSHIP
GOLF OUTING by Nancy Rich
Juniper Hill in Northborough, MA hosted this year’s
Golf Outing. The weather was awesome, the networking
was great, and fastener industry friends were grateful to
enjoy a great day together.
After the positive reaction to last year’s format, the
outing began with breakfast at 8:30am, shot gun start
at 10:00am, followed by an Open Bar and Barbeque at
3:00pm. A great display of raffle prizes prompted lots
of ticket sales resulting in funding for the scholarship
program. Prizes varied from beach, yard, golf, tools,
special “beverages” and other fun items. A traditional
50/50 raffle also benefited the program.
Cash prizes went to the first and second place teams:
First Place Team
Bill Wisk
Massimo Napolitano
Rob White
Pat King,
Second Place Team
Mario Borseti
Stephen Ring
John Stover
James Palazzolo
Gift Cards, courtesy of Star Stainless Screw, were
awarded to several course contest winners. We appreciate
all those donating to the outing’s success!!
Thank you to our many sponsors for helping to make
this outing a great success.

NEFDA Awards $5,000 In Scholarships
The NEFDA is pleased to announce this year’s
scholarship winners:

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

$3,000 NEFDA Scholarship
Matthew Lewis - Atlantic Fasteners
$1,000 NEFDA Scholarship
Jullian Lesieur - Crescent Mfg.
$500 NEFDA Scholarship
Natalie Barr - Stelfast Inc.
Christopher Rundle - R. W. Rundle Associates

NEFDA Welcomes New Members
Big Bolt, LLC - Bloomingdale, IL
Impact Tool Supply - Woonsocket, RI

NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
40th
40
th ANNUAL FASTENER SHOW - AUGUST 23, 2022

CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
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UNICORP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE

291 Cleveland St, Orange, New Jersey 07050
TEL 1-800-526-1389 FAX 973 674-3803
EMAIL sales@unicorpinc.com

WEB www.unicorpinc.com

UNICORP HIRES 2 NEW MANUFACTURERS SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Budd Sales Company, led by Tom Buddenbohn, will
represent Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas. With over
forty years of experience in the industry, Tom started
his career with Avdel helping customers find the right
fastener for their application. He later transitioned by
working with a large distributor for almost two decades,
before finally opening his own rep agency. With a wealth
of knowledge, Tom is always eager and willing to go the
extra mile for the customer.
Mullane Sales & Manufacturing, operated by
Matthew Mullane, will represent Florida. Since the late
1960s when the company was founded by Phil Mullane,
Mullane Sales has been dedicated to selling fasteners
throughout the Southeastern United States. Matthew
has been in the industry for over 30 years.
Since 1971, Unicorp has been a leading
manufacturer of American standard and metric precision

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

electronic hardware, fasteners and handles. We pride
ourselves on our dedication to customer satisfaction
and our commitment to support the needs of our
distributors. Unicorp offers top quality products, fast
delivery, excellent pricing, and technical assistance.
We are known throughout the industry as the
“oddball king” because we offer the widest variety
of diameters, lengths, materials, and finishes in our
numerous product lines. Unicorp has a constantly
expanding product line and ability to offer custom
designed products. Parts can be manufactured to
blueprints and we can modify all standard products to
meet your specifications. Unicorp can manufacture
any type of CNC and automatic screw machine part.
Additionally, Unicorp provides custom services for
complete technical support that can lead to costsavings and design improvement.
UNICORP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

NFDA ON CYBERSECURITY:
THE NEW NORMAL
Cyber crime is a legitimate business in other
countries, Will Snyder of WTC Business Technology
Services told National Fastener Distributors Association
members.
“Plan for a Cyber incident to happen... It is not IF,
but WHEN!” Snyder stated.
Snyder advocates a “shotgun” approach to
system vulnerabilities/breaches. This includes security
measures, staff training and cyber liability and business
disruption insurance.
The first order of business is security. Measures

to support and monitor all network devices.
It’s a very big risk to have your email hosted locally,
Snyder explained.
“My brother-in-law has an email server that has
worked for the past 20 years: Why do I need to update?”
won’t save your business in a cyber attack.
Most importantly, businesses must secure their
data.
“If everything else fails… having a data backup
stored securely” can get your business back up and
running quickly,” Snyder explained.

such as DNS proxy, next-generation firewalls (with

To secure company data, put encryption on

automatic system updates), GEO blocking (blocking

everything. Likewise, place “smart” cameras on all key

traffic from countries where you don’t do business),

areas, such as IT rooms. Use on-premises encrypted

content filtering and IPS/IDS (intrusion prevention

server image backups daily. And create documented

systems and intrusion detection systems) are essential

disaster recovery/business continuity plans to prepare

to help keep your business safe from hackers.

for the worst.

Such measures help “secure the edge,” Snyder
explained.

Educating staff on security risks is essential as well.
Snyder encouraged “user security awareness training”

Fastener distributors also need to “secure the

and having staff take various phishing tests (social

endpoint.” This involves next-gen endpoint protection

media, financial ACH, etc). Training should occur every

(antivirus) software with 24/7 monitoring, tightening

quarter, he noted.

your password policy (complex requirement that changes

In addition, it’s vital to test your business response

every six months) and access control, and device updates

to everything. Disaster recovery and incident response

and patching (using RMM to automate and schedule

test at least yearly and backups tested monthly, with all

Windows updates on workstations and laptops).

processes documented and documentation used each

“Perform an internal vulnerability scan yearly to
make sure nothing is missed,” Snyder emphasized.
Fastener distributors also need to secure their
networks. This involves an improved password policy and
access control and remote machine management (RMM)

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

year in testing.
These solutions are not expensive but they’re
essential in the 21st century, he noted.
“ALL companies are now at risk. Having simple
antivirus software is no longer enough.”

GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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MW COMPONENTS

TEL 203-888-2133 EMAIL info@rafhdwe.com
WEB www.mwcomponents.com

MWCOMPONENTS.COM: NOT JUST STOCK & CUSTOM FASTENERS
RAF Electronic Hardware and its parent company,
MW Components, offer stocked parts and precision
custom components for various demanding industries,
including aerospace, automotive, industrial, energy,
electronics, medical, and more. MW Components’ teams
work with you to develop the parts you need at the
tolerances you demand delivered on the timeline you
require, ensuring you get the right parts to the right
specifications each and every time.
MWComponents.com allows you to shop or customize
a variety of fasteners and other components. But did
you know that MW Components also offers valuable
resources related to fasteners like threaded inserts and
other parts? Find selection guides, product comparison
charts, sizing guides, and more on MWComponents.com.

Available Online Resources For Threaded Inserts

There are a number of considerations to make when
evaluating which fastener is right for your application—
threaded inserts are no different. Some options include

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

installation methods (press-in, mold-in, thermal, or
ultrasonic), plating and color-coding, and various head
and knurling styles.
MWComponents.com offers a variety of resources
designed to help you make the best decision during
part selection to ensure the performance and longevity
of parts and neighboring assemblies. Some examples
of available resources for threaded inserts include a
selection guide, a quick reference guide to threaded
insert installation methods, clearance hole design guide,
and others. Visit MWComponents.com/Resources to
access these and other valuable resources developed
by MW Components’ team of more than 100 engineering
specialists.
Visit our website, MWComponents.com, to find
a complete list of our products and services as well
as several tools and assets, including a collection
of educational resources designed to assist you with
sizing, selection, and purchase of stocked or custom
components.
MW COMPONENTS
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GREAT LAKES FASTENERS
2204 East Enterprise Parkway, Twinsburg, OH 44087
TEL 1-800-589-4578 FAX 330-425-4705 EMAIL info@glfus.com

WEB

www.glfus.com

A LEGENDARY CAREER IN FASTENERS – AFTER
68 YEARS, RON HARENBERG RETIRES by Kevin Weidinger, President
On July 15th, over one of our many breakfast

Mr. Bolt.

meetings, Ron Harenberg made the difficult decision to

Great Lakes Fasteners (GLF) acquired Mr. Bolt

retire. In doing so, Mr. H puts an exclamation point on a

in 1991 and Ron joined the GLF sales team to focus

fastener career that has touched nearly seven decades.

on window and door manufacturers for which he has

Ronald Harenberg was born in 1933 in Johnstown,

“expert-level” knowledge. Mr. H retires as Vice President

Pennsylvania. Ron graduated from West Technical High

at GLF and has served some of the largest window

School and attended Fenn College (now Cleveland State)

and door companies and one OEM for over forty-five

studying business and accounting. He

years! Ron has always helped GLF

also served his country in the United

distinguish itself from competition

States Army from 1956-1958.

with his enthusiasm, energy, and

Harenberg’s professional career

passion to do whatever it takes to

began in 1952 with Lamson &

help the customer WIN! A gift we all

Sessions, one of the nation’s leading

cherish and carry-forward as it is one

fasteners manufacturers dating back

of our core values.

to 1866 in Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. H

Ron was married to his incredible

started in the mail room and was also

wife Mamie for fifty-nine years until

tasked with making bank deposits

her passing in 2018. Ron is a proud

via streetcar. Over the eighteen years

father of his two sons – Jim and

at Lamson, Ron was promoted many

Scott and the many grandchildren

times obtaining a “360 view” of the

his extended family is blessed with.

fastener business. When he was
asked to lead the consumer sales

RON HARENBERG ATTENDING
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO, 2018

department, Ron found his calling working with customers and business development. Ron
genuinely loves people….

Mr. H is a lifelong Ohio State fan and
attends many football games at the
Columbus, Ohio “Horseshoe” or on

the road at other Big Ten venues.
In December, Ron turns eighty-nine and one thing

Having that entrepreneurial spirit, Mr. H left Lamson

has never changed…Ron still loves people. He makes

& Sessions in 1970 and started a company called The

those all around him comfortable with his easy smile and

Fastener House. Ron teamed up with R.G Patterson and

he is courteous, genuine, and thoughtful in all he does.

Joseph Taddie out of Cleveland to grow The Fastener

Congratulations Mr. Harenberg from all of us at GLF

House to sixteen locations. In 1979, Harenberg became

and THANK YOU for being that steady beacon in our

the owner/operator of Mid-Ohio Bolt & Nut and after

business.

selling business to Mr. Bolt in Mansfield, Ohio. After the
acquisition, Ron took the position of sales manager at

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

You will always be a Legend in Fasteners and more
importantly in LIFE.

GREAT LAKES FASTENERS
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DarLoc Corporation of
Long Grove, IL, a superior
stocking supplier of the highest
quality, specialty niche product
line of Miniature and Clinch
Self-Locking Nylon Insert and
All-Metal Locknuts, now offers
a free sample kit. DarLoc
supplies at competitive
“commodity-like” prices, within
your delivery requirements.
DarLoc has added many
different patterns of locknuts
to their product line. Most are
available from stock, in steel,
stainless, brass, & aluminum
materials. We offer zinc, zinc
yellow, cadmium, cadmium
yellow, cadmium olive drab,
& cadmium with molybdenum
film lube, wax, & other platings.
Chemical, Physical, & Plating
Certifications are available.
Their product line now
includes: “1660” Miniature
Hex (from #0-#4), “LH1660”
All-Metal, Miniature Hex (from
#2-#6), “NM107, 408, 2234”
Reduced Hex (from #4 -1/4”),
“ND” Spline (from #8-1/2”),
“NCFMA” Miniature Clinch
Flush Mounting (from #2-#10),
“LHCFM” All-Metal Miniature
Clinch Flush Mounting (#21/4”), “NKCFM” Miniature
Clinch Flush Mounting, with
Nylon Cap (#2-#10), and “NC”
Clinch (#4-5/16”).
Most patterns are available
in Steel, Stainless, Brass, &
Aluminum. Metric sizes are
also available.
For a free sample kit, contact
DarLoc Corporation by Tel: 847840-9467, email sales@darloc.
com or visit them online at
www.darloc.com.
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GOEBEL FASTENERS INC.
5650 Guhn Rd Suite 110, Houston, Texas 77040
TEL 713-393-7007 FAX 713-393-7084 EMAIL sales@goebelfasteners.com

WEB

www.goebelfasteners.com

GOEBEL FASTENERS, INC.
NEW FACILITY EXPANSION
Goebel Fasteners Inc., a leading provider of blind
fasteners and tooling, recently expanded their Houston,
TX facility adding additional office/warehouse space.
The facility has grown to 16,380sqft, maintains approx.
$2MM worth of inventory across 540 pallet locations
ready for same day shipping, and provides further room
to grow. The new facility expansion has been furnished
with state of the art equipment, additional warehouse
infrastructure to increase output more efficiently, as well
as automated packaging stations to offer new options to
its customers.
With the current landscape of the supply chain
prompting further volatility due to product/labor
shortages it is important to plan ahead and bring in
inventory to keep up with demand. Goebel Fasteners has
been proactive in hedging against supply chain delays
by increasing production output paired with scheduling
increased shipments of inventory on both the raw
material and finished product sides of its business. By
these continuous efforts Goebel Fasteners has been
able to maintain its unsurpassed level of customer
service, increase sales volume, and continue to grow its
market share in the North American market.
Goebel Fasteners, Inc. believes and promotes
superior quality in all aspects of their products and
services. The comprehensive QC testing delivers results
that are available as a courtesy to all customers
by specific batch number. The batch traceability is
especially important in the supply chain of the food,
automotive, railroad engineering and aircraft industry.
The GOEBEL Group is ISO 9001:2015 certified, all
products received are subject to quality assurance
tests; the process is tracked from start to finish and
then archived for future reference after production. All
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test reports are extensively detailed and available to all
customers free of charge.
Goebel Fasteners, Inc. continues to increase efforts
to maintain its reputation as The Leading Rivet Source
with a large inventory of parts and expedited delivery
options. They are committed to their distribution partners
and continually invest resources into providing updated
marketing material that generates industry awareness.
Their blind rivet technology has become a major staple
in the global market and their quality is unsurpassed.
The company’s strategy is to provide a level of quality
and innovation that stands out among the rest. If you are
interested in being part of a brand that is revolutionizing
the industry, make sure to contact your local Goebel
Fasteners representative to see what they have to offer.
Goebel Fasteners offers the largest range of innovative
fastener solutions in the industry paired with unmatched
customer service catering to leading distributors in
nearly every industry including oil & gas, automotive,
HVAC, railroad, aerospace, telecommunications, and
construction. Contact them today to experience the
difference!

GOEBEL FASTENERS INC
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7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

TEL

440-350-1676

EMAIL

lgraham@ncfaonline.com

WEB

www.ncfaonline.com

NCFA’s NIGHT AT THE BALLPARK by Marty Nolan
On Thursday, August 4th, the fastener
industry baseball fans from Northeast Ohio
gathered in downtown Cleveland to watch the
Cleveland Guardians take on the Houston Astros.
Over 70 North Coast Fastener Association
members and friends came down to support
their first place team. Gathered in the club seat
area, NCFA members enjoyed the comradery
and network-ing with industry friends and family
and also a good night of baseball. This event
has been well attended each and every year
because who doesn’t like baseball, hot dogs
and maybe a drink or two?
For more information, please contact the NCFA
Office at 440-975-9503, lgraham@ncfaonline.com
or online at www.ncfaonline.com.
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NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

NCFA NIGHT AT THE BALLPARK
AUGUST 4, 2022

VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS 30th
30th ANNIVERSARY PARTY
JUNE 4, 2022

CONTINUED ON PAGE 163
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NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
562-684-0695 EMAIL nfda@nfda-fasteners.org WEB www.nfda-fasteners.org

NFDA/YFP MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
by Amy Nijjar
AIM will serve the needs of young fastener
professionals by pairing them with willing mentors
focused on advancing the mentee’s personal career
goals. Mentors and mentees will be matched based on
professional skills that the mentee wants to acquire and
that the mentor has to offer.
The Goals of The Mentorship Program:
  ¤ To provide support and education opportunities to
young fastener professionals.
  ¤ To provide young fastener professionals with
opportunities to enhance their career development
and expand their professional networks.
  ¤ To encourage more young fastener professionals to
assume leadership roles in the fastener industry.
  ¤ To expose mentors and organizations to new ideas.
  ¤ To develop a more diverse leadership pool for the
fastener industry.
For more information visit the YFP page at www.nfdafastener.org or contact Amy Nijjar at amy@nfda-fastener.org
or 503-307-1809.

Registration Is Now Open For The NFDA
Executive Summit - November 9-11, 2022
Naples Grande Beach Resort — Naples, Florida
Registration is now open for the NFDA Executive
Summit in Naples, Florida! Join us for three days of
networking, education, and fun. Register by Monday,
October 17 to get the discounted rate.
The host hotel for the 2022 Executive Summit is
the Naples Grande Beach Resort. Set on 23 waterfront
acres, the resort promises to be a sanctuary of beachfront
sophistication complemented by spectacular ocean views
and a portfolio of world-class amenities, including a
luxurious spa, an 18-hole championship golf course, 15
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tournament-grade tennis courts as well as a beautiful
beach and a vibrant swimming pool deck at the heart of
the resort experience. Reserve your room by Monday,
October 17 to get the early bird rate.
For more information visit the Events page at www.
nfda-fastener.org. Questions? Contact Jamie Adams at
jamie@nfda-fastener.org or 562-400-3009.

Scholarship for Fastener Training Week
The National Fastener Distributors Association (NFDA)
recently awarded a scholarship for Fastener Training Week,
an advanced fastener technical training program produced
by the Fastener Training Institute, to Saul Rodriguez, a
customer service representative for Tower Fasteners.
Scholarship applicants were evaluated based on
the recommendations from their employers, personal
achievements, work experience, and an essay. Identifying
information was redacted, so that the team evaluating
the applications did not know the names or employers of
those applying. The next deadline to apply for an NFDA
Fastener Training Week scholarship is June 1, 2023.
The application is online at www.nfda-fastener.org/
fastener-training-week-scholarship.

NFDA Upcoming Events
The National Fastener Distributors Association has
some great in-person and virtual events coming up. Be
sure to save the dates and join us!
October 12
CEO Roundtable, Virtual
November 9-11 Executive Summit, Naples, FL
December 14
NFDA/YFP Holiday Celebration, Virtual
For more information on NFDA events and to register,
visit www.nfda-fastener.org or contact Jamie Adams at
jamie@nfda-fastener.org or 562-400-3009.
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD FORMING SCREWS FOR PLASTIC from page 8

This article will provide some insight into what

is problematic because these temperatures can often

distributors should be aware of considering which screws

be reached during normal service or during installation

to recommend and educate their customers about when

if assembly speed is too high. When plastics experience

the application is fastening into plastics.

an elevation in temperature they become softer and more

What Makes Fastening In To Plastic Unique?

liquid like. Plastic in this condition results in increased
vulnerability to resist screws “stripping out”.

To understand why fastening into plastic is a unique

Perhaps the most significant challenge that visco-

fastener engineering problem, one must first understand

elasticity creates is the material’s response to applied

some basic characteristics of plastics. Fastener Engineers

stress. In fact, even low levels of stress can cause some

have long understood how to fasten a steel fastener in a

plastics to exhibit significant creep and subsequent stress

metal joint. Essentially one must sufficiently stretch a bolt

relaxation. Often users discount this reaction because it

or screw to generate the desired clamping force that holds

happens over time, but as soon as the material begins

the joint tightly together. The more the bolt is stretched

to creep from induced stress, clamp load is lost and the

the greater the clamping load applied to the joint.

fastened joint is more easily compromised.

Unfortunately, the same understanding cannot be
applied to fastening plastics. First of all, plastic materials

What To Look For In Screws for Plastics

do not possess the requisite strength to stretch a steel

¤ Thread Profile - Most screws are designed with

screw before they fail. Secondly, material scientists

a 60° thread profile. This thread geometry is commonly

describe the mechanical behavior of plastics as visco-

utilized on both metric and inch bolts, screws, nuts, and

elastic. This means that under certain conditions plastics

even some tapping screws but is far from ideal for screws

exhibit elastic solid traits and under other conditions

for plastics. Screws for plastics should have as low a

viscous liquid traits. As elastic solids the material can

thread profile angle as is possible. When a load is applied

be deformed and recover its original size and shape

to the thread it can be separated into two components,

when the force acting on them is removed. As a viscous

an axial load component and a radial load component.

liquid, plastics behave like thick, slowly flowing liquids.

The shallower the angle, the more the load component

Which nature these materials exhibit, therefore, is highly

is distributed axially, which is advantageous in generating

dependent on the type of plastic, the magnitude of applied

clamp load, and, less radially, which detrimentally

stresses, and temperature.

generates radial or hoop stresses. In fact, a 30° thread

Everyday experience teaches that as materials get

profile exhibits half the radial loading component of a

hot their strength properties decrease. When fastening

60° thread. This is beneficial in reducing the hoop stress

into steel and some other metals this usually does not

that can cause a plastic boss to swell, crack, or burst.

become an issue until temperatures are highly elevated.

Thus, screws with lower thread profile angles are more

With plastics, however, mechanical strength can begin to

successful in thin walled plastic bosses than screws with

degrade at only several hundred degrees Fahrenheit. This

greater thread profile angles.

FIGURE 1: PUTTY EXHIBITING CREEP BEHAVIOR AS A RESULT OF THE STRESS OF ITS OWN WEIGHT

CONTINUED ON PAGE 174
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CHRIS DONNELL THINGS ARE CHANGING IN THE LOGISTICS WORLD! from page 10

Trans-Atlantic Trade Lanes - Here things are

containers sitting idle, for weeks to months, unable to

completely different. Trans-Atlantic references those

be returned to the terminal. Can you imagine having to

shipments that move by ocean from Europe, the Middle

pay these fees, including the chassis for over a month

East, and India to the East Coast (generally). Unlike

and there is little you can do to circumvent it? This

the Trans-Pacific trade lanes, capacity and rates for

has caused a great deal of turmoil as you can imagine.

Trans-Atlantic are holding strong. We are still seeing

Multiple carriers have elected not to pass along the

capacity issues with Hamburg, Rotterdam and South

demurrage fees, but several carriers have insisted on

Europe. Couple that with port strikes, lack of labor, and

charging them. However once paid, the importer can file

the carrier’s focus on maintaining higher volume Trans-

for a refund from the carrier.

Pacific trade lanes, and you can see how this will be

Savannah is quickly following suit as there are more

an on-going issue. Rates aren’t just holding strong; for

than 30 vessels sitting idle offshore just waiting for a

instance, rates from Europe to North America are roughly

birthing and congestion is growing by the day. Due to

40 to 60% higher than the average Trans-Pacific lanes.

the congestion and trucking companies focusing on

The air market has seen a steady decline over the

increasing their drayage costs, we’ve seen up to 30%

past several months. Airlines are growing concerned

increases over the past three months. Importers and

over the fact that they anticipated a robust peak season

their logistic agencies need to provide their nominated

and, so far, that hasn’t materialized. While rates from

trucking companies weeks in advance of arrival just to

the Pacific Rim are still elevated when compared to pre-

ensure a truck is available for pick-up from the terminal.

pandemic levels, over the past several months we have

If they are not available, the importer is forced to pay a

seen some dramatic reduction in costs - especially from

much higher rate just to buy truck capacity at the last

your secondary markets throughout China and Southeast

minute.

Asia. This trend should continue until we start to see

The Ports of Houston are seeing a similar situation as

import volumes swell or other factors such as Covid

are Savannah and New York, but the issue there is that

continue to drive congestion and work-related delays.

Houston is a much smaller complex than the other ports
mentioned, and Houston ports are dominated by the likes

Port Congestion – The Tale Of Two Coasts
Port congestion is still very much a real thing;
however, the locations have changed! The ports along
the West Coast have seen their throughput improve
dramatically. This is most noticeable at the Los Angeles

of Walmart, Home Depot and other big box companies.
As we move into the supposed “peak season,” the
conditions are only going to further deteriorate.

Rail Or Intermodal – Momentum Killer

port complex whereas there are multiple ports on the

Adding to the congestion at the ports is the rail

Eastern seaboard and gulf coasts that are experiencing

industry. I have to admit, I was never really concerned

cataclysmic congestion levels. As an example, the Ports

about the West Coast Port Strike. The communication

of New York and New Jersey have been suffering on

and transparency that surrounds this issue is far more

multiple levels since June.

subdued when compared to previous union negotiations.

Returning containers to ocean terminals has been

However, what’s happening with the rail scares me.

a nightmare. When you can’t return a container, it leads

How this issue has flown below the radar is completely

to a multitude of problems from chassis and driver

beyond me. This could grind the entire rail industry to a

shortages, to increased drayage costs, but most of all,

halt. Before I get ahead of myself, let me give you some

demurrage charged by the ocean carrier. The crux of

insight into why this situation is one that we all need to

it all is that the importer is responsible for the costs

keep an eye on. First, the rail unions have been working

even though they can’t control it. There are stories of

without a contract for more than two and a half years.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 176
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. WIRELESS WAREHOUSE DO MORE, IN LESS TIME, WITH FEWER PEOPLE. from page 12

Employee On-Boarding And Retention
Good people are hard to find. Keeping them is also
a challenge. If your warehouse workers are constantly
stressed out trying to find things, and if picking an order
takes longer than it should, you are going to see people
burn out, and you will experience high levels of employee
turnover. The Business Edge tells the picker exactly
TM

where to go and what to pick. It routes them to use the
shortest path to complete their tasks. This is a great way
to save time and reduce anxiety.

The Business Edge keeps track of random locations
TM

without adding extra steps. Using locations based on
need helps you store inventory where it is convenient
instead of based on the product type. Since the system
manages where to send the picker, they don’t need to
know the difference between products. Eliminating the

them, they stopped wasting time checking if the products
they were committing were available.

Both Kinds Of Green
Doing more in less time translates to higher overall
margins. You save even more on paper and printer toner
you no longer need. Picking Tickets printed for single-use
activities is not desirable for your bank account or the
environment.

Wireless Warehouse By Computer Insights
⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢

learning curve makes onboarding new employees much

⬢

faster. People can be productive on their first day.

⬢
⬢

More Sales?

⬢

You run the risk of unintended consequences whenever

⬢

you make significant changes to your business procedures.

⬢

Committing to a wireless warehouse with random locations

⬢

is a massive paradigm shift. A few people who switched
to The Business Edge Wireless Warehouse let me know
TM

that they got more than expected. Once things settled
down, they started selling more. They started selling more
without conscious decisions to manage the salespeople

⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢
⬢

differently. The only logical reason was that they spent

⬢

more time at their desks and less time rummaging around

⬢

the warehouse. Once they trusted what the system told

⬢

Benefits in Receiving
Random Put Away with Intelligent Zoning
Lot Traceability and Control
Barcoded Locations with Scanning Requirements
Freedom to Select Location Optimizes Safety
Notifications for Required Certifications
Ability to Scan Associated Documentation to P.O.
Track People’s Activity
Benefits in Shipping
Drastically Reduce Picking Time
Live Inventory Tracking
Backorders Automatically Re-Released
Immediate Invoicing
Electronic Note System for Communication
Order Priority Codes
Shipping Status Prioritized in Queue
Automatic F.I.F.O. Inventory Allocation
Customer Specific Labels / Portable Printing
Lot Tracking via Routine Cycle Count
Eliminate Need for Physical Inventory
User Specific Access on Scanner
Eliminate Picking Errors

CONTINUED ON PAGE 178
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IFE REGISTER EARLY FOR NORTH AMERICA’S MOST EXTENSIVE FASTENER TRADE SHOW from page 14

The International Fastener Expo Show Director,

the supply chain, in addition to wide variety of options

Morgan Wilson, said, “When I first started with IFE

from each category. With all the supply chain disruption

in 2016, someone called our event the Fastener

recently, I think it’s going to make this year extremely

Superbowl and for some reason it stuck with me. It just

successful.”

seems like everyone is always excited for IFE (especially

Attendees are encouraged to register early. The

this year). Our event brings such a diverse group of

current attendee registration rate is $100, and the

people within the industry, we cover every aspect of

onsite rate will be $125
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO

NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIP GOLF OUTING - JUNE 2, 2022

CONTINUED ON
PAGE 175
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ROB LaPOINTE PROCUREMENT IS NOT A FOUR-LETTER WORD

from page 26

the required fastener without providing an alternative.
Since the engine must be assembled according to the
design, we must purchase and install the fastener called
out in the assembly documentation.
Correctly fulfilling the customer’s need starts with
correctly understanding what the customer is requiring.
This is sometimes difficult because customers do not
always provide sufficient information about their needs.
In this case, we need to ask and not move forward until
all clarifying questions have been satisfied. Sometimes
we don’t know enough about the information the
FIGURE 2 3/8-16 X 3-INCH CARRIAGE BOLT, WASHER, AND NUT.
HOT-DIP GALVANIZED

customer is providing to us and we must reduce our
ignorance by doing research or by asking a colleague for

The need is built into the customer’s purchase order

help. There is no inherent shame in realizing that you

or submitted drawing. In fact, most of the time, we

don’t know something and seeking that knowledge by

don’t even know the need or the application in which

whatever means appropriate. It is always okay to ask.

the products we sell will be used. This is something

Let’s work though our jet engine exhaust component

the customer has worked out for their application and

assembly example to discover what the requirements are

our job is to find or make the product that satisfies the

for the fastener. It all starts with the part number. Part

order. Unless you are an engineer or a consultant for the

numbers are typically a coded description of the part.

product, you probably don’t need to focus too long on

All we need to do to understand the part number is to

this first step of the procurement process.

understand the code. For example, NAS1352N4H20M
is a code for a 1/4-20 X 1 1/4-inch socket-head cap

Fulfilling The Need

screw made from A286 heat and corrosion resistant

To fulfill the need, there may be many options

steel which has a drilled head and has been passivated

or no options depending on the requirements of the

per AMS2700 with nitric acid of a medium temperature

need. Often there are several possible fasteners that

and high concentration and verified through a specific

may be suitable for a given application depending on

sampling lot. That’s a large number of requirements

size, configuration, strength,

specifically embedded in this part number. If fact, that’s

corrosion

and

only a portion of requirements for the fastener needed to

function. In the case of your

fulfill this order. Many other requirements are embedded

deck railing, there are many

in the standards and processes called out by the part

options you can choose from.

number.

resistance,

And, since it’s your railing,

Let’s break the part number down into parts or

the consequence of choosing

chunks of information. Here we can see the part number

a lesser option is not likely to

separated to show its parts.

cause much trouble. In the case

FIGURE 3
NAS1352N4H20M

NAS 1352 N 4 H 20 M

of the exhaust components of

NAS – National Aerospace Standard: This is the

the jet engine, there are no

authoring body of the standard. You can find out more

options. The designers stated

about NAS by visiting www.aia-aerospace.org
CONTINUED ON PAGE 180
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BRUNO MARBACHER ASSEMBLY LINE WALKS TO SEARCH FOR COST SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES from page 28

Exit Presentation
¤ Highlight findings and possibilities
¤ Discuss findings
¤ Wrap up, set a date to discuss report and findings

FIGURE 1

Then a final report will be prepared and forwarded
to customer for review and discussion and possible
implementation.
It is critical that end-user engineers, in particular

FIGURE 2

value engineers, are involved in the cost savings
analysis. It greatly increases the chance that the cost
saving suggestion are going to be implemented.
Typically, engineers are reluctant to embrace outside
suggestions right away so it’s critical that any cost
saving ideas are thoroughly explained and documented
Following are some of cost savings, based on line
walks conducted at different factory assembly lines.

Example 1

SUGGESTION 1
2 of the spacers have almost the same length eliminate one
RESULT
Eliminating 1 SKU (stock-keeping unit)
SUGGESTION 2
The 3 tallest spacers can be converted to the second
tallest

In the stocking bins, spacers of various lengths were
found, prompting the line walk crew to check out where
they were used, to see if consolation is possible. Here is

RESULT
Eliminating 2 SKU’s

an excerpt of the line walk report.
ESTIMATED COST SAVING
CURRENT DESIGN
4 different spacers are used in various applications
Figure.1 and Figure.2

Elimination of 1 SKU ~ $ 2500 per 10,000 units built.
Parts will be quoted upon receiving quantities. Advise
cost and/or cost saving thereafter.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 182
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.

Tampa . Charlotte . Chicago . Dallas . Los Angeles . Philadelphia
TEL 1-888-241-0203 FAX 1-888-241-2096 EMAIL sales@daggerz.com WEB www.daggerz.com

THE QUALITY BEHIND THE QR CODE
Over the past few years, International Fasteners,
Inc. has taken steps to earn industry approvals certifying
that their Daggerz™ brand quality construction fasteners
meet or exceed the requirements set forth by these
leading evaluation and testing services?
Daggerz™ brand Self Drilling Screws have earned
both the ICC-ES Evaluation Report ESR-4229 and
Listing Report ESL-1128 from ICC Evaluation Service
providing evidence that the fasteners listed meet code
requirements. Building officials, architects, contractors,
specifiers, designers, and others utilize ICC-ES Evaluation
Listings and Reports to provide a basis for using or
approving fasteners in construction projects.
ICC-ES thoroughly examined International Fasteners,
Inc.’s product information, test reports, calculations,
quality control methods and other factors to ensure the
product is code-compliant.
The Dagger-Con™ line has received a Product

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Control Notice of Acceptance No. 22-0302.02 from the
Miami-Dade Department of Regulatory and Economic
Resources, certifying that our concrete screws meet
Miami-Dade requirements.
Not only is the approved product properly designated
with the appropriate information, IFI has also added QR
Codes on the packaging. These codes can be easily
opened from a cell phone camera or QR Code reader
application which can immediately produce and view
each report or approval notice. Also, access to each of
the approval reports can be found and scanned from the
technical page of the Daggerz™ website when product is
not readily available to scan. These QR Codes are a nod
to the extra steps taken to ensure the highest quality
product available is in each of those boxes and pails.
If you are interested in partnering and growing with a
company that will put your interests in quality first, make
International Fasteners, Inc. your choice today.
INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.
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NNi & MATRIX NEW TRAINING OPPORTUNITY: FUNDAMENTALS OF THREADED FASTENER AND JOINT DESIGN from page 32

Mr. Ness has over 32 years of engineering and design

Consultants, 12986

experience. He is a Licensed Professional Engineer

Valley View Road,

and the Principle Engineer of Matrix Engineering

Eden Prairie, MN

Consultants of Eden Prairie Minnesota where he utilizes

55344.

his expertise in engineering and design of on and off road

Participants

vehicles and the design and validation of bolted joints.

will

have

the

Mr. Ness has led many root cause investigations of bolted

opportunity

to

joint failures. Mr. Ness will share his expertise in topics

earn as many as

such as fundamentals of bolt preload, understanding joint

24

diagrams, load factors and other joint design principles,

Development Hours. There will be an early bird discount

simplified bolted joint design guidelines, an introduction

for all participants that register prior to November 6,

to VDI 2230, methods of bolt tightening, and fatigue and

2022.

Professional

For more information or to register, participants may

other failures in fasteners.
The course will be three days long from December

scan the QR code above with a Smartphone or go to

6, 2022 to December 8, 2022. The in-person session

the following link: www.matrixengrg.com/fundamentals-of-

will be held in the training facilities at Matrix Engineering

threaded-fasteners-and-joint-design.
NNi TRAINING & CONSULTING | MATRIX ENGINEERING

PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740

TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

562-684-0695

EMAIL

info@pac-west.org

WEB

www.pac-west.org

DON’T MISS OUT ON THE PAC-WEST FALL EVENTS by Amy Nijjar
Mark your calendar today! We are excited about
the upcoming Pac-West Fall events. Here’s the
schedule:
FALL DINNER MEETING & VENDOR SHOWCASE OCTOBER 6
Holiday Inn, La Mirada, CA
FALL GOLF OUTING - OCTOBER 7
Hidden Hills Golf Club, Norco, CA
AFTER HOURS – BAY AREA - NOVEMBER 17
BJ’s Brewery, Newark, CA
Check our website www.pac-west.org for more
details and to register.

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Save The Date!
2023 SPRING CONFERENCE - APRIL 26-29, 2023
The Scottsdale Resort at McCormick Ranch,
Scottsdale, AZ
2023 FALL CONFERENCE - SEPTEMBER 12-16, 2023
The Coeur d’Alene Resort, Coeur d’Alene, ID
2024 SPRING CONFERENCE
MARCH 6-8, 2024
The Westin Anaheim Resort, Anaheim, CA
For more information about Pac-West contact Amy
Nijjar at 562-799-5509 amy@pac-west.org.

PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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OBITUARY
Don Wientjes, the
second
generation
President (owner/operator)
of Jacon Fasteners and
Electronics, passed away
on August 2nd, 2022, at
the age of 81.
While enjoying a
morning bike ride near
his home in Ventura
County, CA that he loved
for more than 38 years, he suffered a major heart
attack. Family members and loved ones were by
his side at the end of his life.
Don’s father Larry founded Jacon in 1956
located in the San Fernando Valley in Southern
California. Larry passed away in his forties
suddenly while fishing in the Eastern Sierra’s.
This provided Don the challenge and opportunity
to manage the business his father founded. Jacon
was a small business selling fasteners in the San
Fernando Valley to local customers. Don embraced
entrepreneurialism, thought of his employees
like family and passionately expanded Jacon
in the Aerospace sector. He was active in the
National Fastener Distributors Association, served
as President of Western Association of Fastener
Distributors and was respected throughout the
industry.
Jacon continues as a third-generation family
business now owned and operated by Don’s son
Mark Wientjes and his wife Chanel. Don never
retired and continued working daily in the office
sharing his knowledge and expertise with the next
generation of Jacon staff.
Throughout his life Don stayed active, skiing,
hiking, biking, and especially golfing and flyfishing.
He frequented his cabin in the Sierras with his
wife Sue and their family and enjoyed world travels
including African Safaris, Gorillas in Uganda,
trekking through Patagonia, Brazil, Bhutan, Asia
and Europe to name a few.
Don was a true friend, with unmatched
genuineness, an eagerness to listen and a
curiosity that kept him always exploring. He lived
a thankful life lead by kindness which has set an
example for us all.
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GUY AVELLON WHAT DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT SAE vs ASTM FASTENERS from page 34

Secondly, the Grade BD requires proof load testing,
which the results are to be included in the material test
report, in addition to wedge tensile testing and hardness
readings. SAE does not require the proof load testing.
The A490 is the structural version of the SAE Grade 8
and the A354, BD. However, due to their high strength
and high hardness, and the fact that these fasteners are
assembled into yield for consistency, these fasteners
and nuts are never hot dip galvanized nor electroplated

to avoid hydrogen embrittlement.
The A325 / A449 bolts may be
quenched in water after heat treatment.
However, it is required that all A490/
A354BD bolts are oil quenched. This
produces a refined martensitic grain
structure that is very ductile at 14%, the
same as the A325.
SAE does not have a specific grade
for flat washers; they are either plain
(fully annealed and soft) or heat treated
and hardened. Hardened flat washers
are available in commerce but they
are also not marked to differentiate
between the two types; however, the
through hardened flat washers are used
in all critical automotive and heavy
equipment applications. The ASTM
has the specification F436 which does
specify the material and heat treatment
hardnesses. These hardened flat
washers are designed to support high
yield loads without dishing or causing
significant load relaxation. The flat
washers are marked with ‘F436’ on one
side.
Therefore, in non-structural and
non-shear applications, an SAE Grade
5 can be substituted for an ASTM
A449 or an A325 fastener. Likewise,
an A354-BD may be substituted for an
A490 for non-shear and non-structural
applications. However, an A354-BD may
be substituted for an SAE Grade 8 bolt
for any application but the Grade 8
should never be used in place of the
A354-BD without confirmation from the purchaser.
When a specification calls for an ASTM A193
fastener, it may never be substituted with any SAE
fastener. The A193 covers high temperature alloy steel
fasteners as well as stainless steels. The A193-B7, or
B7 for short, is supplied in either threaded rod or heavy
hex fasteners. This material is commonly used for high
temperature (up to 1100° F, 593° C) and high pressure
vessel applications, such as ASME SA193.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 133
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GUY AVELLON WHAT DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT SAE vs ASTM FASTENERS from page 132

The B7 threaded rods and bolts can be substituted
for SAE Grade 5 but never vice versa, because the B7
is slightly stronger at 125,000psi than the 120,000psi
tensile strength of the Grade 5. The B7 has better yield
properties than the Grade 5 and is made from a 4140
series alloy steel, rather than a medium carbon steel.
Nuts are a different matter. The ASTM specifies
several dimensions for structural or regular use nuts.
Typical nuts are; heavy hex, hex and thick hex. These
nuts are listed in the A194 standard. A heavy hex nut
has more mass; i.e., it has a larger width across the flats
to provide greater support when a structural fastener is
taken into yield. The ASTM A563 grade D has proof load
strength of 150 ksi; DH and DH3 are 175 ksi. Compared
with the regular hex dimension nuts; grade B is 120 ksi,
D is 135 ksi, DH and DH3 are 150 ksi. The DH3 is made
of weathering steel to mate with a Type 3 steel bolt.
Therefore, a DH nut of either heavy hex or regular hex
dimension may be used with a Grade 8 fastener.
All SAE nuts are the same size for different grades.
For example, a 1/2” Grade 2 nut has the same

dimensions as a 1/2” Grade 5 nut and the same as
a 1/2” Grade 8 nut. The differences are in the heat
treatments and steel chemistries. Technically, a Grade
2 nut could be used onto a Grade 8 fastener if the nut
was thick enough; by at least 2 1/2 times the diameter
of the fastener.
This relationship between thickness and hardness is
similar to the depth and strength of a tapped hole. The
old rule of thumb was that the hole only had to be as
deep as the diameter of the fastener. This was derived
from socket head products going into very hard tool
steels. If a socket head product went into softer cold
rolled steel, the hole would have to be deeper to offer
more threads to carry the loads of the fastener. The
softer the base materials, in relation to the hardness
of the fastener, the deeper the hole must be in order to
support the loads required of the fastener.
Whichever specification is used, SAE or ASTM,
you can be assured of a fastener whose materials and
processing treatments have been specified to provide
optimum performance.
GUY AVELLON

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
40th
40
th ANNUAL FASTENER SHOW - AUGUST 23, 2022

CONTINUED ON PAGE 148
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STAFDA 46th ANNUAL CONVENTION & TRADE SHOW JUST WEEKS AWAY

In addition
to the Trade Show,
members
can
spend time with
STAFDA’s business
consultants and
service providers
as well as visit the Tech Pavilion where e-business firms
showcase their cutting edge solutions.
STAFDA knows that post-pandemic, some companies
have changed how they go to market. Some manufacturers
have opted to pursue end-user verticals while others are
concentrating on large, multi-regional distributors. But
the backbone of STAFDA will always be the strength of
the independent distributor. Their entrepreneurial spirit,
along with their strong partnerships with key suppliers
and independent reps, is what drives the Association
and our industry.
A key to STAFDA is networking – an overused word
– but tight relationships are what makes the Association

from page 38

tick. STAFDA has done a
buy-out of the world famous
San Diego Zoo for its “Boo
at the Zoo” Opening Party
Sunday night, October 30.
Attendees will have free reign at the Zoo in addition
to celebrating Halloween in costume! There will be
costume contests with prizes making this year’s event a
memorable and fun way to spend Halloween.
A Closing Party Tuesday night at the Marriott
Marquis will round out the social events. Spouses/
Companions have two tours on Tuesday so they haven’t
been forgotten!
Dedication and commitment to excellence in the
construction/industrial channel defines STAFDA and its
members. We encourage you to join STAFDA, join us in
San Diego, and make us “your” Association as well.
It’s almost time for STAFDA’s October 30 – November
1 Convention & Trade Show! Please visit stafda.org for
more information.
SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

847-516-6728

EMAIL

sefa@thesefa.com

WEB

www.thesefa.com

SEFA ANNOUNCES 2023 CONFERENCE DESTINATION

The 2023 SEFA Spring Conference will be held at
Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort in Miramar Beach,

by Nancy Rich

golf, business meetings, entertainment, and industry
networking.

FL. This venue offers everything in one location with

More details will be available on the SEFA website as

shuttles to transport visitors to the town, golf courses,

plans are finalized. Visit SEFA online at www.thesefa.com.

beach etc. The event returns to this popular destination
where attendees can enjoy the many amenities while

SEFA Welcomes New Members

attending the conference. The 2 ½ day event features

Ameribolt - Houston, TX

several sessions offering attendees, social events,

Big Bolt LLC - Bloomingdale

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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JOE DYSART HYPER-PERSONALIZING MARKETING NEWSLETTERS WITH ALL-SEEING DATABASES

from page 40

The result? CDPs brimming with insights about each
customer can be continually analyzed by AI to identify
lucrative opportunities for fastener distributors, such as:
¤ Which customers are responding most favorably to
my hyper-personalized newsletters?
¤ Which customers have made purchases after
viewing videos embedded in my newsletters?
¤ Which customers have made purchases after
they read a detailed, long-form article on my product or
service?
And those insights are just for starters.
Essentially, once fastener distributor marketers
amass a hyper-detailed, continually evolving, all-seeing
view of each customer, they can use AI analytics to ask

CDPS EXCEL AT PULLING TOGETHER DATA FROM NUMEROUS
DATA SILOS – INCLUDING DATA SILOS TRACKING SOCIAL MEDIA
INTERACTIONS.

as many questions as they’d like about that data -- from

manufacturer was able to use the Consumer 360 Platform

virtually every perspective.

to predict when that customer would make a purchase,

In a phrase, marketers armed with AI-powered CDPs
can essentially create a perpetual motion marketing

along with the specific product he or she would most likely
buy.

machine -- collecting ever-more data on each customer,

That’s valuable information if you’re looking to hyper-

using that data to create an ever more personalized

personalize a newsletter promoting a service or product

marketing newsletter for each customer, studying

you think will most likely result in a purchase.

customer interaction with that ever more personalized

And those insights are also extremely handy if you’re

newsletter, implementing refinements to create an even

looking to personalize a newsletter with text, images,

more personalized newsletter, studying the results of that

audio and video of related services or products that

even more personalized newsletter -- and so on.

customer may also decide to purchase.

Take a CDP available from Accenture, for example
-- Consumer 360 Platform.
Using Accenture’s CDP, a manufacturer (www.
accenture.com/us-en/services/applied-intelligence/

For the company that used the Consumer 360
Platform in this way, customer engagement with company
marketing materials jumped 25% and average revenue
earned per visit shot up 10%, according to Accenture.

solutions-ai-marketing) was able to stream data from 35

Need another example? Consider Amperity, another

different databases scattered across its organization into

CDP vendor, which reports similar results with Alaska

a single master database.

Airlines, after it worked with the business to stream data

That capability enabled its marketers to simultaneously
analyze what videos a customer viewed on their products,

from databases in various departments at the company
into one master database.

what that customer said about the company’s products

After all that information -- from bookings, reservations,

on social media to their friends and acquaintances, what

customer interactions on the airline’s smartphone app and

retailers the customer visited online to learn more about

customer interactions with the airline’s loyalty program

the product and how that same customer interacted with

-- was centralized, it was simply a matter of unleashing

marketing for those products on the company’s Web site.

analytics on the master database to come up with

Consequently, based on those insights, the

insights.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 184
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FCH SOURCING NETWORK EXPLAINING THE MYSTERY OF THE SAGGING FDI from page 44

But Why The Optimism?
“The FLI gave us several positive indicators,”
Fredrickson continued.

“Hiring was better than the

previous month, which we read as positive because
respondents wouldn’t be hiring if they didn’t feel good
about conditions going forward.”
And perhaps a more subtle but important nuance:
“In June, only 27% of respondents expected activity to be
better six months from now versus today, whereas in July
50% expected activity to be better six months hence,” the
analyst concluded.
So the forward looking FLI reading reflects the
improvement of key indicators looking at the next six
months relative to the previous month reading.

be taken in context and are meant to represent velocity as
well as sentiment. Readings above 50 signal expansion,
and below 50 indicate contraction.
This point has been covered in detail on past episodes
of the Fully Threaded Radio podcast and will be addressed
again during episode 180 as Quinn Fredrickson joins
Fastener Technology International editor Mike McNulty on
the Fastener News Report.
All privately held North American fastener distributors
are welcome and encouraged to participate in the brief
and confidential monthly FDI survey. One representative
per company is allowed.

To request access for your

company, please access www.fdisurvey.com.
FCH Sourcing Network supports the fastener industry

This is a key point to understanding the FDI and FLI

with a variety of digital inventory marketing services. Based

readings: Both numbers represent movements since the

in Ravenna, Ohio, FCH was founded in 2006. Contact: 877-

previous reading. Known as diffusion indexes, they must

332-7836 / eric@fastenersclearinghouse.com

FCH SOURCING NETWORK

BUDD SALES A LITTLE HISTORY AND UPDATE WITH TOM BUDDENBOHN from page 46

all of the products and
processes I understand. I
also have more than 40
years working with some of
the Distributors that have
been in business for many
years.
In addition to Budd
Sales, I spend a good
A few years later in 2016, our business was acquired

amount of time playing tennis at a competitive level, some

by EFC of St. Louis and I stayed about 4 ½ years. Then

mediocre golf and occasionally sailing. We now have 3

COVID came along and changed my path for the final time.

grandchildren to hang out with, adding to the fun of a 40

In September of 2020, I re-launched Budd Sales Co

year marriage. If I had to do it again, I would not change

with a handful of excellent supplier to represent them in this

much, maybe faster decisions when I needed to pivot, but

region. I have 6 lines today and I like the mix as it represents

basically… steady ahead.
BUDD SALES CO.
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EPCO SALES. HERE TO HELP YOU SUCCEED from page 50

you have enough to do, so they help make your
life a little easier. They have daily delivery routes
and straightforward service plans located in Northern
Indiana. They offer a wide inventory of performance tools
and other high-quality industrial supplies for your custom
application.
Ask their sales staff about our specialty service
packs and tier pricing options. Are you looking for
premium quality tools and equipment? Request a quote
today.

Wire Cables, Cargo Chains, & Towing Supplies
Are you looking for a reliable supplier you can trust?
At Epco Sales, they believe in building relationships
with their customers. Too many people experience price
creep and a lack of follow-through from their distributors.
TIM YODER, EPCO SALES

Industrial Fasteners

The Epco team of experts is honest, friendly, and
focused on providing the highest quality products with
service designed to make your job easier.
When pulling out stuck equipment, fixing a trailer, or

Epco Sales began as a family business in the late

tying down a load, the last thing you need is faulty fittings

1970s. They pride themselves on providing quality

or a snapped chain. In this line of work, quality means

fastener products with exceptional customer service.

everything. It is the difference between a successful job

Whether you have a small or large company or you’re

and one that will keep you up long after quitting-time.

shopping for your farm or factory, they will partner with
you to get the job done. They offer customized service &

Epco has what you need if you’re looking for
precision towing supplies.

maintenance plans at tier pricing.
No matter the trade, job, or industry, there is a

Power Transmission Products

fastener product right for your specific line of work. Epco

Power transmission products assist in the delivery

carries the fasteners you need to get your job done

of power from its generation origin to where it’s needed

right the first time with thousands of in-stock fastener

to drive performance. Whether your project requires

products in a broad range of materials.

bearings, v-belts, pulleys, sprockets, roller chains,

If you are unsure what your application requires or

detachable chains, shaft couplers, or any other type of

what products you need, you can contact them for more

PTP product, Epco Sales stocks the products you need.

information about their industrial fasteners. Ready to get
started? You can request a quote or buy directly from our
website today

Hand Tools, Power Tools, & Abrasive Tools
Epco is unlike most fastener suppliers; they know

Electric Equipment
Electrical wiring and connections are the nerve
center of any job. For an electrical job to be done right,
the highest quality products must be used. You can trust
that Epco will deliver items you can rely on.

CONTINED ON PAGE 186
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LARRY BOROWSKI LET’S TALK ABOUT TORQUE from page 52

How Do I Set My Target Torque By
Experiment?
There are (2) ways to do this, the simple inexpensive
way and the special equipment, more expensive way.
Again, it really depends on how critical in nature your
application is, or if another component could fail before
the fastener does. The simple way is:
¤ Assemble 10 to 12 joints exactly as they are to be
constructed.
¤ With a calibrated torque wrench, drive the fasteners
in the joint to failure and record the maximum torque
achieved in all the joints.
¤ Calculate the average torque failure value for all the
tested joints.
¤ Multiply that average by .6 or 60% to establish the
tightening torque value for that given joint.
Another way to determine a target tightening torque
is to use special torque/tension equipment available
through a couple different sources with various “bells and
whistles”. This would be a good choice for critical torque
applications in special joints. The same basic procedure
stated above applies except:
¤ The joints are assembled with a load cell in between.
¤ You can obtain numerical values for the tension
applied in the joint as the torque increases.
¤ You can determine the yield point when the torque
and tension begin to decrease.
¤ The general rule of thumb would be to set your
tightening torque at 75% of the yield point.

What Kind Of Torque Tool Should I Use For
Assembly?
Once you have a target torque, you will have to choose
a proper tool to administer it in your assembly. To produce
torque there are many “Tools” that will meet this basic
criteria. The most simplistic being some kind of lever arm
attached to a socket or other gripping device. (i.e. wrench
or ratchet). The fundamental formula for application
of torque is Force x Distance. This means that you fix
one end of your wrench onto your fastener and at some
distance away on the handle (or lever arm), you apply a
force to produce a torque or turning motion. The further
you get from the pivot point, the easier it is to turn, and
thus the more torque you can apply. This is why we all
know that putting a “cheater bar” on the end of a ratchet
handle gives us a little more leverage to either “crank

down” or loosen that stubborn bolt. This method of torque
control is about as crude as you can get. All we have to
rely on is our guestimate of force, since we can easily
measure the distance our hand is away from the pivot
point.
Impact wrenches would be the next step up from a
simple socket and ratchet combination. Impact wrenches
are great for assembly because they offer very little recoil
to the operator and are very quick for installing fasteners.
The biggest problem is that end users think that they are
controlling the torque when using an impact wrench and
fail to verify this. Operators just “know” from the number
of “hammers” or by the way it sounds as the fastener is
seated. Air driven Impact wrenches not only vary greatly
in their output, but are also highly dependent on line
pressure. Screws and bolts get put into place, and if
a failure occurs upon install, everyone first blames the
fastener, and doesn’t think twice about blaming the tool.
There is nothing wrong with using Impact tools, unless
you are using it as your final verification of torque. If you
don’t care what the end result is as long as the fastener
is “tight”, using only an impact wrench is perfect. When
using Impact tools where torque control is important, it is
highly recommended that you follow up with a verification
using a better measuring device like an actual Torque
Wrench. Use the impact wrench for speed and initial
seating, but do the final tightening with a wrench that will
read the torque applied.
Going up the chain, Torque wrenches are your most
accurate mode of applying torque to fasteners. Torque
wrenches come in all different shapes, sizes, and
configurations. To name a few, there is the beam style,
the “clicker” type, the dial, and the electronic. All have
their place, and many times they are chosen for personal
preference. I happen to prefer Dial type because I can
watch the needle progress to the prescribed torque.
Others prefer clicker types, because you just tighten until
you feel it or hear it. Some like Electronic because the
decimal parts of each increment are visible, and some
even have audible sounds as you approach and hit your
target torque. Application can also play a role in the type
of wrench because of space constraints, increments on
the readout, etc. No matter what style you prefer or need
to use, you can know that it is a valid method of torque
control, where you can point to a number and know that it
will be there.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 145
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LARRY BOROWSKI LET’S TALK ABOUT TORQUE from page 144

How To Audit Your Installation Torque
Auditing torque in an assembly situation is quite simple
and should definitely be done when using simple ratchets,
power drivers, or impact tools without proper torque
controls. Auditing is done on completed assemblies to
verify the torque previously applied. The first thing you
have to know is what torque value you are auditing to,
assuming that engineering has done the job to properly
define it. This is probably outlined on a print or in the
assembly instructions. Next, you should apply the torque
wrench to the fastener being audited in a clockwise or
tightening motion. Apply force slowly and deliberately so
you are not “jerking” the wrench giving erroneous results.
When the fastener starts to move, the torque value
shown is approximately the value that the fastener was
previously tightened to. Many times, end users think that
they can determine the last torque by loosening the bolt,
which is a mis-conception. When you loosen a fastener,
the torque “falls off” immediately after it breaks free,

and it typically takes much less torque to loosen, than to
tighten. When you tighten a fastener, the torque gradually
gets higher and higher, so as soon as it starts to move,
you are tightening it more, even if only by a single in-lb.
As long as there are fasteners, there will continue to
be questions regarding the proper torque for a particular
application. The key is to collect as much information
about the application and use wisdom in determining the
final output. When little to no information is available, the
first thing to do would be to define a reference torque.
Once you’ve either pulled it off a chart or calculated it by
hand, you want to put that number to the test simulating
the joint as exactly as you can. This can be tested by
simple means or sophisticated equipment, but make sure
you do it. Finally, you want to choose a tool that best fits
the application. Hopefully, this has offered some guidance
so you can do your part to prevent fastener failures in the
future, and provide insight to others looking for answers
to their fastener tightening applications.
LARRY BOROWSKI | GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC
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ROBERT FOOTLIK ZIGGING WHEN OTHERS ARE ZAGGING from page 56

Finding Good Employees
Every business, including Fastener Production and
Distribution runs on productive, motivated people. Robots
and automation may perform tasks, but people still count.
Unfortunately, between the lock downs, the “Political
Payoff Plan” (PPP) and an unpredictable economy you and
many others in service industries are now shorthanded…
unless a real recession hits and sales takes a nosedive.
With everyone in the same situation, where will you find
new workers?
Don’t even think of poaching them from the
competition. Even without the questionable ethics, this
is usually a bad idea. While the new hires might
“know the industry” they will arrive with preconceptions,
inadequate training in your context, many bad habits and
potentially problematic attitudes that will be deleterious
to your staff morale. If you want knowledgeable people,
consider rehiring your retirees part time. Or recruit family
members of employees who already partake of the
benefits and health plans that you offer. Do not overlook
candidates who have benefits thru their spouse, family or
a government program. Offering a higher basic wage and
no extra benefit costs can be a win-win for everyone.
Where would you find these people? Start with your
own staff. Communicate your needs and even redefine
the position. For example, one of your current employees
might have a family issue that has changed their schedule
and availability. Job sharing with flexible timing can help
them cope with their situation while simultaneously
bringing in a new part-timer who can work as part of a twoperson team while being trained for a higher position.
There is also a large pool of part-time labor waiting to be
tapped. Fire fighters who work 24 hours on and 48 hours off
are a prime source for new hires. They are trained to work as
a team, able bodied and fully covered by another health plan.
Even better, they bring skills that could save a life and your
building. Similarly, contact the chaplain or base commander
of any military facility for their recommendations. Not for the
military personnel, but for the spouse, partner or family of
those who serve our country. Extra cash, flexible hours and a
friendly work environment can make a real difference in their
lives…and yours.
Senior centers are another resource for light duty,

part-time help. Many independent living facilities have
newsletters or blogs that can get your message to the
residents. Social contact, a sense of doing something
useful and a little extra cash are prime motivators.
Reshuffling your internal staff can overcome any physical
limitations. Inside sales, purchasing and clerical work are
not limited to any age group.
You can make the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA) work in your favor by hiring those who might
otherwise be overlooked.

Be Wary Of The Millennials
Covid-19 lockdowns and changes in the social fabric
have produced a new generation that lacks team building
and leadership skills. Government handouts effectively
eliminated their work ethic and previous generations may
not have provided the sense of responsibility required for
a successful career.
Recently I spoke with a manager who related that a
millennial new hire made a boneheaded mistake that could
have ruined the company. Many of us have been in this
situation early in our career and grown from the experience.
However, when being soundly chastised we probably didn’t
look at our watch and ask for a coffee break.
When hiring new employees age and common sense
beat the living daylights out of youth and enthusiasm.

Reaching Out For Help
Outsourcing to a sheltered care workshop can provide
a flexible workforce on demand for packaging, kitting
or other short-term project. With state, federal and
charitable local support, these workspaces can take on
even complicated assignments at costs well below your
own staffing. They can also be a resource for long-term
employees who know your operation and are loyal to the
company and people around them. Breaking intricate
projects into manageable elements ensure that “clients”
of a workshop can successful complete any tasks.
“Counting boards” that are nothing more than wood blocks
with finishing nails can enable a blind individual to achieve
success and 100% accuracy when kitting fasteners. If
the object is to reduce costs without sacrificing service
creating a loyal, flexible, motivated out-sourced staff is the
number one way to achieve this goal.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 188
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JIM TRUESDELL WHEN SOCIAL MEDIA IMPACTS THE WORKPLACE from page 58

But doing this kind of checking does come with risks!

employee, the more likely they are to have widespread

If an untrained representative of the employer begins a

social media use, and the more they may adopt the

search just out of curiosity under the assumption that

standards frequently used in that subculture (though

anything on the internet is public information and is

it is becoming less of a subculture and more of the

fair game, it may well lead to either unfair employment

mainstream itself!).

decisions or, in the worst case, enmesh the company in

While companies and their HR departments must

litigation. There are all kinds of employment laws that

tread carefully in use of social media evaluations, all

prohibit certain kinds of information from being the basis

users of the platforms need to remember that information

of an employment decision. This can include data that,

once placed on the mediums may stay there forever.

under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, cannot be used and

One must consider if it is the picture of themselves

all protected class information that can come into play

they will want not just now, but for years in the future. I

under EEOC regulations. Once an employer comes across

once heard it proposed that we should all get a pass on

such information during a search of social media on an

anything we said or did before we were 25 years old. We

individual it is very hard to push such information out of

all have stupid behaviors and beliefs in our past as we

one’s mind and not be suspected of using it in the decision

formed our adult personalities.

making process. It is for this reason that companies will

Maybe this need is heightened in a world where such

sometimes hire third party professionals to run searches

early behavior is memorialized in digital form for all to

of social media backgrounds. These companies train

see. But the reality is that we all can control the pictures

their agents to steer away from questionable or illegal

of ourselves we choose to present to the world--- and self

material and do not include such information in the

interest should drive us to be cautious and circumspect

candidate background reports produced.

in the self-portraits we create. The earlier we realize this

One problem in judging employees or applicants

the better off we will be. Society will have to come up with

by social media content is the differing practices and

defined rules as to what is fair game to affect a person’s

interpretations of different generations.

professional career.

What may

seem shocking and unacceptable to a Baby Boomer

Perhaps our memories of our own youthful foibles

may be accepted language for communicating among

(for which there was no permanent visual reminder) will

newer Millenial workers who are becoming an ever larger

help us have compassion on the now older and wiser

segment of the workforce.

applicant sitting across the desk from us!

In fact, the younger the

JIM TRUESDELL
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AFC Industries has acquired Heathfield,
U.K. based TFC Ltd. Terms of the deal were not
disclosed.
For over 60 years, TFC has been one of
Europe’s leading suppliers of industrial fastening
products and services supplying customers via
a network of UK and European locations. TFC
offers customized VMI, product solutions, and
engineering & design consultation for a wide
range of industrial markets. TFC will continue
to be led by Morgan Burgoyne and the current
TFC management team as the AFC European
business unit.
AFC CEO Kevin Godin said, “we have been
looking for some time to be able to better
support customers in Europe, but it was crucial
to find the right team who shared AFC values
and bias for execution. We recognized in TFC a
similar commitment to customer service, team
culture, and execution that have been central to
AFC’s success. We are excited to have Morgan
and his team join the AFC family and supporting
them in their continued growth.”
TFC CEO Morgan Burgoyne added, “AFC was a
natural fit for us. With a shared vision and AFC’s
support, TFC will be well positioned to further
strengthen its support of existing customers and
expand into new regions and markets.”
Headquartered in Fairfield OH, AFC Industries
is a dynamic organization dedicated to providing
supply chain management solutions for
fasteners, tooling, and assembly components
to original equipment manufacturers, assembly
plants, and other users of these products.
Their supply solutions include Vendor Managed
Inventory, Stock and Release programs, Light
Assembly, Kitting, and Private Labeling services
amongst others. AFC supports a diverse base
of manufacturers across a broad range of
industries. Their experienced team has a proven
track record of helping manufacturers and
assemblers reduce cost, improve quality, and
increase efficiency.
In April 2021 AFC Industries was acquired by
Bertram Capital, based in Foster City CA.
For more information about AFC Industries visit
them online at www.afcind.com.
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MWFA FSTNR WEEK ’22:: A HUGE SUCCESS

from page 60

The day after the show featured the 69th MWFA Golf
Outing at the picturesque Willow Crest Golf Club, home
to numerous professional and amateur golf events. This
year an added feature was a Hole in One Opportunity,
sponsored by Sherex Fastening Solutions, on four holes.
Although there were no winners, it was a fun incentive.
The day was perfect for golf while the course hosted 148
golfers out to enjoy a relaxing day, well mostly relaxing if
they didn’t take their game too seriously. Several cash
prizes were awarded following the tournament. Fully
Threaded Radio awarded a 30 pack of amazing Busch
The show featured over 90 exhibitors coming from
across the country. Attendance was up, from last year,

Beer along with a FTR hat which was awarded to Dennis
Clark. Hopefully he shared with his teammates.

indicating our industry is ready to be out visiting and
sourcing suppliers in person. The show featured suppliers
of fasteners, secondary services, heat treating and plating
as well as services to the fastener industry.
During the show, 40-year exhibitors: AbbottInterfast LLC, Brighton-Best International, Continental
Aero, GlobalFstenerNews.com, Metric & Multistandard
Components Corp., and XL Screw Corp. were recognized.
Their support as well as that of all exhibitors, over the
years, is greatly appreciated. The show closed with a
posting of names of several attendees winning Gift Cards.
Following the show, the famous “MWFA Fastener
Bash” was held adding a Luau flair. Hawaiian dancers
presented guests with leis and later entertained with
Hawaiian dances. Guests enjoyed luau themed appetizers
and cocktails while having an opportunity to continue
networking.

Congratulations to our winning teams:
First Place Team - Steve Urhausen, Jason Bertone,
Greg Fields, Brian Prodehl
Second Place Team - John Paris II, Ron Jarvis,
Marc Goddard, Rob Crowder
Skill Contest winners included: Tom Biggott, Tony
Martinez, Oliver Baumann, Tim Vath, Marc Goddard, Cory
Wing, Brian Prodehl, Chris Childs, Meredith Perry, John
Paris, Tony Martinez, Dean Bonaroti, Joe Clark, Andrea
Strohmaier, Todd McRoberts, Brian Rzepka, Jim Flannery,
George Hunt III, Scott Tripp, and Ron Jarvis.
Brikksen presented a prize to the “Beyond the
Finish” team:

Kelly Goodsell, Claire Galvin, Dezbah

Duchicela, and Sebastian Babel were given the opportunity
to each name their charity of choice and Brikksen donated
$250 to each of their charities. Being honest has its
rewards!!
CONTINUED ON PAGE 192
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ANTHONY DI MAIO SELECTING THE CORRECT BLIND RIVET FOR YOUR APPLICATION from page 62

PICTURE 1

Too Long Or Too Short Blind Rivets

rivet body. You also will not achieve a high clamping

		
When a blind rivet selected is too long for your

load in your rivet application. NOTE: When using the

application, you will have the condition illustrated in

correct blind rivet length the mandrel head is locked

Picture 1 Shown in the “TOO LONG” drawing that the

in the upset side of the set blind rivet and the rivet

set blind rivet body is extended in length at the upset

body has compressed and fastened the work pieces

side of the set blind rivet. The mandrel head is not

of your application with a properly set blind rivet. The

trapped in the upset side of the set rivet body and the

”CORRECT LENGTH drawing shows what a properly set

mandrel head can become loose and fall out of the set

blind rivet should look like.

PICTURE 2

		The drawing Picture 2 illustrates the failure of the set

blind rivet failure.

blind rivet when the rivet body is too short for the rivet

NOTE: Always refer to the blind rivet manufacturers

application thickness. There is not enough rivet body to

listing of “GRIP RANGE” for all the blind rivets listed in

lock the mandrel head and also not enough rivet body to

the catalog. Proper length blind rivets are important to

clamp and fasten the rivet application together. This is a

achieve a good riveted joint.

PICTURE 3

Hole Size
		
The recommended

meet resistance until it contacts the flange of the set
hole size for each blind rivet is

blind rivet and the mandrel will now break. Because the

shown in the blind rivet manufacturers catalog. It is

mandrel breaks when the head of the mandrel reached

necessary to stay within the diameter range for the size

the flange of the blind rivet, the break point of the

of the hole to be riveted. If oversized holes are used

mandrel will protrude outside the flange. This mandrel

the mandrel head will enter the rivet body and will not

protrusion is not accepted in the fastening world.

ANTHONY Di MAIO
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NELSON VALDERRAMA NEW BUDGETING & FORECASTING TOOLS TO MANAGE VOLATILITY from page 64

Inflation also has to be factored into any budgeting

fully aware that the number they submit will serve as

and forecasting process in 2022. The Producer Price

a target?. When the finance team requests capital and

Index surveys by the Bureau of Labor Statistics measure

operating expenditure numbers, it is often unclear if this

monthly price change at the supplier level for more than

is the baseline for what next year’s resources will be. A

600 product categories. It is the most accurate gauge

forecast should not act as an opening bid in negotiations

for distributors to evaluate inflationary trends and often

or application with your boss sitting on next years’

used to determine pricing adjustments for long-term

budget; they will reduce whatever number you submit

contracts.

anyway! It needs its own separate, dedicated team

Publicly-traded distributors matching your sector

that is only interested in delivering realistic predictions.

provide another powerful benchmarking resource with

That way, we won’t end up getting caught off-guard by

detailed historical financial performance data.

unexpected events.

An aim to deliver EBITDA higher than the average

The information from the first forecast provides

competitor can be directionally right, but what about

you with an unbiased understanding of what actions

dealing with relative targets? You can measure the

are required for achieving success and can help guide

performance of a branch against its comparable peers.

future efforts in line with this newfound knowledge. The

This means looking at gross margin dollars-per-employee

distinction between targets and forecasts becomes clear

or another yardstick; and if that’s not available, then

when we compare them side by side: While a target

engage a branch manager with local knowledge to

focuses on where the company needs to go directionally,

set their own goals. Dealing with relative targets will

the forecast captures exactly how close someone

stimulate the collaboration and sharing of best practices

currently stands within their own personal expectations.

across your company.

The Big Picture: Forecast vs Targets
How accurate is a forecast when leadership asks
for revenue projections from unit managers who are

Good business decisions need a clear view of
what’s coming down the pipeline. Forecasters should
make forecasts for time horizons that are relevant to
their decision, which may not always be one year in
length.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 190

VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS 30th
30th ANNIVERSARY PARTY
JUNE 4, 2022
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ROMAN BASI BUSINESS VALUATIONS from page 66

Along with this, the qualified appraiser must

be jeopardized.

understand and employ the various valuation methods,

Outside from the M&A perspective, an ESOP requires

the discount, and premium variables, while weighting the

qualified appraisers to understand future implications of

result accordingly. Finally, the value calculation must be

the valuation methodology being employed. The valuation

defended by a qualified appraiser.

methodology should not only encompass components

A calculated value can only be as strong as the

of the business that drive value but also be able to

qualified appraiser’s ability to defend it. Looking at it

provide a fair level of value to new shareholders while

from an M&A standpoint, the value put forth to potential

protecting the majority shareholders. When observing from

purchasers will undoubtedly be reviewed, scrutinized, and

a business succession planning standpoint, the valuation

potentially challenged to reduce the buyer’s purchase

methodology should be tailored to best meet the needs

price. The buyer’s due diligence team will dissect the

of the successor, whether the needs be tax minimization

business’s internal financials to substantiate the numbers

analysis (TMA), payout terms, or level of value. The

in the seller’s most recent financial statements. Next, the

valuation method and transfer of assets/stock must

buyer’s due diligence team will then use their valuation

remain valid under IRS rules about related party transfers.

methodology calculation to arrive at their proscribed

The above examples can highlight the necessity of

value. If the seller’s value seems to be inflated or cannot

not only a valuation, but the necessity upon obtaining a

be substantiated, a purchase price reduction may be

qualified appraiser who calculates, substantiates, and

sought, negotiation may ensue, and the transaction may

defends the value.
ROMAN BASI

METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 72, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL

201-254-7784

FAX

847-516-6728

EMAIL

admin@mfda.us

WEB

www.mfda.us

MFDA TO HOST TOYS FOR TOTS DRIVE THIS WINTER by Rob Rundle
Although its only fall, the Metropolitan Fastener
Distributors Association (MFDA) already has its sights
set on the upcoming holidays as they announce the
launch of their 24th Annual “Toys For Tots” campaign.
Following up on their most successful campaign in
history in 2021, where they raised over $10,000,
the Association is encouraging all of its members to
organize toys drives of their own, and will arrange
pick-ups if needed. The MFDA is also looking for cash
donations so the Marine Corps can purchase toys for

at the Twin Door Tavern in Maywood NJ.

teenagers and toddlers, two groups that typically do not

For more information and to find out how to make a

have a lot of toys donated for them. The MFDA will kick

toy or cash donation, please visit The Metropolitan Fastener

off its holiday celebrations on Thursday December 8th

Distributors Association online at www.mfda.us

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

METROPOLITAN FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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Tel: 1-800-926-1495
Fax: 1-888-526-4566
Email: info@chrislynninserts.com
www.chrislynninserts.com

EMERGENCIES
Question:
Which company is able to help
you out of a breakdown the
fastest?
Answer:
The company that stocks
your needed replacement part.

STOCK!
STOCK!
STOCK!
Chrislynn stocks not only the
standard threaded inserts, but
also many specialty sizes and
pitches. Chrislynn offers repair kits
which include all items to do the
repair correctly and completely.
¤  Correct sized drill
¤  Correct sized tap
¤  Correct installation tool
¤  Instructions
Insert kits available:
¤  American (right & left-handed)
¤  Metric (right & left-handed)
¤  NPT Pipe thread
¤  BSW
¤  BSP
¤  BSF
¤  Spark plug
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FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE

®

1545 N. Columbus Avenue Glendale, CA 91202 TEL 562-473-5373
EMAIL info@FastenerTraining.org WEB www.FastenerTraining.org

FTI ANNOUNCES NEW BOARD PRESIDENT AND MEMBERS
The Fastener Training Institute (FTI), the leading
nonprofit provider of fastener training opportunities,
announced the appointment of a new board president
and members.
FTI appointed Chris McCaffrey, Business
Development Manager, Atlanta Rod and Manufacturing,
as president of the board. Chris has served on the FTI
Board since 2018 as a director and vice president.
He has worked in the industry for nearly 20 years and
strongly supports fastener industry training.

FTI Board Members as of September 2022
¤

President - Chris McCaffrey
Business Development Manager, Atlanta Rod
and Manufacturing

¤
¤
¤
¤
¤

Vice President - Greg Rawlings, President, Nylok
Treasurer - Dallas Puckett, Valley Nut and Bolt
Director - Bob Baer, President, Abbott Interfast
Director - Gene Simpson, President, Semblex
Director - Jennifer Sturm, Empire Bolt & Screw

The Fastener Training Institute is a nonprofit
organization that provides beginning and advanced
training on fastener products, standards and
specifications. Our core purpose is to enhance fastener
use, reliability and safety. Our mission is to make you
more knowledgeable about the fastening products you
buy, sell, specify or use.
For more information, please visit The Fastener
Training Institute online at www.fastenertraining.org.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

FASTENER TRAINING INSTITUTE

CARMEN VERTULLO MENTORING FASTENER EXPERTS - AN OPPORTUNITY from page 68

¤ You will have the opportunity and expectation to

¤ A cost of $250.00 per year - it will be invoiced

take the screen and present technical information to the

from AIM Testing Laboratory at around the third month.

group.

If you quit before that there is no charge. If you can’t pay

¤ You will be invited to and expected to attend as an

don’t worry about it.

observer at various Fastener CSO committee meetings

¤ We will start on Friday October 7th at 11:00 Pacific

based on your areas of interest ( ASTM, ASME, ISO,

time – right now I have every other Friday scheduled. In

RCSC, etc.).

between Fridays will be the optional meetings, but they

These are mostly virtual or hybrid, but if you can
attend in person please do.
This is a big deal – take it seriously, eventually you
may be joining these committees if you are not already
on them.

could be anytime.
¤ We will also convene at fastener industry events
as the opportunity arises.
¤ I will be available to you by phone or email as
needed.

There will be the occasional optional extra

There’s more to know and our first round of Fastener

meeting based on the needs of any individual participant.

Expert Mentees are already signed up and ready to go.

¤ You will need access to some technical resources

Round two is coming and you can just jump in if you are

¤

– covered in the first meeting.
¤ A list of priority topics will be developed at the first
meeting based on the needs of the participants.

willing to take an on-boarding meeting to get you caught up.
You know how to get me. Call 619-204-1543 or email
carmenv@aimtestlab.com.
CARMEN VERTULLO

THE DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK
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SPIROL PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR THREADED INSERTS IN PLASTIC ASSEMBLIES from page 74

Limiting the number of suppliers involved with
an assembly can also minimize variables that affect
performance. Therefore, if possible, purchase both the
Threaded Inserts and Installation Equipment from the
same supplier.
Many Insert manufacturers provide performance data
in their product catalog. This data should be used solely
as a comparative guide for Insert types and sizes. This
performance data should not be used to compare across
manufacturers since testing methods and materials
are not consistent, nor should it be used to estimate a
performance benchmark.

THREADED INSERT PERFORMANCE TESTING METHODS: (LEFT) TENSILE
(PULL-OUT) STRENGTH AND (RIGHT) ROTATIONAL TORQUE

partner with Application Engineering experts who specialize

Conclusion

in Threaded Inserts for Plastics as early as possible in the

Given the variety of plastic materials and fillers and

design stage to determine the most appropriate Insert

the complexity of component design, it is impossible to

for their assembly. Final approval of the Threaded Insert

provide Insert performance data which can be applied to

should always be based on testing and approval in the

specific applications. It is recommended that designers

actual application.
SPIROL INTERNATIONAL CORP.

DISTRIBUTION ONE EARNING REPEAT CUSTOMERS THROUGH ERP-INTEGRATED E-COMMERCE from page 82

Why? Because “57% of customers won’t recommend a
business with a poorly designed website on mobile. And if
a website isn’t mobile-friendly, 50% of customers will stop
visiting it, even if they like the business.”2
As a distributor, your inventory is already loaded
with salable products. So why not make those products
available to the widest audience possible through a modern
E-Commerce channel integrated with your ERP business
software?

Unite E-Commerce Sales With The Power
Of ERP-ONE Software
Utilizing comprehensive ERP-ONE business software,
distributors and wholesalers have the tools to not only
manage their inventory but also streamline all aspects of the
distribution process. From sales, financial management, and
purchasing to CRM, dashboards, and reporting, Cloud and
On-Premise ERP-ONE delivers the interconnected applications
needed to reduce costs and improve fulfillment times.

Integrating the mobile-responsive ecommONE
E-Commerce portal with ERP-ONE from Distribution One,
An Advantive Company, enables the fast, seamless flow
of product, sales, and inventory data which provides the
exact user experience buyers want while expanding your
own selling opportunities. Users can place orders, check
inventory availability and pricing, view open and back
order items, and more. Other ecommONE options include
increased efficiency, secure credit card transactions using
an encrypted connection, automatic inventory updates,
account information online, and shipping rate comparisons.
From search to purchase, your customers expect a
hassle-free E-Commerce experience. Distribution One, An
Advantive Company, provides the tools to start building
new customer relationships. Contact us today to learn
more about ERP-ONE distribution software with integrated
ecommONE E-Commerce.
1. Wolfgang Digital, “KPI Report” 2021.
2. Chris Lucas, “5 Mobile Marketing Mistakes – and How to Fix Them”

DISTRIBUTION ONE
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Earnest
Machine,
has been named a 2022
NorthCoast 99 award winner
by ERC, the Employers
Resource Council. The
NorthCoast 99 award
honors 99 great Northeast
Ohio workplaces for top
talent. This is the 10th time
that Earnest Machine has
received the prestigious
NorthCoast 99 award.
“More than a business
award or event, NorthCoast
99 is a yearlong research
program that ERC established
to help make our region
a long-term destination of
choice for companies and
high-performing individuals,”
said Samantha Marx,
ERC’s Director of Strategic
Projects, who oversees the
NorthCoast 99 program.
“The data from this program
helps employers adapt their
policies and practices to
attract and retain top-notch
talent.”
NorthCoast 99 winners
participated in a rigorous
application
process
that asked for detailed
information on how their
organization
addresses
top-performer attraction,
development, and retention
in the areas of organizational
strategy, policies, and
benefits; talent attraction,
acquisition, and onboarding;
employee
well-being;
employee engagement and
talent development; total
rewards; and diversity,
equity, and inclusion.

“We are very excited to have
earned this prestigious award for
the 10th year! This award is not only
a testament to our efforts in creating
the best employee experience
possible, but it also introduces
us to what other Northeast Ohio
companies are doing to help push us
further,” said Elise Bastian, Earnest
Machine’s Director of Culture and
Talent Development.
“It’s no surprise that the 2022
NorthCoast 99 winning organizations
are leading our region!
These outstanding companies
prioritize the employee experience,
offering attractive benefits and
innovative policies that today’s
workforce demands. We’re thrilled
to recognize the winning companies
and look forward to sharing
their success stories,” said ERC
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President Kelly Keefe.
Earnest Machine is a global
industrial fastener solutions
provider that manufactures,
imports, and distributes largediameter and hard-to-find fasteners.
Our approach is simple: put the
needs of our customers first to
help them succeed in the industrial
distribution industry.
For more information contact
Earnest Machine Products at 1250
Linda Street, Suite 301, Rocky
River, OH 44116. Tel: 1-800327-6378 or visit them online at
www.earnestmachine.com.
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BAY SUPP:Y KEYS TO EVALUATING THREADED INSERTS FOR PLASTIC from page 92

¤ Consider the material your insert is made of.
A second consideration is the type of material used for

bond. This approach is particularly popular in automated
assembly applications.

the insert. Brass is commonly used to make threaded
inserts for plastics, but stainless steel and aluminum are
becoming more popular because they are stronger and

Ultrasonic-Assisted Threaded Inserts
Ultrasonic-assisted threaded inserts are installed
using a technique similar to heat-staking, but using

lighter.
¤ Identify your requirements around the pullout

ultrasonic vibrations instead of heat. This technique is

force. The threaded insert must be set to ensure it is

used with thermoplastics and is popular for automated

sufficiently strong and won’t pull out under regular use.

applications, but it requires a more controlled approach

The insert also must not twist in the hole, especially if a

because the vibrations can damage the material.

fastener is repeatedly screwed in and out of the sleeve.
In general, the longer the threaded insert, the greater the
resistance to pull out. The wider the insert, the greater

Molded-In Threaded Inserts
Molded-in threaded inserts can be used with
both thermoplastics and thermosets. For molded-in

the torque capacity to prevent turning.
¤ Understand how different knurling patterns

installations, the insert is positioned in a hole, and

affect resistance to torque. The design on the outside

plastic resin is added to create the bond. This technique

of the sleeve is responsible for securing the insert in

tends to be more time-consuming with close tolerances,

place. Different patterns have different characteristics.

but it yields an extremely strong bond.

For higher torque resistance, a straight pattern is more
effective in preventing the insert from turning, although a

Cold Pressed-In Threaded Inserts

linear pattern may be more susceptible to pullout. Using

Cold pressed-in threaded inserts are also used

perpendicular grooves can add pullout resistance. The

with thermoset plastics and have the simplest and

most common pattern is a diamond knurl because it

least expensive installation process. For installation,

offers resistance in all directions.

inserts are pressed into the thermoset plastic mold. The
resulting bond is not as strong, so it won’t perform as

Installing Threaded Inserts In Plastics

well in certain instances, but it saves production costs.

You need to consider how you install the threaded

When evaluating threaded inserts for plastics,

inserts when dealing with plastics. There are four

choosing the right insert type depends on the application.

common methods:

You need to consider the type and design of the insert,
the type of plastic, and the strength necessary for the

Heat-Staking Threaded Inserts

final bond.

Heat-staking threaded inserts are used with

Bay Supply has a wide variety of threaded inserts,

low-cost

including inserts designed specifically for plastics. To learn

installations. With heat-staking, the insert is placed in a

more about the different types of threaded inserts and

predrilled hole and heated to melt the plastic around the

their applications, get The Essential Guide to Coil Thread

hole’s edges. The melted plastic seeps into the knurled

Inserts. Visit them online at www.baysupply.com for more

grooves and hardens when it cools, forming a solid

information.

thermoplastics

for

high-performance,

BAY SUPPLY
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BATCHING SYSTEMS INC. STATE-OF-ART EQUIPMENT FROM BATCHING SYSTEMS from page 94

These systems can be easily connected to various

for full panel graphics enhancing market appearance

automation infrastructures as well as the internet for

as well as for printing on the front and / or back of the

remote access, which optimize Overall Equipment

bag. Header and hole punch options make an attractive

Effectiveness and provide our customers with equipment

retail package. The bagger uses centerfold or pre-applied

that has less down time, requires less maintenance,

recloseable zipper film and is specifically designed and

and is easier to set-up. Batching Systems can provide

engineered for heavy duty industrial applications. The

stand-alone counters or fully integrated turnkey packaging

Bagmaster® controls architecture has been implemented

systems.

in accordance with PackML to provide standardized

The Bagmaster® VFFS Bagging Machines are state

integration of upstream and downstream equipment. All

of the art, high speed bagging systems that make bags

of this leads to improved system performance and Overall

out of flat stock film, with the bag formed around the

Equipment Effectiveness for the end-user. They can be

product. They are designed and engineered for use in non-

integrated to our patented Batchmaster® Counters,

food as well as food applications and use polyethylene

Weighmaster® Weighers, and Kit Packaging Systems or

and supported clear or pre-printed films. The Bagmaster®

with other OEM brand fillers.

C295 Vertical centerfold bagging machine will fill product

Batching, scanning and filling solutions are extremely

into the bag being formed through the side of the bag.

versatile and can be used on an almost limitless variety

This produces a bag without a back seal which allows

of hardware products.
BATCHING SYSTEMS, INC.

GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM ECONOMIST TELLS NFDA: “DON’T SEE RECESSION” from page 96

¤ Bankruptcies are down from the low level last year.

were initially blamed for worker shortage. But younger

“Businesses are healthy and investing,” Saidel-Baker

workers got a financial cushion from stimulus checks

observed.

and sought to form single-person startups, she added.

However, overall “prices are not going back down.
You do need to protect yourself.”
The entire Southeastern U.S. from Texas to Florida
have strong growth, she said.
¤ Getting people to come to work during 3.4%
unemployment is a problem, she noted. “Jobs can’t find
people.”

Employers have created successful job situations to
draw employees. For example, manufacturers added a
“school shift” so a parent could drop children at school,
go to work and leave in time to pick up at school. Those
parents wouldn’t have taken a full shift, Saidel-Baker
explained.
Employers also dropped requirements for a four-year

Particularly needed workers are the construction,

college degree, placed autistic people in appropriate

wholesale trade, manufacturing, transportation and

jobs and hired ex-convicts reentering the job market.

utilities industries. “We physically don’t have enough

“Whoever moved the quickest” got the workers, she

warm bodies,”

said.

But the “great resignation” has peaked and is
starting to edge down, ITR finds.
Saidel-Baker said older workers not returning to work

Be aware that “turnover is incredibly costly” and
look at how to retain good people, rather than just hire
new.

GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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FAB GROUP CHEERS FOR PEERS from page 80

FAB Group members note the importance and value

With travel now less restricted post-COVID, FAB Group

of peer review in making these challenging strategic and

members are restarting their in-person peer reviews

tactical actions, during after-action reviews carried out

and tactical meetings around specific management

within the confines of non-disclosure agreements. Deal-

themes. In June, they met in Minneapolis, MN, after

making involves more than numbers and data, it involves

the NFDA Annual Meeting & Executive Sales Planning

human emotions and company cultures. As Ruetz notes,

Sessions® to review best practices in using data

“While we can’t disclose when we’re working on specific

analytics. Members shared best practices for reporting

acquisitions, from a high-level, FAB Group input has

and reports development, and a learning community

been extraordinarily helpful in thinking through general

among FAB member employees has significantly elevated

strategies in our journey to build out this platform.

the intelligence and competence in building data models

Leadership is a lonely journey, and it’s nice to have a

for enhanced management visualization. “I learned more

sounding board to share concerns, and at times, the

in six months from the FAB Group around data modeling

stresses of making the tough calls to get the right things

than I did in three years before that,” noted Geoff Dugan

done.” Cespedes notes the same. “In my case on the

of AMPG, after attending the June meeting.

sell-side, I had to navigate family considerations as the
son-in-law in the family.

While FAB Group members attempt to share wisdom
and new ideas, there is a social aspect to the group as

The FAB Group helped me identify a course and

well. “These guys are to some extent my brothers in

navigate to a conclusion that was beneficial to all

arms,” notes Adam Pratt of Sherex. “I count them as

stakeholders, including our Falconians,” a term that

among my best friends,” adds O’Keeffe, “While corny,

Cespedes uses to affectionally refer to his team

you could say that this is cheers for peers. I look forward

members.

to seeing these guys again.” The FAB Group will have

Ruggles notes that the FAB Group has been helpful

a manufacturing symposium at AMPG in Indianapolis,

post-closing. “We are now about a year in, and as we have

IN, in September, with a tri-annual meeting cadence

found historically, all deals have post-closing challenges

thereafter.

that surprise leadership. The FAB Group helped me to

The FAB Group consists of distributor-focused non-

maintain a steady and logical course, especially in the

competing members who are interested in peer review

midst of chaos when my daughter fell significantly ill and I

and sharing of best practices.

had to tend to her in the ER for many weeks. At times, my

If you are interested in learning about the FAB Group

friends in the FAB Group helped me to remain sane in the

and becoming a member, email tokeeffe@huyett.com for a

madness, along with my faith in God.”

confidential discussion.

FASTENER ADVISORY BOARD
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD FORMING SCREWS FOR PLASTIC from page 118

reduce the effort needed to form and, thus, install the
thread. In certain other materials, such as mild steel,
these designs are truly successful, but in plastics they
can be quite risky. Remember that plastics can be highly
sensitive to even the smallest stress concentration. The
very nature of these non-round designs foster stress
concentrations in the plastic at the high points of the
thread. This concentrates stress at the contacting points
which leads to faster stress relaxation, clamp load loss,
and, if the boss wall is not sufficiently thick, to boss
cracking or rupture.

FIGURE 2: DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW THREAD PROFILE ANGLE
IMPACTS AXIAL AND RADIAL FORCE COMPONENT ON THE RESULTANT
FORCE ACTING ON THE THREAD

Additionally, the lower the angle profile of the thread
the more knife-like they become. The more knife-like or
“sharper” the thread profile, the easier it is for the screw
to “bite” into the plastic material and begin forming a
mating thread. To illustrate the concept imagine the
comparative ease or difficulty of cutting a steak with a
steak or butter knife.
								
FIGURE 4: DIAGRAM
ILLUSTRATING STRESS
CONCENTRATIONS
FROM NON-ROUND
THREAD BODY

FIGURE 3: COMPARISON OF STEAK KNIFE AND BUTTER KNIFE

¤ Round Thread Body - Over the years many
different thread profiles and body configurations have
emerged for self-tapping screws. One popular variety are
non-round configurations. The guiding principle behind
such embodiments is that a non-round thread body will

FIGURE 5: EXAMPLE
OF CRACKED BOSS
FROM EXCESSIVE HOOP
STRESS DUE TO THREAD
DESIGN

CONTINUED ON PAGE 194

NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
SCHOLARSHIP GOLF OUTING - JUNE 2, 2022
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CHRIS DONNELL THINGS ARE CHANGING IN THE LOGISTICS WORLD! from page 120

The negotiations between the unions and rail carriers

Trucking – Another Bright Solution

have been hostile to say the least. It has been reported

The trucking industry has been a sore spot for the past

that the two sides are miles apart on wage scales, health

several years, from the driver shortages to bureaucratic

benefits and employee retention. In July the unions were

entanglement to some of the most outlandish rules and

proceeding to strike, however, the Biden administration

regulations. Over the past 8 months, the industry has

stepped in at the eleventh hour to impose an additional

settled down some. While there are still issues with driver

60 day “cooling off” period in hopes that the two sides

shortages, the industry is aggressively hiring drivers and

could work something out. As I write this article, very little

tendered loads aren’t being rejected at the rate they were

ground has been made. The end date of this supposed

previously. Personally speaking, what’s really affecting this

“cooling off” period falls on September 15th after which

industry is the shortage of equipment (more so for ocean

the rail workers union can strike. To circle back to what

traffic) and congestions at our ports and rail terminals.

I was saying earlier, a strike would bring the national

A “rumor” that’s going around centers around diesel

rail industry to a halt. This would not only affect the

fuel and diesel emissions fluid (DEF). While the cost of

movement of containerized cargo, but fuel - resources

diesel fuel has fallen considerably over the past month,

which manufacturers and consumers depend on.

it’s still inflated and there is a lot of fear mongering out in

You need to understand that 40-50% of all cargo

the world regarding the shortage of DEF. DEF is a critical

coming into the United States is moved by rail. If a strike

component necessary for diesel trucks to operate. There

was to occur, how would that volume move? What other

was a posting on multiple social media platforms stating

industries down-stream would this effect? It’s important

there is a shortage of DEF, and that simply isn’t the case.

to understand the strike would impact the entire nation.

Pursuant to four of the largest national travel centers (truck

Containers would quickly pile-up at our ocean terminals

stops) there are no shortages of DEF. It’s true that our

causing greater amounts of congestion; it would slow

levels of diesel fuel are low but this is due in large part to

down most ports to a stand-still as the terminals would

the fact that we as a country are exporting more fuel than

run out of space to unload vessels; the local trucking

we are selling nationally.

community surrounding each port would be inundated

Finally, the impact of AB5 in California. Yes, this is

with loads for transloads, storage and pick-up from the

having a major impact for those truckers in California but

terminals thus increasing costs. Terminals throughout

maybe not for the reasons you might think. For those that

the United States would revert back to limiting returns

don’t know, the AB5 ruling restricts trucking company

unless they operate as a dual transaction (return a

owners on how they classify their drivers - from independent

container – pull a container out) type system. Next comes

drivers to company employees. It’s estimated that this

what to do with the cargo once you remove it from the

ruling affects some 70,000 drivers in California who are

terminal. It would need to be transloaded or unloaded

independent contractors and who now must either get

from its container and put into an over-the-road (OTR)

their own trucking authority (costs upwards of $10,000 or

trailer. As you can imagine, transload capacity would

more) or must become an employee of the company they

become nonexistent. Costs to do so would sky-rocket.

are contracted to. Overall, this doesn’t seem like a big

Then comes the impact on trucking. We all know about

issue unless you’re a truck broker because this can affect

the shortage of drivers in the trucking industry. This

the levels of legal responsibility the brokers must take on,

would exasperate the shortage and costs for trucking

whereas previously this responsibly would fall solely on

could quickly reach all time highs.

the trucker.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 195
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. WIRELESS WAREHOUSE DO MORE, IN LESS TIME, WITH FEWER PEOPLE. from page 122

Testimonials

imagine how we operated without it. The Business Edge

TM

“For Class C Components, switching to the wireless

helped us develop picking and packing processes that

warehouse has made a world of difference. We saw

were somewhat specific to our needs but changed how

instant increases in our efficiency and accuracy. It

we operate in ways I could never have imagined. We are

allowed us to focus on quality personnel instead

now able to move a lot more product with fewer people.

of quantity because our processes became more

As we continue to grow and add new branches, we’ve

streamlined. Inventory getting allocated instantly when

been able to fine-tune processes in order processing and

picked helped reduce time looking for product and made

overall warehouse management.

our picking process much smoother. Having inventory

I particularly like how moving to bar codes has

updated when received has also helped us ensure

allowed us to locate material in a manner that does not

product is shipped out when able and not missed as it

require a warehouse associate to necessarily “know”

is extremely visible. The implementation was a lot easier

fasteners. That’s allowed us to bolster our teams much

than we had anticipated, and we were up to speed with

more quickly. In the past, warehouse people had to

everything extremely fast.”

know products, materials, and sizes to locate or pick

Brandon Schulze, Warehouse Manager

material. Now we simply stock parts where we have

@ Class C Components - Fall 2022

space. Associates are directed to parts in the most
efficient route through our warehouse. Adding Zone logic

“We committed to going paperless. Once we realized

that allows us to locate fast-moving products closer to

the impact this had, we road-mapped the entire process

packing areas or in easier-to-reach locations has been a

with the help of our friends at Computer Insights.

great benefit, too.“

Knowing Denny and Dennis for many years gave me

Christopher George, President

comfort that the solution within The Business Edge,

@ Fastener Solutions, Inc. - Fall 2022

TM

going paperless, would be a success. Having now
gone paperless (in just nine months) from pick tickets,

“We recently consolidated one of our branches

random locations, and filing the usual paperwork in most

back into our main warehouse as we worked to relocate

fastener companies, We have successfully deployed a

to a new location that was not yet ready. The Move

randomized inventory system of barcoded locations for

Product License Plate features made the transition much

wireless picking, increasing productivity by 60%, reduced

smoother than if we had to track everything manually.

labor 50%, Improved reliability in correct shipments

Having complete traceability during the process has

while eliminating secondary inspection altogether. It has

largely minimized business disruption.”

eliminated the need for literally thousands of reams of

Mark Matula

paper, making Haye’s commitment to GREEN a WIN-WIN.

@ Quality Fasteners - Fall 2022

Hat’s off to the folks at Computer Insights, Inc. and
The Business Edge. ”

Start Saving Time & Money

TM

Kelly Cole, Vice President, COO
@ Hayes Bolt & Supply - Fall 2022

For more information about The Business Edge

TM

contact Dennis Cowhey, President, Computer Insights,

Inc. 108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Tel:
“We started using the Wireless Warehouse in 2010
when we relocated to a larger facility. Today, I can’t

1-800-539-1233, email: sales@ci-inc.com or visit them
online at www.ci-inc.com.

COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC.
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MSC Industrial Supply Co., a premier
distributor of Metalworking and Maintenance,
Repair and Operations supplies to industrial
customers throughout North America, today
announced that it has acquired Tower Fasteners,
a Holtsville, New York-based valued-added
distributor of Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) fasteners and components.
Under the equity purchase agreement,
Tower will continue to operate under its current
name after becoming an MSC company. Mark
Shannon, President of Tower, will continue to
lead the business, which has approximately
100 associates. Tower’s revenue in calendar
2021 was approximately $35 million. MSC’s
acquisition of Tower, made through its All
Integrated Solutions (AIS) subsidiary, expands the
company’s presence in the OEM fastener market,
which it entered in 2018 with the acquisition of
AIS, a leading value-added distributor of industrial
fasteners and components, MRO supplies and
assembly tools based in Wisconsin.
Tower’s growing footprint complements AIS’s
existing locations concentrated in the Midwest.
The company operates eight distribution centers
along the East Coast and in the Southwestern
regions of the United States, Mexico and Europe.
Tower serves manufacturers in the industrial,
electronics, medical equipment, aerospace,
military, and security, fire and safety sectors. MSC
plans to maintain Tower’s operations, providing
the company’s customer base access to MSC’s
2 million-plus product portfolio to support their
full metalworking and MRO needs. Similarly, MSC
will extend Tower’s production fastener solutions
to its manufacturing customers. The acquisition
is expected to be roughly neutral to MSC’s fiscal
2022 earnings and slightly accretive to fiscal
2023 earnings.
“We are excited to add Tower Fasteners to
our growing portfolio of businesses, all focused
on helping manufacturers solve their missioncritical challenges,” said MSC President and CEO
Erik Gershwind. “Tower will expand our presence
in the OEM fastener market and provide an
entrée into new end markets like electronics and
medical equipment.

179

AIS President Nick Ruetz, added, “Tower’s
geographic footprint on the East Coast and in the
Southwest complements our strong presence in the
Midwest. AIS and Tower have worked together on
industry-related matters for many years. We’re looking
forward to partnering to expand our reach in serving
OEM customers and extending MSC’s full array of
solutions to improve the effectiveness and efficiency
of their operations.”
Mark Shannon, President of Tower Fasteners, said
MSC, AIS and Tower have a shared passion for providing
high-touch, custom solutions to manufacturers to
support their MRO product and inventory management
needs.
“MSC is a recognized and respected leader in the
industrial supply distribution industry. We’re excited
to join forces with MSC and AIS to bring even greater
value to our customers,” Shannon said.
For more information, contact MSC Industrial Supply
Co. at 515 Broadhollow Road, Suite 1000, Melville, NY
11747. Tel: 1-800-645-7270 or visit them online at
www.mscdirect.com.
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ROB LaPOINTE PROCUREMENT IS NOT A FOUR-LETTER WORD

from page 126

1352 – Document number: 1352 is the document
number of the NAS standards that contains the information
and requirements for the screw needed to assemble our
jet engine exhaust components. Standards typically have
a title block which contains the document’s authoring
body, the document number, the document title, the
revision number and other information pertinent to the
document. The first two segments of the part number
put together (NAS1352) is referred to as the root number.
The root number is the chuck of the part number that
doesn’t change with a variety of sizes, materials and
configurations of the part. In other words, all sizes and

FIGURE 6 A CLIP FROM NAS1352 - THE FIRST DASH NUMBER OF
4 INDICATES THE FASTENER IS 1/4 INCH IN DIAMETER AND HAS A
THREAD PITCH OF 20 THREADS PER INCH

H – Drilled Head: The H indicates that the head of
the fastener is to be drilled for a safety wire. The safety
wire prevents the fastener from loosening or falling into
the machine if loosened. This code takes the position of
first code after the first dash number. Figure 7 is a clip
from NAS1352 showing that “H” is signifying a drilled
head requirement.

configurations of parts made to this standard have the
same root number.
FIGURE 7 A CLIP FROM NAS1352 - THE H CODE INDICATES A
DRILLED HEAD

20 – Second Dash Number:
FIGURE 4 TITLE BLOCK FOR NAS1352, REV. 13

N – Material: The N material code is designating
heat and corrosion resistant steel. This part could also

This second dash

number indicates the length of the fastener in 1/16th
inch increments. Since our second dash number is 20,
20 times 1/16 inch is 1 1/4 inch (Figure 8).

be made from alloy steel or 416 stainless steel.
FIGURE 8 A CLIP FROM NAS1352 INDICATING THE MEANING OF
THE SECOND DASH NUMBER

M – Passivation: The M passivation code indicates
FIGURE 5 A CLIP FROM NAS1352 - MATERIAL CODE
DESIGNATION FROM NAS1352

4 – Nominal Size Dash Number: The first number
after the root number is referred to as the dash number

passivation must be done in accordance with AMS2700,
method 1 (nitric acid), type 8 (temperature and
concentration value) and must be tested with sampling
per section 4.3.4 of AMS2700.

because traditionally follows the root number and often
follows a dash. If this part were made from alloy steel,
then it would follow a dash, since a dash (-) is the material

FIGURE 9 A CLIP FROM NAS1352 - CODE M INDICATES
PASSIVATION REQUIREMENTS

designation for alloy steel. The first dash number usually

Now that you’ve seen the part number broken down

indicates the part size or diameter and pitch of the

into is components, it should be a less frightening sight.

fastener. Figure 6 shows us that a dash 4 is a 0.2500-

Conveniently, NAS1352 has a part number samples and

inch diameter with a 20 thread per inch pitch. There are

descriptions section of the document. Studying these can

many other numbers which indicate other parameters of

lead to an understanding of the part number components

the basic part dimensions, but for which Figure 6 gives no

and their meanings.

titles.

standards and one I find particularly helpful.

This is a common feature in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 196
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BRUNO MARBACHER ASSEMBLY LINE WALKS TO SEARCH FOR COST SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES from page 128

Example 2

POSSIBLE OPTION

During the line walk it was observed that a self-drilling
screw was used where there was already a punched
hole, that prompted further investigation below is an
excerpt of the line walk report

Replace all 5 screws with Philips Hex washer head
tapping screw (Figure 4). Thus, the whole assembly
needs fewer screw types, assembly is facilitated.
ESTIMATED USAGE
This information should be provided by customer.
ESTIMATED ANNUAL COST SAVING
Once usage is known the annual cost saving can be
calculated.

Example 3
FIGURE 3

This cost saving opportunity require a design change
that could be achieved with a low-cost impact. Most
companies need to do application testing if there is a
design change.

SCREW USED ON THE OUTSIDE PANELS WHERE SHOPPERS CAN
REACH, SHOULD PROBABLY REMAIN BUTTON HEAD SCREWS; TO
PREVENT INJURIES (TO BE EVALUATED WITH CUSTOMER ENGINEERS)

FIGURE 4

CURRENT DESIGN
5 different screw types. Figure 3.
SUGGESTIONS
These individual screw (styles and sizes thread style)

CURRENT DESIGN
Center axel of the steering mechanism consist of 5
parts
¤ 1 screw (end cross drilled)
¤ 2 washers
¤ 1 ground sleeve

may be switched into one head style, drive, diameter and

¤ 1 castle nut

length Except as notes below.

¤ 1 cotter pin
CONTINUED ON PAGE 198

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
69th
69
th ANNUAL GOLF OUTING - AUGUST 24, 2022

CONTINUED ON PAGE 206
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JOE DYSART HYPER-PERSONALIZING MARKETING NEWSLETTERS WITH ALL-SEEING DATABASES

from page 138

Alaska Airline’s specific analytical goal was to use data
insights from Amperity to send customers personalized
marketing messages to upsell them before their flights.
So marketers tapped Amperity’s insights on their
customers to send those customers upgrade offers, such
as invitations to join the airline’s loyalty program, cabin
upgrades and similar upgrade opportunities.
The result: The business saw a 198% jump in signups for its loyalty program and at 61% jump in message
open rates, according to Elliot Pesut, director of marketing,
Alaska Airlines.

AGGRESSIVE USERS OF CDPS CAN TASK PHONE REPS TO ADD THEIR
OWN INSIGHTS ABOUT CUSTOMERS AND THEY INTERACT WITH THEM.

Fortunately, if you’re a fastener distributor looking to
explore the idea of CDP platforms further, market research
analyst Forrester released an in-depth report earlier this year

Here’s Adobe’s take on the top features to look for in
any CDP:

that offers a complete rundown on who’s who in CDP, entitled

¤ Real-time data streaming and data ingestion:

“Now Tech: Customer Data Platforms, Q1 2022.” (www.

For maximum efficacy, ensure that the database

reprints2.forrester.com/#/assets/2/644/RES177030/report).

consolidation you use offers real-time updates from all

In the report, you’ll find Forrester’s take on 34
CDP providers, including providers that specialize in

data streams you’re sourcing.
¤ Purpose-built as a CDP by a trusted

centralized databases that are specifically designed to

organization:

use insights for newsletter personalization and similar

cobbled together from disparate technologies. Make sure

message personalization.

you choose a solution from a reliable company that built

Meanwhile Adobe -- another provider of enhanced CDPs

Many CDPs in the marketplace are

the CDP from the ground up.

-- has a handy checklist fastener distributors can use when

¤ Complete, unified user profiles: One of the

shopping for the ultimate CDP solution. (www.business.

principal benefits of a CDP is personalization on an

adobe.com/blog/how-to/choosing-the-right-cdp-for-you).

individual basis. Make sure this is standard with any

While Adobe’s CDP product excels at all the features

system you’re considering for your fastener distributorship.

considered critical on its list (surprise, surprise), the list

¤ Robust, native data governance tools: Your

is nevertheless useful as a conversation starter with any

CDP should make your data governance simpler, not more

CDP vendor you’re considering.

complex.
¤ Real-time data activation: Ensure that any data
you use for newsletter personalization or other is always
the latest available.
¤ Easy for marketers to use: CDPs democratize
data. An ideal CDP will be built for marketers, with
an interface, tools, and workflows structured to work
seamlessly with marketing departments.
¤ Scalable, flexible, and extensible: Your CDP
should integrate seamlessly with the existing marketing

WHAT’S OLD IS NEW: DETAILED SURVEYS ARE A GREAT WAY
TO FEED DATA TO CDPS ON WHAT CONSUMERS ARE THINKING.

and advertising technology stack you use at your fastener
distributorship -- without putting extra strain on IT.
JOE DYSART
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EPCO SALES. HERE TO HELP YOU SUCCEED from page 142

Lubricants, Cleaner Chemicals, Adhesives
And Antiseize

years already with its ability to attach external documents
to documents in The Business Edge. ”
TM

Machines can’t function and perform to their
maximum capabilities without high-quality lubricants and

What People Are Saying

chemical products. Lubricants help to keep your motor

“EPCO has worked hard to mitigate lead times on

or machine running smoothly. Whether you are searching

the large volume inventory movers for our company. It

for premium motor oil, penetrating oils, hydraulic fluid, or

has helped that EPCO checks the slow-moving inventory

grease and gear oils, Epco Sales stocks the brands you

that we often don’t think to re-order in a timely fashion.

can trust.

EPCO’s next-day fulfillment of orders has been much
appreciated.”
Arlyn Miller, Operations Coordinator @ PWI

Safety Supplies
No matter the trade or industry, safety supplies
provide the protection and peace of mind that come

“Whenever I need something custom, they will

with completing a job safely and effectively. Epco Sales

always try their best to have it made. Prompt service and

premium safety supplies are manufactured to industry

attention to detail.”

standards, providing the protection you need for all job

Levi Helmuth @ D H Machine

types. Whatever safety supplies your job requires, Epco
“It has really helped us from running out of stock;

has what you need.

they have been good at adjusting quantities to meet

Software Helps Deliver Results

our needs and all on a level we can communicate with.
by

I appreciate that it is a personal check– not some high

Computer Insights, Inc. makes them efficient and helps
them keep their customers satisfied. “The Business
Edge gave us a large advantage by improving our

tech vending machine dispenser. I like that we don’t

Luke Yoder shared how The Business Edge

TM

TM

processes and giving us better inventory tracking and far

have to watch the levels. We know they are going to take
care of it. EPCO is really good at what they do.”
Ervin @ Bremen Broach/Kemco Manufacturing

better insight into our data. Since then, it’s grown with us,
with no need for big changes when we hit another level.

“Recently, EPCO started stocking GRK screws. That

We also really appreciate being able to talk to real, helpful

helped us a lot. EPCO’s VMI means I don’t have to be

people who go out of their way when we have questions

concerned about bins being empty. EPCO is always there

or need help with The Business Edge . I remember being

and does everything possible to help us out.

TM

amazed when I called in and asked for another filter for
“Print Pick Tickets not Printed,” which would save us 15
minutes a day and have the filter show up in the software

Orlan @ A & R Machine Shop

More Information

a week or two later. The VMI Mobile features save us

Epco Sales Inc can be reached at 112 Industrial

an incredible amount of time between checking price &

Parkway E Middlebury, IN 46540. Contact them for more

inventory, entering orders on the fly, and scanning orders.

information at 1-800-671-9852 or at www.epco-sales.com.

Signature Capture saves paperwork and makes sending

Computer Insights, Inc. can be reached at 108 3rd

proof of delivery a breeze. We initially got the dC to allow

Street, Unit 4, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Contact Dennis

customers to look up their orders and invoices on our

Cowhey, President, by telephone at 1-800-539-1233,

website. We quickly realized we should have had it for

email sales@ci-inc.com or at www.ci-inc.com.

EPCO SALES
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The Measuring Division of Kaman Precision
Products, Inc., a world leader in the design and
manufacture of high-performance, precision noncontact position measuring systems, announces
the availability of its improved ThreadChecker™.

This line of non-contact applicationspecific sensors provides rugged, reliable
verification of thread presence or absence
in nearly any electrically conductive material.
The ThreadChecker™ is a teachable eddy
current inspection tool, widely used for thread
detection, material sorting, plating presence,
and absence of heat treatment, as examples.
Any physical property difference that relates to
material conductivity is readily detected. These
sensors are available from stock and ready to
ship immediately.
The ThreadChecker is ideal for use in any
automated inspection process in the fastener
industry. Consisting of a single electronics
module compatible with any probe/material
combination, the ThreadChecker can check
threads regardless of part cleanliness, reducing
the cost of implementation.
With Kaman’s proven eddy current technology
at its core, the ThreadChecker is designed
specifically for in-die use. It features four
internal probes, ranging from 4 to 10 millimeters
(mm) and two external probes, 6mm and 8mm.
Available with a DIN rail mounting option,
ThreadChecker is CE-compliant and features
IP-67 rated probes and electronics.

The ThreadChecker is available with both
switched and analog outputs. With the switched
output option, the sensor is wired to a PLC or other
controller, programmed to alarm when no thread is
detected. As an alternative, users can monitor the
analog voltage and program the PLC or other control
device with limits suitable for the application.
Kaman Precision Products Measurement Division
is a worldwide leader in the design and production
of high-performance, precision non-contact position
measuring systems using inductive, Eddy current
technology. Kaman consults with customers to help
choose the best sensor, conditioning electronics,
and calibration for each application. With more than
40 years of experience, our advanced family of
high-precision position sensors is used in hundreds
of applications in aerospace, automotive, energy,
metals production, metalworking industries, and
many others.
For more on Kaman Precision Products call 1-800552-6267, email measuring@kaman.com or visit
them online at www.kamansensors.com.
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ROBERT FOOTLIK ZIGGING WHEN OTHERS ARE ZAGGING from page 146

Keep this in mind when scouting for new customers,
projects and services. Provide your customers with
suitable public relations information that they can include
in their annual report and diversity filings.
The real objective is to ensure that price is not the
only criteria for keeping you as a vendor and outsourcing
projects can have unforeseen benefits.

Facility Cost Control
More than ever a preventative maintenance
program makes sense. With costs rising rapidly, getting
maintenance and upgrade projects done now will save
cash and aggravation in the future. An excellent example
is replacing fluorescent and incandescent lighting with
low energy Light Emitting Diodes (LED). The costs are
reasonable and may be supported with grants and
discounts from a utility that is desperately looking for
more capacity to support electric vehicles. Energy and
cost saving continue forever. An additional benefit is that
with better lighting morale and quality can skyrocket.
Deferring roof replacement and other high expense
projects when cash is tight may be prudent, but there
are other alternatives. If a cash infusion can provide
a safety net, consider selling the building. Even in a
recession there are buyers looking for a “triple net” (NNN)
lease tenant who pays taxes and utilities. Purchasing
a fully leased building then upgrading it is a viable
investment strategy, especially with energy supports, tax
credits and accelerated write offs. Paying rent instead of
re-mortgaging has accounting ramifications for you, so
discuss this with your financial advisors. Hedge your bet
with a buy-back clause after eight to 12 years because a
buyer’s economics are not the same as yours.

Service Your Customers
It is always cheaper and better to retain your
customers rather than recruiting more. Every competitor
is looking for more market share; do not give them
yours. Quality, accuracy, synergy and integrity still count.
Customers will indeed be shopping for the lowest cost, but
the most astute realize that the product price is only one
component of expense. Fixing errors and replacing critical
orders is distracting and expensive for both customers
and vendors. One hundred percent accuracy and reliability

have a major effect on the bottom line. Always remember
that any errors or shortages you make may ultimately
disappoint your customer..and theirs too.
Price shoppers who ignore this will indeed come back
to you when the new vendor burns them. Redouble your
efforts to stay in touch and rally your staff to be the “white
knights” who save a situation. This is another intangible
reason for having a comprehensive inventory.
Look for opportunities to thrill and delight customers and
potential customers, then exploit them fully.

Widen Your Customer Base
Once upon a time, your company was local. With hard
work, marketing and luck perhaps you went regional or
even national. In a recessionary economy, it makes sense
to become global. If a Chinese company can deliver an
Amazon order to the US in less than a week, why can’t you
sell anywhere on the planet? This means radically revising
warehousing and logistics.
Outsourcing distribution to others carries considerable
risk, potentially cutting into profits and losing control of
your operations. If your facilities, staff and systems are
not efficient there will not be a realistic base for making
intelligent decisions. Adding a wider customer list should
be the goal, but ensuring that you can adequately service
the new business is an impetus for re-evaluating the
current operations without preconceived conclusions.
Do your homework and enhance logistics before new
markets bury you.

Seeking New Vendors
Tread carefully! The same factors of quality, integrity
and service that you provide to your customers are
frequently ignored when evaluating product sources. Just
what makes you think that the cheapest supplier is the
cheapest in your context?
One of our clients who sold custom work shirts and
jackets placed a carefully detailed order with an off shore
manufacturer at a very good price. He sent high quality
fabric and 3 months later the garments arrived. The
needlework and stitching were beautiful, but the fabric
was not his. Try explaining that to a customer. The parallel
in Fastener Distribution is a vendor whose products do not
meet the specifications.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 189
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ROBERT FOOTLIK ZIGGING WHEN OTHERS ARE ZAGGING from page 188

This can be catastrophic and hugely expensive with

accountability is absurd. The saving factor that has made

potential litigation. Fastener Distributors should never

this possible in the past is productivity. The US has the

add new manufacturers without checking quality against

world’s highest productivity, but the numbers are going

industry standards.

negative. The real crisis is that the government is doing

Ultimately, what will get you through a recessionary

nothing to encourage increased efficiency. Investment

period is integrity. Evaluate both current and potential

tax credits and accelerated depreciation for the means

suppliers against this yardstick.

of production will work faster and more effectively than

The “Secret Sauce”
From personal experience, you know that writing a
check for $120 when you have only $100 in your account

unrestricted subsidies and political gifts.
Raising productivity and efficiency are not the same
as working more hours. Do not look for handouts, work
smarter not harder.

is not a good idea. Nevertheless, if you are anticipating

These are just some thoughts about how to thrive

having the money before the check is cashed the

under difficult economic conditions. There are no universal

expenditure is more reasonable. Taken to a higher level

answers. Ultimately, the people and companies that

this is where productivity comes into play.

successfully emerge from a recession are those who zig

Our economy has been overspending for years. “Robin
Hood Economics” and throwing money we do not have at
programs and countries without regard for economics or

when all around them zag. Do not follow the lemmings
over the cliff.
Follow your own path and think your way forward.
ROBERT FOOTLIK
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NELSON VALDERRAMA NEW BUDGETING & FORECASTING TOOLS TO MANAGE VOLATILITY from page 162

The outside world moves quickly, and companies

strategic approaches can solve identified challenges.

need to be looking ahead more frequently than once a

This will ensure the business and finance teams are

year; at least quarterly in these markets.

motivated to tackle difficult change, as they all have a

Best-in-class forecasting algorithms provide managers

say in how things move forward.

with accurate and unbiased predictions for the future.

¤ Divide & conquer: The next step is to separate

Managers can use these data to make confident decisions

the three budgeting objectives. CFOs can establish

about current initiatives, ensuring they’re taking advantage

distinct processes and practices for each one: target

of opportunities rather than overlooking potential setbacks.

setting, forecasting and resource allocation. To avoid

Managers can adjust forecasts and focus discussions on

disrupting your business, an agile approach is the

needed actions, rather than waste time on explanations for

most effective way to introduce and test changes at

missed expectations on past performance.

your company. Running pilots in certain business units
or with specific groups before rolling out larger-scale

Agile Resource Allocation
A more agile approach to resource allocation allows

implementations can demonstrate early benefits that
lead people on board for bolder initiatives later on.

companies the flexibility and ability for rapid response.

¤ Align strategy & culture: When changes are

If there’s an economic downturn, these organizations

needed to keep up with new processes, it’s important

will be able to react quickly. A company that uses an

that leadership and employee values remain consistent.

innovative strategic approach can better understand

If freedom of action is preached but budgets stay

what resources are required, due to its detailed reporting

tightly wound, then people will feel little empowerment

features, while delegating important decisions up front.

or motivation from their jobs because there isn’t

Finance’s goal is to create a sustainable environment

accountability when things go wrong. A good example

where freedom and flexibility can thrive. To do this

would be how some companies invite autonomy while

effectively, finance can set up an accountability process

simultaneously tied into detailed instructions on where

that ensures transparency in

every penny should go; this disconnect creates an

When you’re looking at your business, it’s important

ineffective work environment.

to have visibility into what is going well and which costs

These unconventional approaches can be in many

are moving in the wrong direction. One way of doing

ways superior to traditional processes. Managers can

this is through control charts, which track actual results

shift their style of working from a central planning and

against a trend or an average. These give managers clear

command-and control approach, where decisions are

signals when things may be getting out of hand.

made by one person with complete authority over others’

When variances are outside of control limits, they

work lives; directional guidance involves delegating tasks

can be investigated to see if there is a need for further

at hand so that teams can succeed on an individual

explanation. The focus will change from just describing

level. This means CFOs need careful preparation for this

what happened in the past — i.e., costs rose 20% —

change to not only understand it but also to prepare

toward looking at why this occurred and finding possible

financially if something goes wrong during transition

solutions.

periods, when there may be more risk involved than
before. Companies likely will become increasingly volatile

Quick Wins To Enhance Change
¤ Vision: Management can define a clear vision of
what it wants to achieve and how any of these innovative

economic environments based on events of the past few
years. Budget and forecast planning the old way just
won’t cut it anymore.

NELSON VALDERRAMA
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MWFA FSTNR WEEK ’22:: A HUGE SUCCESS

from page 152

Thank You To The Many Companies Sponsoring
Contests And Donating Raffle Prizes

A Huge Thanks To Our FSTNR Week Sponsors

¤ Abbott Interfast LLC
¤ All American Systems
¤ B&D Cold Headed Products
¤ Beacon Fasteners & Components
¤ Brighton-Best International
¤ Brikksen
¤ BTM Manufacturing
¤ Buckeye Fasteners
¤ Cable Tie Express
¤ Cavanaugh Gov’t Group
¤ Central Wire Industries
¤ Crescent Manufacturing
¤ Darling Bolt
¤ Fascomp
¤ Goebel Fasteners
¤ Integrated Packaging & Fastener
¤ J&M Plating
¤ Kanebridge Corp.
¤ ND Industries
¤ Rich Cavoto
¤ Sherex Fastening Solutions
¤ Solution Industries
¤ South Holland Metal Finishing
¤ Star Stainless Screw
¤ SWD Inc.
¤ Willow Crest Golf Club
¤ XL Screw Corporation
While it was a busy week, there was one
more event on the evening of August 25th. The
MWFA hosted one of their MWFA Mixers allowing
fastener friends to meet on the patio at Real
Time Sports in Elk Grove. Attendees enjoyed
beverages, pizza and appetizers and raffle prizes donated

Fastener Show Sponsors

by Abbott Interfast LLC, DLP Coatings, and the MWFA.

¤ Angor-Intools

We couldn’t have asked for a better week, the

¤ Big Bolt

company was great, the weather was perfect, the success

¤ GF&D Systems

and benefit were immeasurable. It takes a team of great

¤ Parker Fasteners

MWFA Board members to put this program together, but

¤ Sacma Group

it takes an industry to make it the greatest week and for

¤ SmartCert

that we thank everyone who participated in any way!!

¤ Volt Industrial Plastics
CONTINUED ON PAGE 193
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MWFA FSTNR WEEK ’22:: A HUGE SUCCESS

from page 192

Fastener Bash Sponsors

the course, then take a final exam to be eligible for the
Certified Fastener Specialist™ (CCFS) designation. Over

¤ Angor-Intools

30 students attended this class.

¤ AFC Industries

For more information on future events, visit www.

¤ AFE Americas

mwfa.net or contact Nancy Rich mwfa@mwfa.net.

¤ Parker Fasteners
¤ Sacma Group

Upcoming Events

¤ Scanwell Logistics
¤ Vogelsang

November 3rd Scholarship Awards & Elections

MWFA Mixer Sponsors

December 8th Holiday Party

Belvedere Banquets, Elk Grove, IL
Medinah Banquets, Addison, IL

¤ Angor-Intools
¤ Distribution One

MWFA Welcomes New Members

¤ Sacma Group
Fastener Training Institute also

participated in

FSTNR Week by providing their Fastener Training Week
program for those desiring to achieve their Certified
Fastener Specialist certificate. This week class offers
intense education and plant tours. Students, completing

¤ Great Lakes Washer Co./Prestige Threaded Products
Burr Ridge, IL
¤ Truform Equipment - Posen, IL
¤ Whitesell Corporation (DBA Thread Rite Screw Products)
Chicago, IL
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD FORMING SCREWS FOR PLASTIC from page 174

¤ Helix Angle - A thread’s helix angle is the angle

material is compromised and highly likely to generate

of incline that the threads are pitched at. The coarser

residual stress concentrations. Like any other area of

pitch a thread has the larger its helix angle. Studies

stress concentration in plastic, the material will relax,

conducted many years ago into the problem of self-

contributing to greater overall stress relaxation and

loosening concluded that the steeper the helix angle the

clamp load loss than in joints where the plastic remains

more conducive a screw is to self-loosening. Screws

uncompromised.

for plastics are most often spaced thread designs with

To protect against this, several of the more highly

coarse pitches and low pitched angular profiles that

engineered fasteners for plastics have been designed

extend far out from the root diameter. Some of the

with thread root compensation. This means that they

current screw options on the market, for one reason

have some sort of relief or channel to allow material to

or another, possess more steeply inclined helix angles

flow without stagnating and becoming damaged. Thus,

than others. One must, therefore, be careful in choosing

screws with these features will exhibit better long-term

a thread design that minimizes the steepness of the

joint integrity than those without.

helix angle, especially if the screw joint is going to be
subjected to vibration.

¤ Strength - One of the drawbacks of having a low
profile, small angled thread and a root relief feature

¤ Root Relief - For someone experienced in

is that the cross sectional area of the thread is likely

thread forming in mild steel or even light metals,

smaller in comparison to a screw of the same size

the degree to which plastics have the capability to

without these embodiments. This can result in a lower

flow or move when displaced by the incoming screw

capacity of these types of screws to withstand the

thread may come as a surprise. If the material that is

torsional loads exerted during installation. Therefore, to

displaced to form the thread path has no place to go,

be feasible for use in highly filled and some of the newer,

it will stall in the thread root and heat up. This heated

engineered plastic grades, is challenging.
To address this issue, state-of-the-art screws for
fastening plastics incorporate several things:
[1] They are engineered to balance all the thread
design factors (pitch, major diameter, root diameter, and
root relief) to optimize plastic thread forming response
without overly compromising screw strength.
[2].They have replaced strengthening the fastener
with high strength quench and tempering methods
compared with case hardening methods. Case hardening
is often necessary on self-tapping screws to prevent
threads from collapsing when forming an internal thread.
This is simply not the case with forming into plastics.
The plastic strength and hardness, even with glass and

FIGURE 6: FIGURE SHOWING HOW ROOT RELIEF PROVIDES “SPACE”
FOR PLASTIC TO FLOW INTO

other fillers, is usually several magnitudes below that of
the screw.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 200
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CHRIS DONNELL THINGS ARE CHANGING IN THE LOGISTICS WORLD! from page 176

Summary – Things Are Looking Up...
But For How Long?
Make no mistake about it, things are looking up,

towards Covid, we will see these types of events which will
further lengthen the logistics struggles on our end. My only
hope is this is an isolated incident.

at least when being compared to what we’ve all been

Even with all these changes, one thing still stands

through over the past three years. While some of the

out - service. Many companies made transitions to

changes are directly related to things like inflation,

service providers that could not only help them during

excess inventories and the slowing of the economy, some

this troublesome time, but to companies who didn’t take

are more noticeable than others. Some of less obvious

advantage of the situation. Over the past few years, the

reasons are now starting to bear fruit: Things like more

process and reasoning behind selecting a service provider

resilient supply chains, and companies demanding more

changed from primarily cost to a ‘service driven solution’

transparency in their supply chains including working with

which kept product moving. Companies started to look

their suppliers on where they are buying their raw materials

at alternative shipping methods. They looked to services

to focusing on building stronger vendor relationships.

they can keep in their back pocket and perfected the

Covid is still an issue. China is reporting multiple

process. Therefore, in the event something catastrophic

variants of this world changing virus. As I write this article,

were to happen, they have options. Some elected to stick

I received notice that Yantian and some of its surrounding

to the same song and dance and it remains to be seen

areas are under some kind of controlled lock-down. Until

who will actually benefit more. That will become apparent

our demand on China eases or they change their mandate

should something happen.
CHRIS DONNELL
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ROB LaPOINTE PROCUREMENT IS NOT A FOUR-LETTER WORD

from page 180

Whether you’re manufacturing this part or buying it

methods, the required results and much more. There are

from a manufacturer and distributing the part, it is

requirements on plating and coating, packaging parts, and

essential that you know how to read the part number

a section on common material and manufacturing flaws

and its corresponding requirements to ensure that you

with illustrations and limitations.

are providing your customer the part they are ordering. It

Let’s work through developing a testing order based on

would be great if all manufacturing and processes were

the procurement FF-S-86 REV. E. We’ll assume that the

always done correctly and there was no chance that things

manufacturing or distribution lot size is 10,000 pieces

could go wrong. We all know that this desire could never

and we are making/distributing our 1/4-20 X 1 1/4-inch

be completely fulfilled no matter how good your vendors

socket-head cap screw made from A286 stainless steel.

are. There will always be potential for mistakes and where

First, lets review the testing requirements for our

there are possibilities, there are occurrences of those

fastener in section 4.3 from FF-S-86. Table 1 includes

possibilities. In other words, we must check the work to

required tests, test methods, sampling requirements, and

ensure that the parts are correct. This brings us to our last

number of samples.

step in the procurement process, inspection and testing.

TABLE 1 TESTING PLAN PER FF-S-86 REV.E

Ensure the Product Fulfills the Need
NAS1352 doesn’t mention much on inspection
and testing of the screws made according to this
standard, but it does point us to another standard that

Table 1 includes the section from FF-S-86 REV. E where

regulates inspection and testing as well as many other

the information is taken. For example, test methods are

requirements for the product. NAS1352 calls out FF-S-

found in section 4.3. Using the sample size letter code

86 as a procurement specification. You’ll notice in the

table and single sampling plan table from MIL-STD-105 we

specification title block (Figure 4) that the procurement

determine a letter code from matching the manufacturing/

specification is noted. To find out what it is, we go to the

distribution lots size and the inspection level. Inspection

notes section of NAS1352, where we find a note referring

levels S-2 and G-2 are taken from the requirements of

to the procurement specification (Figure 10).

FF-S-86. Once we’ve found the appropriate letter code,
we use the single sampling plan table and match the
letter code and the acceptable quality level (AQL) found
in FF-S-86 to determine the testing lot size. Table 1

FIGURE 10 A CLIP FROM NAS1352 - PROCUREMENT
SPECIFICATION

shows that we’ll need to conduct hardness, tensile and
penetrant testing and the test lot size is 3, 3, and 200
pieces respectively. FF-S-86 and MIL-STD-105 are both

FF-S-86 is a federal specification that places

available for free so procure them for yourself and explore

performance requirements on socket-head cap screws

developing a testing order for different lot sizes. It’s fun!

and is used by many manufacturing standards and prints

Without understanding the basic structure and

to place performance requirements such as hardness,

hierarchy of manufacturing documentation, the prospect

tensile strength, yield strength and defect limitations on

of having to get it right for the customer can strike fear

fastener products. It also provides sampling requirements

into anyone tasked with the job of procurement. However,

and establishes the number of pieces that require

procurement is not as difficult as it may seem at first

testing (test lot size) according to the manufacturing

glance. Although it may have had you saying a variety of

or distribution lot size. FF-S-86 lists the tests that are

four-letter words, it doesn’t have to be that way if you are

required for our part NAS1352N4H20M, the required test

willing to learn how to navigate it.
ROB LaPOINTE / AIM TESTING LABORATORY

MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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BRUNO MARBACHER ASSEMBLY LINE WALKS TO SEARCH FOR COST SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES from page 182

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 6

SUGGESTIONS
Replace center axle with the same type pins as side
pins. The shorter side pin can be made longer and be
furnished with 2 cross-drilled holes instead of one. Thus,
the same pin can be used in the center axle and side

FIGURE 7

axle.
COST SAVING
Elimination of the 5-part assembly (See Figure 5.
The cost of the new pin may be slightly higher because
it is longer and will have 2 holes drilled. (See Figure 6)
However, since we use twice the amount of pins the
cost will be reduced. The overall cost saving still to be
calculated.

FIGURE 8

Example 4
This cost saving can be achieved by using special
sockets. Thus, enabling a more efficient way to assemble
resulting lower assembly cost
CURRENT DESIGN
Sockets do not engage easily on hex head during
initial assembly. (Figure 7)
They are slowing down assembly.

FIGURE 9

CONTINUED ON PAGE 199
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BRUNO MARBACHER ASSEMBLY LINE WALKS TO SEARCH FOR COST SAVINGS OPPORTUNITIES from page 198

SUGGESTION 1

Multi-spindle power tools

2 step torque speed. Initially, have spindles turn at a

Note: Dc driver are typically programmed to do different

lower speed to facilitate socket engagement with hex of

things, the driver manufacture should be able to assist

screw. Then increase to higher speed to drive screw home.

programming the equipment for easy smooth assembly.

SUGGESTION 2

RESULT

Use either fast lead or surface drive sockets.
¤ Fast lead sockets (Figure 8) - They are designed

A more streamlined assembly process. Process is
done in a shorter time period.

to work with multiple spindle power tools. The compound
angle design allows the socket to engage the fasteners
while rotating.

Conclusion
For a successful implementation of the presented ideas,

¤ Surface drive sockets (Figure 9) - They work with

it’s imperative that the customer engineers and technical

multiple spindle power tools. The broach has specially

folks of the equipment manufacturer are participating

rounded corners which compensates misalignment

in the line walk and the subsequent discussions. Also,

between the socket and hex head.

the changes for implementing cost saving suggestions

Which one works better for this particular application
would have to be tested.

greatly improves if top management encourages Lean
Manufacturing.
BRUNO MARBACHER
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD FORMING SCREWS FOR PLASTIC from page 194

Thus, employing a quench and temper satisfies

influences how quickly product can be churned out.

the performance requirements needed to successfully

This, however, is often a dangerous proposition as

form an internal thread without the negative,

drive speed can significantly influence the quality and

potentially embrittling consequences of utilizing case

performance of the joint. Essentially, as the fastener

hardening.

is driven into the plastic material, friction will generate

¤ Head Size - To reiterate an important point,

heat around the screw. The faster the screw is driven

plastics don’t like stress or stress concentrations. A

the greater the heat that is generated and, in some

better joint can be obtained if the load coming from

plastic types, can result in the material “softening”.

underneath the head is uniform and more widely

This softening represents the material behaving more

distributed.

Therefore, larger head designs or ones

like a viscous liquid than an elastic solid which

with an increased under head bearing surface are

dramatically changes the ability to install a screw

preferable. Manufacturers, however, often have to walk

successfully. As the material’s strength decreases the

a tight rope in this regard. If the head becomes too

risk of the screw stripping at low installation torque

large it may become impossible to produce on standard

significantly increases. Although certain engineered

cold heading equipment. Therefore, care must be

or highly filled plastics have the capacity to withstand

taken to choose a screw or manufacturer that can cost

higher driving speeds, it is generally recommended that

effectively produce head styles with large under head

installation speed be kept to between 300 and 500 rpm

bearing surfaces.

to avoid installation problems.
¤ High Axial Loading - In the traditional metal to
metal bolted joint, we are taught that high loads are
advantageous. Unfortunately, the same is not usually
true for fastened plastic joints. High axial loading in
plastic joints commonly causes two problems:
[1] Due to the stress sensitivity of plastics, high
axial loads in the joint encourage a greater degree of
creep which results in stress relaxation and loss of
clamp load. Therefore, a well-meaning process engineer
could design the installation to maximize the amount
of initial clamp load only to compromise the amount of
residual clamp load after all relaxation is complete.
[2] Another problem is that some plastic bosses
have marginal columnar strength, so that high axial

FIGURE 7: EXAMPLE OF SCREW HEAD WITH LARGE BEARING
SURFACE

What Users Should Be Careful Of
¤ Installation Speed - The user’s “Plant” always
desires driving screws as fast as possible, since this

loading results in deformation, buckling, or complete
collapse of the boss, surrounding plastic structure,
or captured material, all conditions that either affect
successful installation, deform the component, or
result in a ruined or scrapped assembly.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 201
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT THREAD FORMING SCREWS FOR PLASTIC from page 200

¤ Embrittlement - Another idiosyncrasy of plastics

screws for plastics. In practice, this means avoiding

is the risk of embrittlement from contact with foreign

adding lubricants such as oils or waxes to screws used in

substances. A number of years ago this problem was highly

plastics, lubricants commonly utilized on thread forming

publicized when over 8 million seat belts were recalled in

screws for metal.

the United States in response to failures of an internal
plastic component. The Asian seat belt manufacturer

Summary

claimed no equivalent problems in Japanese driven

Plastics have become so prevalent that fastening

automobiles and, subsequently, blamed the problem on

them with thread forming screws is no longer a rarity.

American drivers allowing food debris and soda to get

In fact, just the opposite, screws for fastening plastics

inside the seat belt mechanism. Although there was a

have become a global mainstay in modern assembly. The

great deal of skepticism and outrage that Americans were

fastener engineering and use parameters, however, are

accused of sloppier automobile care, it exposed the public

different than traditional bolted joint engineering or thread

to the idea that plastics risk embrittlement when they

forming into metals. Therefore, every distributor that

come in contact with a substance that embrittles them.

provides value-added design aid to customers or provides

To complicate matters the list of potential substances

this type of product should have in-house expertise or

can be long and varies a great deal from one plastic

access to it to assist their customer and prevent customer

resin to the next. Therefore, best practice is to prevent

dissatisfaction when the sold product is wrong and

potential embrittling substances from being placed on

creates problems for them.
LAURENCE CLAUS
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Patrick Ungashick
Patrick Ungashick is the CEO of NAVIX Consultants, a celebrated speaker on executive and
business owner exit planning, and the author of A Tale of Two Owners: Achieving Exit
Success Between Business Co-Owners. With his wealth of knowledge on exit planning, Patrick
has provided exit advice and solutions to business owners and leaders for nearly thirty years.
For more information on Patrick Ungashick please visit: www.NAVIXConsultants.com.

7 REASONS NOT TO SHARE OWNERSHIP
WITH KEY EMPLOYEES
Many business owners consider at some point
sharing ownership of their company with one or more
key employees. Sharing ownership can create powerful
advantages—retaining employees for the long-term and
incentivizing them to increase business value are usually
top motives. Sharing ownership appears to elevate top
employees into true partnership with the owners in the
ongoing effort to sustain company growth.
However, sharing ownership is not without downsides,
some of which are immediately apparent. Obviously,
sharing ownership dilutes the owner’s equity position.
Consequently, sharing ownership can end up being the
most expensive way to incent, reward, and retain top
employees. Other potential problems and downsides
create unwelcome surprises down the road. Sharing
ownership backfires more often than it succeeds. If it
backfires, the business owner’s ability to successfully exit
from the business one day may be jeopardized.
Listed below are seven reasons to avoid sharing
ownership with top employees:

[1] Top Employees Sometimes Leave

No matter how loyal and trusted they are, it happens.
Making matters worse, when top employees leave, they
rarely switch industries. If they leave your company,
likely they join or become the competition. Now you may
have somebody competing with you who owns a piece
of your business. To prevent this, you will need to have
employees sign an agreement obligating them to sell
their stock (or units, if an LLC) back to you should they
leave. This helps avoid a competitor owning some of your
company. But, you won’t like writing a check to a former
employee in order to buy back your stock. That’s not fun.

[2] Sharing Ownership With Top Employees
Complicates Legal Governance

For example, sharing owners requires creating (or
updating) legal documents such as a buy-sell agreement,

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

which outlines decision-making and ownership-transfer
rules among co-owners. One important issue that must
be addressed is who has the authority to sell the entire
company one day. You cannot allow minority owners
to hold up a possible sale in the future. This buy-sell
agreement therefore also needs to give the majority
owner clear authority to sell the entire company, further
complicating your exit planning.

[3] Sharing Ownership also complicates
income tax planning.

Certain laws regarding retirement plans—an important
tax planning tool—require owner-employees to be treated
differently for anti-discrimination testing. Also, if you have
an S-corporation (a popular legal form) and you wish to
make a profit distribution, it must be in proportion to
ownership. Sharing profits proportionately with all owneremployees might not be what you had in mind.

[4] Sharing Ownership Changes The
Employer-Employee Relationship, Potentially
In An Undesirable Manner

For example, ownership bestows rights. Employees
who receive ownership typically gain the right to review the
company’s financial information and records. You may not
be crazy about employees seeing that level of financial
detail. Once an employee has ownership, it’s easy for the
line to blur between ownership and employment. It can
become harder to manage an employee who also is an
owner. Firing that person, if ever necessary, can become
more difficult and expensive.

[5] Sharing Ownership With One Or More
Employees Creates Precedent

You intend your company to grow, and that growth in
the future likely leads to additional valuable employees
coming into the picture, either promoted from within or
hired from outside the company.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 204
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PATRICK UNGASHICK 7 REASONS NOT TO SHARE OWNERSHIP WITH KEY EMPLOYEES from page 202

Those future top employees may want ownership too,
given that their peers already have it. You will either have
to give it to them, further diluting your ownership, or deny
it to them, which risks alienating them perhaps to the
point that they leave the organization.

6) With Ownership Comes Potential Perks
And Responsibilities That May Complicate
Matters With Your Employees

Owners typically enjoy some personal expenses
paid by the company, such as your vehicle, cell phone,
meals, etc. Employees who receive ownership often
expect to participate in such perks too. You will either
have to include them, which increases costs, or you will
have to temper their expectations, which risks alienating
them. With ownership also come responsibilities, such as
personally guaranteeing company debt. Top employees
may be hesitant or unprepared to share in this debt and
risk, further taking away some of the excitement and
appeal of receiving ownership.

7) Sharing Ownership Expands The
Possibilities The Company Can Find Itself

Exposed To Outside Creditors

Occasionally, employees might do things that put
themselves and their ownership in the company at risk,
such as get divorced, get sued, or find themselves in
financial difficulties. Sharing ownership increases the
possibility that your company gets dragged into one of
these situations.
Because of these disadvantages, business owners
should attempt to retain and reward top employees
without sharing actual ownership. Alternative strategies
exist, such as “golden handcuffs” plans including
phantom stock, stock appreciation rights (SARs), and
executive compensation plans. Many of these programs
can simulate business ownership, achieving the original
goals without creating the inevitable potential risks and
downsides.
There are a few situations where sharing ownership
with top employees may make sense. The most common
would be sharing some actual ownership now as one step
within a comprehensive plan to eventually sell or transfer
the entire business to the employees. Otherwise, in
most cases it is advisable to pursue a different course
of action.
PATRICK UNGASHICK
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L-Nine products, Grade 8 hex head, shoulder
bolts, pipe plugs, dowel springs, nuts &
metrics, hand tools and full stainless line.
Tel (800) 275-0050
www.brightonbest.com
BRIKKSEN STAINLESS
35
Full line of stainless-steel inch and metric.
Tel (800) 962-1614
Email: sales@brikksen.com
BTM MANUFACTURING
71
Leading manufacturer of bent and threaded
products. U-bolts, J-bolts, studs, anchor
bolts, spade bolts, eye bolts and bent/
threaded product to custom specifications.
Tel (800) 369-2658
Email: sales@btm-mfg.com

advertisers index
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS

CABLE TIE EXPRESS
45
America’s premier cable tie source.
Conventional cable ties, specialty cable
ties, clamping and bundling products, wire
connectors, and heat shrink tubing.
Tel (888) 603-1233
Email: sales@cabletieexpress.com
CAPITAL MARKETING
151
Sales, marketing, and consulting from a
premier agency. Capital Marketing is headed
by Robbie Gilchrist, a 48-year veteran of the
fastener industry.
Tel (336) 906-9401
Email: rgilchr485@aol.com
CAVALIER INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES
79, 87, 99
Manufacturers machined parts per drawing,
quality detailed fasteners, and custom
manufactured studs. We support customers’
requirements with CNC machining, upset
forging and thread rolling.
Tel (713) 983-0055
Email: sales@GoCAV.com
THE CENTER FOR FINANCIAL,
LEGAL & TAX PLANNING, INC.
201
Thinking of buying, selling or transferring
your business? The center is the one-stop
shop for all of your business needs.
Tel (618) 997-3436
Email: rbasi@taxplanning.com
CHICAGO HARDWARE & FIXTURE CO. 185
Mfrs of Wire Rope and Chain Fittings, Industrial
and Marine Hardware and Allied Products
Tel (847) 455-6609
Email: info@chicagohardware.com
CHRISLYNN THREADED INSERTS
Professional thread repair. Same day
shipping, no minimums.
Tel (800) 926-1495
Email: info@chrislynninserts.com

19

The Business Edge – The simple solution

165

COMPONENT PACKAGING
73
Kitting, hand packaging, and assembly. We are
passionate about packaging - it’s what we do!
Tel (417) 624-9395
Email: nickm@componentpackaging.com

E

with a proven step-by-step method for

ELGIN FASTENER GROUP

unlocking your fastener company’s

Selection. Service. Success. Discover the

2

potential.

Elgin Advantage™

Tel (800) 539-1233

Email: quotes@elginfastener.com

Email: sales@ci-inc.com
E & T FASTENERS, INC
CRAFTECH INDUSTRIES, INC.

177

121

Molded, machined, and stamped plastic

Providing high performance plastic solutions

fasteners - uts, bolts, washers - Kynar, Teflon,

for your prints, parts and engineering

PVC, Nylon, and Polypropylene. Low minimums.

problems for over 50 years. CNC machining,

Tel (800) 650-4707

injection molding and mold making.

Email: eric@fastenercomponents.com

ISO9001:2015 Certified, ITAR Registered.
Tel (800) 833-5130

E-Z LOK

Email: info@craftechind.com

Thread inserts for metal, wood and plastic

53

Tel (800) 234-5613
CRESCENT MANUFACTURING

85

Email: sales@ezlok.com

Over 60 years of manufacturing expertise in
the field of miniature screws and miniature
fasteners, Crescent offers distributors an

F

established source for Aerospace, Military,

FALL RIVER MFG CO., INC.

Commercial, and Special Engineered needs.

Manufacturers of Stainless steel & non-

Tel (860) 673-5983

ferrous fasteners

Email: sales@crescentmanufacturing.com

Tel (800) 275-6991

23

Email: sales@fallrivermfg.com

D
DARLING BOLT

FASCOMP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
149

37

Male-female standoffs, female standoffs,

Supplier of US, metric and stainless-steel

male-male standoffs, spacers, shoulder

fasteners including nuts, bolts, screws,

screws, captive screws, thumbscrews, swage

washers, hardware assortments and

standoffs and spacers, handles and ferrules.

specialty auto body fasteners.

Tel (407) 226-2112

Tel (800) 882-0747

Email: sales@fascomp.com

Email: sales@darlingbolt.com
FASTAR, INC.
DELTA SECONDARY

93

123

Coiled and Slotted spring pins, dowel pins,

Cut off & chamfer, cut threading, cross drilling,

cotter pins, taper pins, grooved & special pins

tapping, turning, milling, slotting, grooving.

Tel (845) 369-7990

Tel (630) 766-1180

Email: fastar@optonline.net

Email: delta911@msn.com
FASTENER WEBSITE LINKS

154

ERP Software for Fastener Distributors

FCH SOURCING NETWORK

179

capable of running the entire operation,

(Tel) 877-332-7836

efficiently & profitably.

Email: eric@fastenersclearinghouse.com

DISTRIBUTION ONE

83

Tel (856) 380-0629
Email: info@distone.com
DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK
Tel (800) 356-1639
Email: tracey@linkmagazine.com

FORD FASTENERS, INC.
215

15

410 stainless screws, sheet metal, self-drillers,
thread cutters, self-piercing, EPDM washers.
Tel (800) 272-FORD (3673)
Email: info@fordfasteners.com
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GF&D SYSTEMS

H

119

HANGER BOLT & STUD CO

INTEGRATED PACKAGING

143

Parts are electronically counted, heat-sealed in
137

our poly-bags, and labeled with identification

‘One-stop’ for grease fittings and

USA Hanger bolts, studs, dowel screws, pins.

information on every bag, with accurate optical

accessories. Couplers and hose whips,

Tel (800) 537-7925

counting mechanisms and printers for SKUs.

grease fitting caps, grease guns, custom

Email: sales@hangerbolt.com

Tel (847) 439-5730

designed fittings, assortments, private

Email: sales@integratedpack.com

labeling, custom kitting.

HANSON RIVET & SUPPLY CO.

Tel (800) 360-1318

Rivets, threaded inserts, riveting tools,

INTERCORP

Email: sales@gfdsystems.com

riveting machines, washers

Premium self-drilling, drywall, needle-point,

Tel (800) 777-4838

pole gripper, stainless steel, outdoor,

GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM

125

185

concrete, cement board, woodworking and
HAWK FASTENER SERVICES

GOEBEL FASTENERS, INC.

7

1

115

EPDM bonded sealing washers; galvanized,

special application.
Tel (800) 762-2004

Innovative fastener solutions: blind rivets,

stainless steel, aluminum and specials.

self-tapping/drilling screws, toggles,

Hex washer head self-drilling screws, EPDM

ISC – INTERCONTINENTAL SALES

strapping, wing seals, tools & safety and

rubber washers. Master distributor of

Fastener and Building Related Products. Same

insulation accessories.

Master Flash® Pipe Flashings.

day shipping, free private labeling, no minimums

Tel (713) 393-7007

Tel (800) 851-0135

Tel (800) 741-4278

Email: sales@goebelfasteners.com

Email: joer@hawkfastservices.com

Email: info@isc-sales.com

GOLDEN RULE FASTENERS, INC.

61

HILLSDALE TERMINAL

91

117

INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC. 129

Particle board screws, post frame screws,

U.S. manufacturer of solderless crimp

Daggerz™ construction fasteners. Self-drill, drywall,

metal building drill screws up to 5/16”

terminals and also carry a line of wiring

deck, wood, concrete, clip, needle point screws,

diameter, pipe flashings, butyl tape, closure

accessories. Our manufacturing capabilities

post frame and aluminum industry screws, EDPM

strips and more.

include a full line of crimp terminals, non-

bonded washers, bits & threaded rod.

Tel (334) 283-4030

insulated, brazed seam, vinyl, nylon, heat

Tel (888) 241-0203

Email: grfast@centurytel.net

shrink and instant tap connectors.

Email: sales@daggerz.com

Tel (800) 447-3150
GRAPHIKA CREATIVE

INxSQL

209

Marketing solutions tailored for the Fastener
Industry. Web, digital, email marketing,

I

software designed and optimized for the
Fastener Industry.

exhibitions, point of sale and corporate

ICS FLANGE

branding. Graphika - your off-site, in-house

Stocks flange bolts and nuts in Grade 5, 8, 8.8

Tel (877) 446-9775

comprehensive marketing department.

and 10.9 in steel and stainless in any finish.

Email: sales@inxsql.com

Tel (224) 489-9533

Tel (800) 231-0360

Email: lee@graphikacreative.com

Email: matt.daleiden@

41

J

innovativecomponentsales.com
GREENSLADE & COMPANY, INC.

39

Full-featured, easy-to-use ERP distribution

J. LANFRANCO FASTENER SYSTEMS

145

59

Manufacturer of self-locking nuts, t-bolts, and

Fastener inspection equipment, innovative

IDEAL SUPPLY, INC.

gage design, and dimensional calibration.

One of the largest Monel® fastener

other safety critical hardware. Available in carbon

Tel (817) 870-8888

inventories in the world to meet your

steel, stainless steel and exotics. DFAR compliant.

Email: sales@greensladeandcompany.com

customer’s military & commercial

40 years of experience and trusted worldwide.

requirements to ASTM/MIL-SPEC.

Tel (855) 694-3250

Tel (847) 961-5900

Email: mlamarche@jlanfranco.com

GROWERMETAL USA, LLC.
Growermetal USA, an American branch of

63

133

Email: idealsupply@idealsupplyonline.net

a leading European washer manufacturer

JOHAN SMIT FASTENERS

since 1950, provides standard washers

INDUSTRIAL RIVET & FASTENER CO.

Manufacturer and supplier of steel nuts in

(ASME, AREA standards) and customized

One name, one number, one source for

the petro-chemical, steel construction and

special blanked parts.

rivets and RivetKing FreeSet Series.

energy market.

Tel (440) 773-4948

Tel (800) BUY-RIVET

Tel +31(0)786230088

Email: info@growermetal-usa.com

Email: info@rivet.com

Email: info@johsmit.com

57

79

advertisers index
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KANEBRIDGE CORPORATION
33
The brand new 2023 Kanebridge Source
Book is now available and on its way to you!
Exceptional service never goes out of style!
43,000 items, same-day shipment until 5pm.
Tel (800) 222-9221
Email: sales@kanebridge.com
KEN FORGING
21, 76, 77
Domestic manufacturer of eyebolts, nut
eyebolts, rod ends, turnbuckles & fittings, eye
nuts, pad eyes, D-rings, c-clamps & screws,
swivel hoist ring. Custom forgings up to 250 lbs.
Tel (888) 536-3674
Email: sales@kenforging.com
KINTER®
127
X-mas tree clips, binder posts and screws, binder
rings, steel barrel bolts and screws, wall anchors.
Tel (800) 323-2389
Email: sales@kinter.com

L
LELAND INDUSTRIES INC
181
Manufacturer of bolts, nuts, screws in
carbon or stainless. Custom threading and
specials. U-Bolts and Anchors.
Tel (800) 263-3393
Email: info@lelandindustries.com
LOK-MOR, INC.
161
American-made locknuts at competitive prices.
Tel (800) 843-7230
Email: sales@lok-mor.com
LOSS PREVENTION FASTENERS
& TOOLS
69
When the fastener needs to be high security
tamper resistant anti-theft. All makes and styles
of security nuts, bolts, screws and anchors.
Tel (888) 584-6283
Email: sales@LPfast.com

M
BRUNO MARBACHER
199
With over 40 years of experience in the
fastener industry, and a recently retired
Director of Application Engineering, Bruno
is available to assist and resolve critical and
lingering fastening/assembly/quality issues.
Email: brunomarbacher4@gmail.com

MAR-BRO MANUFACTURING
141
Domestic manufacturer of standards, specials,
MS and NAS fasteners. Specializing in A286,
12 pt flange and hex flange fasteners.
Tel (602) 278-8197
Email: sales@mar-bro.com
MEGA METRIC
29
Fabricated fasteners, per print items and
odd sizes (metric and inch) to fill your
special part requirements. Special orders
shipped fast.
Tel (864) 657-8657
Email: mmsales@lindfastgrp.com
MEHTA TRADING INTERNATIONAL 187
The complete MILL stainless fastener source.
Tel (972) 642-1012
Fax (972) 642-1244
METRIC & MULTISTANDARD
13
Providing quality metric industrial products
and exceptional customer service since 1963
Tel (800) 431-2792
MW INDUSTRIES, INC – TEXAS
97
Washers, special fasteners, and metal stamping
for over 45 years. ISO 9001:2015 certified.
Tel (800) 875-3510
Email: sales@mwindustries.com

N
ND INDUSTRIES
INSIDE FRONT COVER, 42, 43
Self-locking and self-sealing fastener processing,
fastener inspection & sorting, chemical blending,
bottling, and A2LA Lab testing.
Tel (248) 655-2503
Email: info@ndindustries.com
NORTH EAST FASTENERS (NEF)
11
AS9100 certified, supplying IFI, ANSI, MS, NAS,
NASM, AN, DIN, JIS, JCIS high quality fasteners
for commercial, military and aerospace.
Tel (860) 589-3242
Email: nef@nef1.com
NOVA FASTENERS CO. INC.
147
Anchors, screws, nuts, washers, rivets, pins,
inserts, rods. Serving industry since 1948.
Tel (800) 645-1234
Email: info@nova-anchor.com

O

OFFSHORE MILLING SERVICES, INC. 51
Your one-stop source for factory-direct fasteners.
Quality imported fasteners made easy.
Tel (503) 244-1516
Email: info@offshoremilling.com

P
PERFECTION CHAIN PRODUCTS
89
Now manufacturing straight link machine
chain and straight link coil chain. Experience
the benefits of buying American.
Tel (888) 856-4864
Email: info@perfectionchain.com
PIVOT POINT
Pins - clevis, cotter pins, quick release,
locking - wire rope lanyards, stock and
specials and award-winning inventions
Tel (800) 222-2231
Email: mail@pivotpins.com

49

PRODUCT COMPONENTS CORP.
151
Machined and molded fasteners in many
types of plastics. Specializing in excellent
customer service, competitive pricing, quick
delivery and small minimums.
Tel (800) 336-0406
Email: sales@product-components.com
PROSPECT FASTENER
71
Master distributor for Rotor Clip, KMC
Stampings and Driv-Lok. 40 Years of
distributing value to the fastener industry.
Tel (800) 822-6080
Email: sales@prospectfastener.com

R
RAF ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
105
Domestic standoffs, spacers, male-females,
swage, male-male and modified parts. NAS
fasteners.
Tel (203) 888-2133
Email: info@rafhdwe.com
W.J. ROBERTS CO.
95
Spacers and standoffs. Hex and rounds
3/16 to 5/8 diameter. Standoffs in brass,
aluminum, steel and stainless steel.
Tel (781) 233-8176
Email: sales@wjroberts.com

advertisers index
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ROTOR CLIP
31
The only manufacturer of every style of
Retaining Ring (tapered section, constant
section, spiral rings). Wave Springs and
Self-Compensating Hose Clamps. We offer
a full line of inch, metric, DIN, ANSI and
JIS parts. Also support assembly through
installation tooling, including applicators,
pliers, dispensers, and automated assembly
equipment available.
Tel (732) 469-7333
Email: info@rotorclip.com
R&R ENGINEERING CO.
Bent bolts, wire forms. Quality
craftsmanship.
Tel (800) 979-1921
Email: sales@randrengineering.com

109

S
SCREW & SUPPLY CO. INC.
131
Tamper-resistant security screws made in
USA.
Tel (800) 223-1316
Email: customerservice@screwsupply.com

SMARTCERT® BY ARAMID
55
SmartCert ® is helping manufacturers and
distributors digitize and automate the cert
transfer process, kickstarting the path to
paperless. Join over 350 companies that are
sending and receiving certs and documents
on SmartCert’s universal platform.
Tel (480) 680-7242
Email: info@smartcert.tech
SPIROL
75, 169
Coiled and Slotted Spring Pins, Solid
Pins, Disc Springs, Alignment Dowels and
Bushings, Spacers, Compression Limiters,
Threaded Inserts and Shims.
Tel (800) 321-4679
Email: info@spirol.com
SRC SPECIAL RIVETS CORP.
195
Blind Rivets. Company Rep: Tony DiMaio.
Tel & Fax (978) 521-0277
STAR STAINLESS SCREW CO.
47
Sockets, screws, nuts, bolts, washers, rod,
pins, full line of mil-spec fasteners and
more. Star Stainless is a division of Lindfast
Solutions Group.
Tel (630) 595-3440
www.starstainless.com
SUBSCRIPTION FORM

SEMS AND SPECIALS
111
Your trusted source for sems and specials
since 1991. A cold forming manufacturer
of fasteners, we offer a diverse portfolio of
products ranging from standard commercial
fasteners to custom specials and ending
with Class II military hardware.
Tel (815) 874-0000
Email: sales@semsandspecials.com
SETKO FASTENERS
139
Domestic manufactured and imported
socket products. Standards or specials. Mill
shipments and blanket orders. Zinc plated
sockets, nylon patches, drilling, etc.
Tel (630) 800-6377
Email: sales@setkofasteners.com
SHEAR-LOC PRODUCTS
91, 153
The original instant thumbscrews. The
ultimate socket head cap screw accessory.
Over 5000 combinations. Inch and Metric.
Tel (800) 775-5668
Email: sales@shear-loc.com

89

SUPERIOR WASHER & GASKET CORP. 27
Your “single source supplier” for Made in the USA
washer and gasket products for the last 50 years.
Tel (631) 273-8282
Email: swg@superiorwasher.com
SUNCOR STAINLESS
167
Shackles, turnbuckles, pad eyes, hooks
& clips, eye bolts, swage fittings, chain,
webbing, rigging and wire rope.
Tel (800) 394-2222
Email: sales@suncorstainless.com

T
TAMPER-PRUF SCREW, INC.
171
Leader in Security Screws since 1974.
Tel (562) 531-9340
Email: tamperpruf90723@sbcglobal.net
TORTOISE FASTENER CO.
59
Specialty source for slow moving hex heads.
Stainless, brass, silicon bronze, aluminum,
nickel-copper and alloy 20 hex heads.
Tel (800) 691-8894

TUTTLE MANUFACTURING
213
Anchors, bent bolt specials, spade bolts,
acme threaded bars.
Tel (847) 381-7713
Email: tuttlemfg@gmail.com

U
UC COMPONENTS
125
Clean-Critical Fastener and Seal Solutions.
HV, UHV, Cleanroom Ready Fasteners and
seals in just about any size, material and
finish. RediVac® clean-packaged screws and
O-rings. Custom products and prototypes.
Tel (408) 782-1929
Email: sales@uccomponents.com
UMETA OF AMERICA
73
Supplier of OEM quality grease fittings and guns
Tel (800) 595-5747
Fax (704) 799-1923
UNICORP
Manufacturer of electronic hardware,
fasteners and handles since 1971.
Tel (973) 674-1700
Email: sales@unicorpinc.com

103

V
VIRGINIA FASTENERS
189
Specializing in HDG timber, hex, carriage, lag
bolts, tie rods, nuts and washers.
Tel (800) 368-3430
Email: sales@vafasteners.com
VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC.
9
US made plastic fasteners, all types & quantities,
custom molding since 1992. Over 100 million
parts in stock with worldwide shipping.
Tel (800) 844-8024
Email: sales@voltplastics.com

W
WILLIE WASHER MFG.
211
Domestic manufacturer of fender, spring, tab
and flat washers,
Tel (847) 956-1344
Email: sales@williewasher.com

X
XL SCREW CORPORATION
143
Importer of standard fasteners - hex cap
screws, bolts, nuts, locknuts, thread forming
screws, sheet metal screws, self-drilling screws,
machine screws, washers and anchors, metrics
and mill shipments. Over 14,000 imported
products in stock. America’s finest quality
imported threaded fasteners since 1968.
Tel (800) 323-7367
Email: xlw@xlscrew.com

